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PREFACE

Our children.live within a complex and interdependent world.

Political, economic, and environmental issues are and will continue to

be greatly influenced by people in distant lands.. Modern transportation,

communication and international organizational.structures have transformed

our world; yet our schools seldom recognize this transformation and few

curricula alloW or encourage a global perspective. It will not suffice to

0 mandate a course or two On the seconday level in world history (frequently

Western-oriented ancient history) or world cultures, or an introductory

course to a second language. The exposure of students to one or two frag-

mented courses in the social studies wfll not de'velop the skills, know-

ledge and attitudes necessary for coping with dumestic and world issues

and opportunities that will be faced by citizens dvring the twenty-first

century. Teachers of all subjects and all grade levels must recognize

the curricular implications for them and endeavor to expam wportunities

for their students to acquire a global perspective.

Curriculum Dimensions of Global Education has been commissioned by the

Pennsylvania Department of Education and israddressed to professionals

from a variety of disciplines. Historically, global studies has been of

interest to teachers of social studies and second language programs; yet

analysis of any world news jouvnal reveals that such subject areas as

the sciences, fine arts, corplunications, business, nutrition and environ-

ment are deeply involved in global affairs. This document is designed

to stimulate in educators from these various areas an awareness of the
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'implications that global studies have for their special interests. A

chapter addressed to administrators is also included because any change,

but particularly one that impinges upon the total curriculum, will have

to nave their support.

Another curriculum opportunity that the global approach can facilitate

is the integration of knowledge. It cannot be denied that the basic skills

are critical to education, but they are not an end in themselves. They

merely provide the tools to cope with a complex world. Likewise, the

subject area disciplines have been of great value in clarifying ideas and

providing specific insIghts into examining the woild. However, if education

is to encourage the development of well-rounded people who can not only

survive but also enjoy and contribute'to their existence, schools must

help students to integrate the ideas from varied disciplines and use them

in solving problems and setting goals.

"An Integrated Approach to Global Education," written by Robert

Schell of the Department of Education, serves as a descriptive model for

a number of programs in basic education in the state. It also served as

one of the common background readings for all authors of this publication;

thus, it is reproduced as the first poer in the document.

Following the Schell paper is an overview of global education in the

national scene presented by James M. Becker, Director of the Mid-America

Program for Global Perspectives, Indiana University.

Each of the other authors included in Curriculum Dimensions of

Global Education represents a specific field of interest. Although
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each had a basic set of background materials in global studies, the in-

dividualistic treatment of the subject by each author provides a varied

and interesting panorama. Some of the authors who have been involved in

teacher education explain various methods that teachers use to motivate

their students in activities that can lead to insights within the global

context. Swetz and Zolomit/develop a variety of teacher activities along

this line.- Others such as Rawson and Searles present key concepts from the

fields of nutrition and the social studies that provide the critical issues

for global studies. Hoffa establishes a dialectic and clarifies the problem

of applying the arts to the general area of global studies with candid

enthusiasm. Luoma, though writing more on the administrative actions and

philosphies of a.transdisciplinary nature than directly on global studies,

provides the reader with valuable information on management.policies

requisite for achieving success in this area. One of the basic contentions

of "An Integrated Approach to Global Education" is that the best model is

a transdisciplinary one, ane this paper provides excellent insight into

this administrative procedure.

Since this publication addresses the wider dimensions of global

studies, a key issue is the need for teachers to change their role and to

considar varied aspects of global studies as well as interaction with

colleagues from different disciplines. Bruce discusses ways to build

bridges between science and other curriculum areas in order to present

to students a realistic world picture. Konick elaborates on the discrep- .

ancy between the need for teaching other languages in an interdependent



world and the stark reality of declining language classes. He suggests

A
changes in teacher roles if language tecchers are to play a part in this

movement. Cartwright establishes the global contacts from which early

childhood education arose and then goes on to.draw implications for the

area of education with special reference to the Year of theAChild. Cortes

explores the natural link that exists between global studies and multi-

cultural education through a discussion of four eoals which the two edu-

cational perspectives have in common.

flarritburg, Pennsylvania

L

vi

-- Robert L. Schell
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Chapter I

AN INTEGRATED APPROACH TO GLOBAL ^EDUCATION

Robert L. Schell
Senior Program Adviser of Social Studies
Pennsylvania Department of Education

Since 1961 the study of WorlrCultures has been mandated for

secondary school

growing emphasis

students in the State of Pennsylvania. Today, with

on the basic elements of our educational system, it is

necessary to reflect upon the needs for continued efforte in this

direction and to suggebt new approaches which will contribute to the com-

petencies of our youth as members of a global society. The now meaning-

ful concept of Spaceship Earth,had not yet becoMe la reality when World

Cultures was mandated. But the world has changed drastically in the

intervening years and the attitudes of our youth have shifted.

It is interesting to note that a National Citizenship Conference

sponsored by the Council 7if State School Officers and the U.S. Office

of Education in Kansas City, in September, 1976, included Global Per-

spectives as a major component of citizen education. But the realities

fe

. of global education are not encouraging. As Stephen Bailey (1975) notes:

American schools . . . are caught up in curricular
and" degree requirements that do not reflect the urgencies
of modern international coping. Furthermore, a heightened

.vocationalism in a mass educational market may well be
exacerbating the parochialism of the American educational

system.

Unless'aomething is donejo compensate for these
educational anachronisms, theTnited States.will lack
the expert human resources nedded to steer. American
public and private enterprises through the dangerous
and uncharted international waters that lie ahead.
Equally serious is that this nation will lack the
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despread popular understanding needed for the

litical acceptance of difficult trade-offs urged

by informed leadership or emerging.as the neccessary

logic of our living in a perpetual state of inter-

national interdependency, (p. 4)
(..-..°

.,

The need for global understanding is a necessary element of sur-
..

vival, but are our present World Cultures courses achieving this end?

A review of 'the status of such'Eftirses in Pennsylvania and of international

education courses,in the nation Andicates thatimost bf'these!studies have

moved from chronoloacal or historical approaches to a spatial one. Area

studies seem to be\Vie major meihod of studying other people and usually

these
studiesVre'interdisciplinary in nature, though history of the

people is usually given precedence. While history is given

in the study of European cultures, the contemporary is often stressed in

Asian and African areas. There have been mahy positive aspect's of this

approach but there are a number of results which must be scrutinized.

Despite many efforts to develop post7hole learning experiences,

a problem remains: )Either the coverage of regions is superficial, or,

if study of areas iS eliminated, many of the immediate concerns of the

world are by-passed.
hudents frequently question the value of studying

about people from long ago and far away. Finally, there is a tendency

to deal with the unique cultural components of individualized areas with-

Out getting at the interdependent natdre of the'world. International*

economic, ecological and political problems are not studied. The

cooperative interactions of people on a nongrernmental as wellias govern-
/

1+1.

Bailey, Stephen K, International education: An agenda for interdepen-

dence. Iternational Education and Cultural Chan e, Pa11,4 1975, p. 4.

2 I
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mental basis are overlookedyet these are the key concerns of survival

in an tnterdependent world. Obviously, a new attempt at promoting global

.understanding is required. Global education, as described below,

'represents one such effort.

Global education differs from World,Cultures in several 'days. First,'

it goes beyond the social studies and focases upon an individual seeking

to find understanding of the world in which survival arid.hapi)iness are

sought. To understand one's self in this context, it is necesSary to

draw upon the ideas of many subjects.

Secondly, global studies.is based upon the use'of concepts. This

helps motivate students by having them Aplore some of ihe'basit simi7

larities shared by all people. They then expand their'ideas across

space to other cultures and,back in time to understand the rodts of the,

uniqueness of peoples. Many students resist studying about strange-

people in far away places. They often see little connection between

these studies and their own lives. Consideiation of the universalgof
. .

human culture and the changing way these'universals,dre addressed through

time and apace illuserates altedtatives while maintaining the comnion

thead of the ,unity of all people.

A third difference is the developmental sequence which directs the

student to a consideration of the present and future as well as the past.,

Since World War II, there have been major technologidal and political

changes that have drawn people together into aniinterdependent and inter-

locking world. The formation of the United Nations and smaller regional

3



organizations nave changed economic, political, and cultural life. Thg

$00

recognition of limite9..resources and of the dangers of environmental,

pollution in our developing world demand that future citizens develop

basic global understandings if the human race is to survive. The threat

4
of nuclear, biological, and chemical warfare that could end all life on

earth, and the conseqUent limitations of militry power to settle dis-

agreemeAts indicates A need for a citizenry aware of the dangers, yet
4:71.

sophisticated enough to develop skills for resolving conflicts in ways

less destructive and violent. The establiShment of decisions based.

upon moral commitments to such ideals as human rights p.fovides an answer

to Machiavellian pragmatism. Our nation was founded on some basic

principles that the world has come to acknowledge through the Universal

Declaration of Human Rights. These principles are basic to our survival-

and our pursuit of happiness.. A return to thc basics, therefore, must

go beyOnd establishing communication skills. It must deal with the

issues addrwied in this paper,- issues of problem solving, personal

interaction, and understandings that enable students'to relate in a

personal way to other humans from other lands and times,

The Intearated Approach

These differences require that the curriculum be structured differ-

ently for global studies than for World Cultures. One possible approach

to 4Jobal education is described below. Tills approach, rather,than being

organized around chronology or spatial relationships, focuses on major



concepts from which specific competencies may be derived. The purpose

of ttiis approach is to achieve the following objectives of global

education:

J. Develop an integrated plan Of education that increases the

ability of students to use the tools of varied disciplines to
understand their world and cope with the major issues con-

fronting humans. el& .411,4

2. Develop skills in perceiving, in organizing knowledge, in in-
terpersonal interaction, and in problem solving.

3. Develop an awareness of the common goals, hopes, aad creative
expressions of people from a variety of different lands and
cultures through an integrated study of the world.

4. Develop a self-undPrstanding (microcosm) through a deeper
understanding of others (macrocosm).

5. Develop methods for individualizing instruction for students
while maintaining a common core of developmental growth.

6. Develop a systematic way to considgr a vast area of knowledge
so that lifelong learning may be encouraged in a rational

manner.

This approach offers three primary advantages:

1. §tudents are motivated by developing concepts which are a part
of their understanding, and by expanding these interests across
space and through historical time to clarify perspectives.

2. Although the concepts are presented sequentially with regard
for their historical development, they proCeed to the areas of

current concern. They Stimulate understanding of the critical
problems ofxhe human condition while exploring the positive
actions that humans have taken while coping with their world
pni improving life quality on a broad sCale.

3. This approach presents a model for integrating the tools of a
variety of intellectual disciplines in gaining perspective on

the human condition.

'
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Coi_lcia_g.usterALiitsituaeandChanae

The major concept§ on which this approach is focused are structured

in three clusters or circles. The first circle (see Figure 1) is con-

cerned with the development of an understanding of the societal forces

or cultural universals that affect each individual. These universals

affect the students as they also have affected other people across time

and space. They have the advantage of appealing to the students' own
4

frames lf reference which are then expanded to the study of others. Thus,

'a teacher can move the student from the consideration of "I" to an under-

standing of "we."

The
Ads

Social
Organization

Religion,
Philosophy

Communication

HERITAGE

CHANGE

Political

Economic
Organization

Environment,
Technology

Education,
Socialization

Figure 1. Circle A -- Cultural universals
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These universals would apply to any culture area in any time span,

and provide an understanding of the holistic nature of human society.

Although the circle includes many concepts, they frequently Intertwine

and an understanding of any culture is dependent upon the totality of

all. The
t
central concepts of heritage and change provide the vehicle

for synthesizing the universals.

Heritage and Change is an integrating concept that influences all other

cultural universals. All cultures possess a heritage that determines the

manner in which individuals within that culture meet the needs expressed

in the universals. At the same time, change is irresistably influencing

all of these universals. This is less true in traditional societies,

but tbtre would be no history and no progress if change were not\ever-

present. Radical change may be referred to as revolution, while gradual

change is usually referred to as evolution.

Social Ormization is the way humans organize their societies, especially

around age, sex and economic roles within families, social classes, and

institutions. Social institutions tens' to pass on the heritage but

changes in culture often disrupt social organizations, causing social

problems.

Communication connotes written, oral, and other symbolic modes of inter-

action that are the basis of human activity, especially in the abstract.

A study f communication provides insight into cultural values and

reveals the strength of tradition as well as providing signs of change.

The Artk illustrate how civilized social units have typically relied

7



upon and rewarded the artist for representation of the humane achieve-

ments of the group; for recording, informing and celebrating exploits,

.conquests and beliefs; for maintaining continuity of identity, purpose

and growth; and for transmitting this information to succeeding genera-

tions.

Religion and Philosophy.exemplify the ideals, goals, and sometimes the

parameters of a cultural group. The intent is not to delve into com-

plex theology, but to bring about an awareness of the basic aspirations

and traditions of the culture of a people. Philosophy may be supportive

of religion or it may be separate or even in opposition, yet it is in-

.
cluded here because both areas are concerned with the complex questions

of life.

Environment and Technollux refer to the interaction between people and their

physical'surroundings. The first time humans altered their environment,

technology Was born. The nature of inventions emphasizes change, yet the'

element of continuity is always present. Human adaptatioa has been a

theme of history, but the often subtle changes caused by advances in

technology are only now becoming evident as a key element in the study

of the world.

J42119.1das involves the basic survival of all humans in their quest to

meet their material needs, As such it is concerned with the allocation

of natural and human resources, specialization of labor, and value

choices. Self-sufficiency, as evidenced in.hunting and gathering

cultures and in mny agricultural societies, tended to be traditional,

:but ai cultures became more urban the emphasis was upon change. There

8



are close ties between economic, political and technological-enviro nnen-

tal aspects.

Education and Socialization are concepts often neglected in the area of

world studies. It seems ludicrous that the social institution in which

our students are encapsulated for so long a period of their lives re- .

ceives so little attention. Socialization is concerned with the informal

ways by which culture is transmitted to the young of any society as

opposed to the formal process of education. Modern education, with them,

scientific rationale may, indeed, be a force for change.

fir
d

Governmental
Structure

Governmental
Functions

Leadership &
Authority

Laws

Political

POWER

CONFLICT
RESOLUTION

Internationalism

Political
Processes

. Nationalism

Imperialism

Figure 2. Circle B -- Political concepts



concept Cluster B; Power and Conflict Resolution

The focus of the second circle is on the political area of international

studies, since 'it is through political institutions and proceses that our

world operates. Politics is concerned with the allocation of power and,

the means of resolving conflict between those striving for power. Past

history often was written concerning wars, yet the importance of em-

phasizing conflict resolution is apparent if we give heed to the de-

vastation that will result trom anotaer total war.

Political ideas have usually been considered within the context of the

western tradition. However, within the broad sweep of human history,

the concepts included within this sphere are basic since they refer to

processes and organizational structure inherent in any political system,

past or present.

Governmental structure refers.to the way in which societies are organized.

Within a tribal society the social and political structure may be

identical, but as political structures diversify and specialize in an

effort to meet the needs of a complex society, varied groups emerge.

In a democratic society, three branches of the government emerge, as well

as bureaucracies.

Covernmental functions are those activities that political groups engage

in to protect their society, allocate human and material resources, and

provide for the will-being of their members. Early cultures frequently

we4e conceived with religious functions, and ail governments tend to

perpetuate a tradition. Since all governments contain vested interests

10 Li
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concerned with power, the key role is the resolution of conflicting

demands within a structure that does not threaten the government's

stability.

Leadership and authority are requisites to the functioning of any society.

Throughout history, attaining and passing on leadership functions waS a

.major problem. Even those authOrities sanctioned by religion were not

safe, and the connections between religion and politics often led to

power struggles that altered both institutions. The key conflict that

has plagued this concept has been the sharing Of power and the limits

to authority.

Laws are developed in every culture to regulate the actions of the group

and allow for order. Even societies with no formal legal code develop

unwritten lads and .taboos that all are expected to obey. Those who do not

may be subject to punishment that ranges from loss of privileges and goods

to physical punishment and even death. All cultures also provide some

means of eniorcement and often,specialized groups arc given power to en-

force laws that give .hem new claims on authority.

Political processes are necessary to regulate the varied functions and

roles of government. In a democracy, we aisociate political processes with

the ways in which citizens are permitted to exercise citizenship roles in

the control of their political organization. In more authoritarian types

of government, political processes still have to be established to guide

the operation and control of power and provide for'resolving conflicts,

both within the government and when two political forces come in conflict.



Nationalism is a concept that emanated from western Europe in the 15th

centurrand has permeated the entire world. Prior to this time, loyal-

ties were to a leader or a center of power such as the Roman Empire.

People came under a single authority, but there was little unity among

these diverse'groups. Nationalism is based upon a unity of a people

under a single government. Ideology, a common language, the develop-

ment of a tradition, and symbolic representation such as patriotic songs,

heroes, and flags have all served to develop ethnocentric views that

solidified nationalistic power bases.

Imperialism is a natural outgrowth of power. Since the rise of nationalism,

people of various-netions have often welded together for ideological and

economic reasons to fight other nations or, more frequently, to overcome

less-developed peoples and amass colonies. Thus, imperialism has been

a major source of conflict through the ages. As a population increased

and leadership centralized, wars were fought over territories. As one

society developed a superior military technology, it often conquered

neighboring people and instituted a new way of life.

Internationalism is a new phenomenon that is not a part of imperialism

since it connotes cooperative interaction among sovereign nations. This

is the basic theme of the third sequence of global education and is

considered a key element of the present and the future world.

12



Communication

Social
Organization

The Arts

Religion &
Philosophy

Internationalism

Economic
Organization

INTERDEPENDENCE OF Environment &
HUMAN RIGHTS Technology

International Political
Organizations

Future

Education &
Socialization

Fisure 3. Circle C -- The present/future world

Concept 'Cluster C: Interdependence and Human Rights

The third circle in the sequential development of global understand-.
z

ing is perhaps the unique and most important part of this system

since it is the portion so seldom taken into consideration. It is an

attempt to view the present and the future based upon an historical

development of the actions of ihe human race. It turns back to a con-

sideration of the universals, but with special reference to the world

13
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we live in today. The central concept of interdependence indicates ae

need to consider the interaction of nations and cultures. The concept of

human rights is m i.vntral ideal of.our nation, and any understandiny, must

consider the human factor. -It will be noted that this circle is open-

ended since many ideals project into the future. 'Because of the citit41'

.nature of certain issues,,specific universals such as technology, economic

interdepenLnce, and the-international-political organization often receive

emphasis.

The concept of Spaceship Earth clarifies the real.ity of interdependence

-

and the need for resolving conflicts without destroying our linked and

fragile existence. Interdependence is a reality in our modern world

where trade patterns,- communication, poiitigal decisions, humanitarian

effortd, and intellectual growth all have global significance. As

technological advances influenced specializatiqn, people became dependent

upon others. The need for natural resources and the growing number of

nations, particularly in the less developed areas of the world, have

brought The realization to even the more powerful countries that their

very existence is dependent upon cooperative interaction with nations

and peoples all around the globe.

Human rights is also an integral concept that is a central part of

the interpersonal global scene. Through the leadership of the United

Nations and

have become

declaration,

its Declaration of Human Rights, the people of the world

cognizant of the importance of human ri:glits. Under this

the civil liberties mentiOned in the American Bill of

14(
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Rights have been expanded to include the economic rights that President

Franklin D. Roosevelt articulated.

.It is recognized that counterforces are'at work on the global scene.

The nationalism of the emergent nations is in juxtaposition to inter-

dependent cooperation. There are political forces iq the world which

'either ignore or misinterpret human rights. However, it is the position

of thid program that the constructive and positive aspect of our global P

view must be emphasized in the educational system if we are to hope for

a peacefu:I.,,secure and happy existenv.

To indicate some of the specifiC concerns and the linkages that occur

bei.ween the central concepts and subconcepts of the universals, the

following suggestions are provided. Thede suggestions are based on the

premise that long-range solutions.are more amportant than short-range

answers to problems, since the latter might easily lead to political

. -

and environmental decisions that could deStroy our existence.
4p

- In the realm of economics, an isolationist policy might temporarily

solye some domestic unemployment problem, but it also mightlead to a

world economic depression. This, could result in the development of a

military gitance by many nationts which could threaten the world's stability

and ltssen opportunities for individual freedom and dignity.
.1

Another econdnic reility is the'growth of new types of economic

organizations. The first is nongovernmental. Multinational'corporations

have been established in many areas,of the world. Their economic power

is frequently.greater than the majority of nations;,yet they are beyond

15



the control of any single nation. This condition indicates interdependence,

nndit could have a salutary effect upwl natimprivalries. .However,

it also could lead to,the abuse of power and to economic colonialism.

Within governmental economic organizations, regional groups have

been formed to facilitate economic interdependence. The.European EconoM-

ic Community.is one oV the first and most important organizations of this

type. A more recent development is the formation of the Organization

of Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) whose actions raised-the price'of

oil and brought about a lisrup.tion in the world's ecOnomy. Other single

comthodity areas are thinking of similar organizations so that they can

obtiain a larger ..share of the pie.

All of these developments have been hastened by die technological
air

advances in transportation and communication. Instantaneous communication

by space satellites has made neighbors of all peoples. The transmission

of information via radio, television and written- correspondencewould not

be possible without cooperative interaction among nations of the world.

Environmental concerns and technology must be considered crucial

elements in any glp4al understanding. The energy/environmental dicho-

tomy affects everyone; yet seldom is this.a consideration in our

courses on international relations. For the first time in history the

growth pC industry threatens our shared and sometimes finite supplies of

natural resources. These resources are scattergd over the world with the

distribution pattern not ekshy-)matching an undisciplined consumption

pattern. Furthermore, tliedevelopment ot many r sources and the refine-

40,
merit of them havd the Potential for poisoning or destroying the

P
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environment. The future health anci livelihood of all are threatened.
/-

Pollution of one part afthe ocean, for instance, may easily affect

/7
people in other areas of the world.

_Another dichotomy, ,population/food,

implications for almost every universal.

is a vor concern that has

The science of medicine has

facilitated a vast gtcrease in world population, but it has also°offered

alternatives to uncontrolled

. natives are often limited by

population growth. However, these alter-,

religious and philosophical considerations.

'Changing patterns of family organization also affect population. The
.

agricultural sciences have created a revolution in lood production,pbut

economic and political considerations bear heavily upon the continued

t.

progress of &gricultural.development. Perhaps the most critical deterrent

to solving this problem-is in the area of ed4eation. There are great

-discrepancias in the dietribution of knowledge through educational systems.

Frequatly,.traditional sourcelOof authority:aVe the only ones capable
,

of providinrinformation to people in developing nations.
o'

The.problem of war is also crucial. The sophistication of military

. weapons begs our world to seek alternatives to military opportunism.

International organizations have been formed to control the present

critical situatioh, and the usual forms of diplomacy exitl and work in"

tandem:with regional associations. Not only does the Seoprity Council

of 'the United Nations attempt to alleviate problems;, but other organiza-

tiodlisuch as the North Atlantic Treaty Organization and Organization

of imel4can States play important roles in maintaining peace.

17



One of most interesting'developments in our current world is the

proliferation of international nongovernmental organizations. These

groups, often devoted-to intellectual and creative efforts, are having

0 profound effect. upon our realization of. the interdependence of life on
i

our planet. Developnents in communication and cultural exchange have

furthered this trend. The possibilities for individual enrichment are

exciting; yet other elements of.our political systems restrict the free

flow of information. Many political leaders fear freedom in nondemocratic

nations, while commercialization in democracies often evades controversial

issues and aims at mediocrity. It is imperative that we.educate cttizens

to understand the reality of our globaecommunity. We must clariSy `

issues, conside i alternatives, study change and-establish priorities for

the benefit of all humankind.
A

,
An illustration can serve to pull these inter lated ideas together.

Three interlocking circles (see Figure 4) are pesented as a visual review

of the sequential Aevelopment of global issues. 'The hope is that the

interrelationships shown will offer better ways of making global education

a vital part of the educational process -- one with implications for many

areas of the curriculum. Only through an integrated approach can global

education lead us to the full development of the human kersonality.
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Application of the Approach

The three spheres of development that are presented in thi's paper

must be considered in historical and vographical cOntext. lt is

sugge/Sted, that ,the major concepts' addressed within each sphere must first

be applied to Ihe students' curren.f-rame of reference. For example, in

the area of education and socialization, the students should be en-

couraged to explore their views of formal and informal education. (It

'
is a strange phenomenon that we demand students spend 12-plus years in

formal education, yet we seldom ever explore this major influence on

their lives.) Each of the universals should be explored from the stu-

dents' personal frame of reference.

At this point a major decision must be made. Should one proceed by

using cross-cultural comparison of the specific,universals or-should a

specific area of the world be used as a model? At this point, no specific

answer can be provided. :he advantage of the first approach is that the

universals which students have just considered will be examined in many

cultures and the reason ior further exploration of the concept is easy

to grasp.. The second approach offers.several advantages. First, it

permits the students the opportunity to see the holistic or integrated

view of a culture or nation. Secondly, most resource materials available

are written about specific'nations or regions. This approach also facili-

tates the use of history to show developmental change and places emphasis

on the environmental limits within which change occurs. It might be
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advisable to think of two arrows intersecting the three spheres; one

labeled history (time)/and other libeled or geography (space).

This leads to an explanation of the sequential development illustrated

by the three spheres. It is suggested that, the first.sphere be the take-

off point for all study. After students explore the implications of the

terms in their own lives, they can then'consider the implications in other

lands and other times. It is at this point that groups of students

could be allowed to pursue ,individual investigations of specific universals

based upon their interests. However, it is imperative that the teacher

synthesizr these efforts for the entire class if an integrated,view of

life is to be maintained,

The fact that this approach has been developed with the learning

process as its foundation should facilitate continuous lealming. This,

tends to reduce the fears of coverage; yet a'well-balanced curriculum

review should take the following questions into consideration;

1. Is'a balance of cultures provided; i.g., developed and develop-
ing nations, communist and noncommuniii nations, and western
as well as nonwestern nations?

2. What are the strengths of the teaching staff?

3. Are there certain ties between your community and any particular
area of the world?

4. Does the program developed allow students to pursue individual
interests?

5. What written, nonwritten, and human resources are available?

In the pages that follow are tentative lists of subconcepts grouped

under each major concept. These will show more concretely the differences

A
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in emphasis on the integrating concepts in the center of each circle.

The lists are far from complete and only suggest specific concerns that

might be include within this system. Readers are encouraged to add other

concerns as they prepare to use this approach in their classrooms.



CIRCLE A CULTURAL UNIVERSAL3

1. Heritage,and Change

a.

b.

C.

d.

e.

f.

g.

Continuity
Cause and effect
Diffusion
Innovation
Cultural lag
Evolution
Revolution

2. Communication

a. Symbolization
b. Perception
'c. Language
d. Oral traditions
e. Written traditions

3. The Arts

a. Visual Arts
b: Husic
c. Dance
d. Literature
e. Decoration and costume
f. Crafts
g. Architecture
h. Tactile Arts

4. Social Organization

a.

b.

C.

d.

e.

f.

Kinshivand family structure
Social groups
Social control
Institutions
Leadership
Role and status

5. Economic Organization

a.

b.

C.

d.

e.

f.

g.
h.

1.

J.
k.

Needs and wants
Scarcity and choice
Supply and demand
Money and barter
Savings and investment
Opportunity cost and trade off
Production and distribution
Profit
Government control/regulation
Economic imperialism
Cycle of.poverty

23

6. '7,nvironment and Technology

a. Natural resources

h._Climate
c. Spatial relations,
d. Regions
e. Climate
f. Topography
g. Natural resources
h. Food and diet
i. Ecology
j. Applied science .

k. Agricultural Revolution
1. InduStrial Revolution

7: Religion and Philosophy

a. Beliefs and values
b. Pitual and ceremony
c. Life, death, and life after death
d. Relationship to nature
e. Relationship to humans
f. Ethics
g. Major world religions,

8. Education and Socialization

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

g.

Enculturation
Customs and mores
Life cycles
Sports and games
Educational systems
Learning
"Kultur" vs. culture



CIRCLE B -- POLITICAL

1. Power
Conflict,Resolution

a. _Cbmpromise_
b. Consensus
c. Arhitraticn
d: Mediation
e. .Judicial review

2. Governmental Functions

a. Protection
b. Ceneral welfare

c. Allocation and regulation of resources

d. Foreign power

3. Government structure

a. Constitution
b. Government agencies
c. Separation:of powers
d. Types'of governments.

4. Political Process

a.

b.

c.

d.

C.

f.

g.

Citizenship
Party system
Decision making
Interest groups
Public opinion
Electoral process
Protest

5. Leadership and Authority

a. Selection
b, Limitation
c. Succession
d. Popular sovereignty

6. Laws

a.

b.

c,

d.

e.

f.

g.

Civil rights
Legislation.
Enforcement
Judicial system
Crime
Punishment
Codes of law/common law.
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7. Nationalism

a. Patriotism
h. Ideology
c. Unity
d. Ethnicity

P. Imperialism ,

a. nilitarism
b. Colonialism
c. Trade
d. Acculturation
e. Assimilation

9. Internationalism

a.

b.

c.

d.

United Nations
Peace
Serenity
Economic cooperation

I.



1. Interdependence

CIRCLE C INTERNATIONALISM

6.. Arts

a. Social a. Environmental planning

b. Economic h. Piffusion

c. Political c. Societal control

d. Intellectual d. Copyrights

e. Environmental , Video production

f. Aesthetic f.

g.

Film making

Photography

2. Human Riglr.s , h. Cultural exchange

a. Civil liberties
b. Economic 'rights

c. Educational opportunities
,d. Universal Declaration of

Human Rights
e. Covenants on Human Rights

for Women and Children'

3. Communication

a.

b.

c.

d.

Propaganda
Censorship
Communication networkg
The Language Curtain; mis-
understanding among people
with different languages

e. International regulations,
e.g., International Tele-
communication Organization

f. International travel and
exchange

g. Computer language

4. Social Organization

a. Population
b. Family patterns
c. Human services
d. Urbanization
e. Class systems

5. Economic

a.

b.

c.

Unions
Cooperatives
Corporations: natibnal, trans-

national and multinational
d. Developing/developed nations
e. Regional trade organizations,

e.g., European Economic
Community

f. regulation of finances, e.g.,

World Bank
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7.. Environmental and Technology

a.

b.

c.

d.
e.

f.

g.

h.

i.

J.
k.

Green Revolution
Electricity, nuclear power
Pollution
Biological/chemical'war time
Space exploration
Development
World Health Organization
Food and Agricultural Organization
Transportation
Sanitation
Medical technology

B. Religion and Philosophy

a.

b.

C.

d.

E.

f.

g.

Freedom of religion
International church organizations,
e.g., World Council of Churches
Ecumenical movement
Occultism
Missions-
Rationalism
Materialism,

9. Education and Socialization

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

Universal education
UNESCO
International professional organ-
izations

Technological education
Modern/traditional life styles
Preventive health; World Health
Organizations

10. International Organizations

a. United Nations and organizations
b. Regional government orgallizations

c. Nongovernmental organizations,
e.g., Red Cross

d. Professional organizations

(at



Chapter 2
-

GLOBAL EDUCATION: AN OVERVIEW

James M. Becker
Director, Mid-America Program For Global Perseectives

Xndiana University

It's the same world no matter where on the planet'you live.

The implications of this statemeat are finding a growing acceptance,

and they are stimulating a variety of educational responses across the

country. Viewing the earth.as a single unit or the world as a global

society is, of course, not.a new idea to those.who have studied world

affaiTs during the past.50 years. But widespread acceptance of the need

for a "new" approach to education based on such a notion is a recent

phenomenon.

The.notion may have first bean firmly planted in the public mind

when in 1969 pictures of the earth taken from 240,000 miles in space

flashed on TV screens around the globe. The traditioaal way of viewing

the world as made up of peoples living in separate entities that had

contact'in war, trade, And touristv- .but otherwise shared little in

tommon -- seemed suddenly limited and outmoded. The world as a system

-- or as a number of systems interwoven into a single unit -- and the

interrelatedness of life on Planet Earth began to take shape in the public

mind.

The moon landings stirred our imaginations, but for many of us it

was the oil embargo of 1973 that translated the notion of interrelatedness



into a reality. More recently the Three Mile Island mishap on the

Susquehanna River in Pennsylvania,served to remind us that "we all live

in Harrisburg" ("We all live in Harrisburg," 1979). This is the case not

only because millions of people in the industrialized world live close to

nuclear power plants but also.because what happened there gffects the

whole world's efforts to cope with the complex issues involved in find-

ing safe, dependable sources of energY. An even more recent reminder is

the 1979 oil crisis, which has brought back rationing and long lines at

the gasoline pumps. All of these events, combined with increased trade,

tourism, and transnational communication, demonstrate that we all are

"riders on the earth together."

More Knowledge and Understanding of Our
Global Age Is Needed

The recognition of the growing interrelatedness of life on Planet

Earth and Of the role transnational interactions play in life on Main

Street USA, has increased the titizenls'and the nation's need for

sophisticated knowledge of international, political, economic, and

cultural phenomena. There is widespread acceptance of the notion that

imparting such knowledge requires highly trained specialists familiar

with international issues\sand processes and the languages and cultures

of varimis peoples and areas., Training'of these specialists and wide-

s,read dissemination of their knowledge and insights are important

elements in any effort to improve public understanding of the nature of

28
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our world. Turning to highly trained specialists, however, should not

blind us to the need for widely diffused public understanding of trans-

national interaptions, global processes, and the unity and dtversity

of cultures, nations, and peoples. Our safety, our prosperity, and our

way.of life require that citizens acquire the knowledge.and skills

needed to underatand and to influence international interactions and

processes.

The Importance of Elementary and Secondary Education

-
Research tells us that the process of acquiring concepts and atti-

tudes about the world begins early in life and that what is learned at

more advanced levels mustbuild upon what has been previously acquired,.

For those who do not go beyond high school, global studies ends at that

point, with the exception of what may be learned from the media. While

a small minority of college or university students specialize in inter-

national or foreign area studies, most college graduates have had few

40

formal courses in international studies. Thus, for most citizens the

public schools may,well provide the single most important opportunity

for acquiring basic knowledge and attitudes about international events

and processes. In addition, improvements in' international-studies at

this level are essential if improvements at college and university levels

are to be expected. Thus, it is cleaf the f8undation for global under-

standing must be laid at the Precollegiate level.

tip
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Numerous Efforts are Underway

Recognition that interactions among peoples and nations may be a

significant factor in life-styles and careers in.the 21st century has

stimulated numerous educational efforts in government circles and at all

levels of education. Already underway, are a number of local, statewide,

and national efforts to improve school global studies. The Presidential

Commission on Foreign Languages and International Studies, the U.S. Office

of Education (USOE) Task Force on Global Education, the work of the

Council of Chief State School Officers, the National Association of Ele-

mentary School principals, the National Association of Secondary School

Principals, the National Education Association, and the National Council

for the Social Studies are but a few of the many organizations working

to improve educational programOin foreign languages and international

or global studies (cf. ICIIE, 1979).

A number of states have adopted guidelines or resolutions and offer

a variety of incentives and services for improving and expanding global

or international studies in the schools. Delaware, Florida, Illinois,

Indiana, Kentucky, Michigan, Minnesota, New Jersey, blew York, North

,Carolina, Pennsylvania, and Utah are among those states making special

efforts at present (Collins, 1978; Weatherfccd, 1977).

If one adds the numerous local and regional efforts, the numerous_

outreach projects associated with USOE-funded language and area studies

centers, and special projects such as the Center for Global Perspectives

in New York, the Mid-America Program in the Midwest, the Center for the



Teaching of International Relations in Denver, and agencies such as the

Asia Society, the African-American Institute, and the Overseas Develop-

ment Councilo'it is apparent that many individuals and institutionsare

concerned about and attempting to improve global or international edu-

cation.

1

Some StateL Regional, and National Efforts

A number of guidelines are available for developing programs in this

area. The Pennsylvania Department of Education Statement "An Integrated
\

Approach to Global Education," which is included in this volume, offers

a rationale-focused on.the use of concepts and a developmental sequence

that emphasizes the present and future as well as the past. In this

approach, a numbe&of concepts and ideas are identified and classified
5

under three main headings: Heritage and Change, Power and Conflict

Resolution, and Interdependence and Human Rights.

In "Education for a Global Age: What is Involved?" Robert Leestma

(1979), Associate Commissioner for Institutional ,Development and Intei-

national Education, USOE, lists five main areas' that need to be'addressed

in coming to grips with the realities of world_conditions and issues:

(a) the unity and diversity of the human species, (b) irternational human

rights, (c) global interdependence, (d) intergenerafional responsibility,

and (e) international cooperation. Leestma suggests that the competencies

and sensitivities that schools need to help students develop include:
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1. Some basic cross-cultural understanding, empathy and ability, to

communicate with people from different cultures.

2. A sense of why and how humankind shares a common futureglobal
.0

issues and dynamics and the calculus of interdependence;

3. A sense of stewardship,in use of the earth and acceptance of ,

the ethic of intergenerational responsibility for the well-

being or fair chance of those who will come after us (Leestma,

1979, p. 6).

The Commission on Schools of the North Central Associaiion of Schools

and Colleges, in cooperation with the Kettering Foundation, is sponsoring

a program in School Improvement through Global Education. The Olemes cif

the program are: (a) valuing diversity; (b) developing effective aorking

relationsips with others; (c) undpIstanding the world as an interdependent

system; and (d) understanding prevailing world conditions, the process of

change, and emerging trends.
"

Prepared to help local school districts, Guidelines for Global Edu-

cation and Global Education Bibliography (publications of the Michigan

Department of Education) provide a ddfinition, goals, and criteria for

program development and seif-assessment in global affairs. As evidence

of Michigan's involvement in global affairs, the'Guidelines list the

following data:

A. Michigan ra-ats first in the nation in dollar value exports.

B. Mstchigan is exceeded in total exports by only seventeen nation-

states of the world.

C. Thirty nations maintain foreign consular offices in Michigan.

32
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D. Michigan has seven international ports within which U.S.
Customs operate.

E. Over 7,000 foreign students attend schools, colleges, and univer-
sities, in Michigan.

F. Michigan has over 100 organizations engaged in international
activities.

G. Michigan International Trade Division has offices in Brussels
aud Tokyo.

H. Many foreign businesses have-established offices and production
facilities in Michigan.

I. Michigan has over eighty multinational corporations.

As can be seen, Michigan's role in global affairs is already

extensive. This global role must be enlarged beyond the special

interests of 4ie repre3entatives of business, politics, and the

military. In(consc:psuce, educators, students and the total com-

munity need to.come to unde:stand and be involved in this reality.

' They should have the opportunity to receive formal and nonformal

educational experiences that will prepare them to engage in the

dynamics of global interdependence. (Michigan Department of

Education, 1978, p. 1)

This stntement stresses the importance of identifying the variety

of ways in which life in our states or loug communlies influences and

is influenced by global affairs. It also Makes more visible and con-

crete the nature and implications of interdependence. As Dubos (1979)

has.pointed out, we need to "think globolly and act locally."

Another example is'a handbook disiributed by the Council of Chief

State School Officers (1977) entitled Your State in the World. This
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publication provides some 30 activities or exercises demonstrating ways

of collecting, organizing, and analyzing information about the world

in your state/your state in the world (cf. Bennett, DeGood & Smith,

1976; Ely, Bertram, McClellan, & McCanna, 1978).

The World and the School,

Designing educational responses to the challenges of global inter-

relatedness, cultural diversity, and fiite natural resources requires not

only an awareness of the nature of world trends and developments and an

awareness of how children learn but also a sensitivity to the realities of

educational change. School3 are complex human organizations. Simplistic

schemes disregarding the many influences which affect what schoo). do or

the kind of support teachers need are unlikely to have much,impact.

For example, efforts to improve global education in schools must

take into account the fact that deasions about what should be taught or

emphasized involve many individuals, agencies, and interests. These

include local curriculum committees', state departMents of education, pro-

fessional associations, textbook publishers, accrediti g agencies, parents,

special interests, and'students. Improvements also require specific

practical steps to strengthen existin programs, expand the impact of

successful experimental efforts,.and, where necessary, stimulate new

initiatiVes.
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Globalizing Existing Courses

Helping teachers to review rethink,.and revitalize their courses

is essential to'. improving and expandias global perspectives in the

nation's schools. Recognizing the realities of existing curricular

patternS; and the manner in which "new approaches" must accommodate or

relate,to these L)ursesv is an important first step.

Teachers and specialists ia all disciplines need to ask themselves

how existing courses can help students to acquire a global perspective.

For example, how can history, with its wellestablished place inAhe social

studies r.urriculum, become a better vehicle for understanding the realities

of today's world? Not all approaches to the study of history make equally

valuable contributions to the development of global perspectives. In fact,

some kinds of history promote ethnocentrism and are destructive of a world-

centered frame of reference.

Global approaches to history are becoming more common (cf. McNeil,

1963; Stavrianos, 1979; Weitzman, 1974). Also increasing are the number

of comparative and regional histories that go beyond the-study of a single

nation and identify crucial concepts or ideas that are common to two or

more nations, cultUres, or people. Properly used, the comparative approach

can be a powerful tool in highlighting the commonalities in human experiT

ence and in the historical development of nations. Students can begin to

see that the history of their own nation or region has similarities,

parallels, and analogies in the histories of other peoples. They might

also see the significance of Edwin Reischauer's argument that



the historical experience of other civilizations have in them
as much relevance to us today as our own. History tr be rele-

vant today . . must encompass as much as possible of the total

eqerience of mankind . . . Nweducational system could be e

exTbected to teach future . . voters mucli about the bewildering

diversity of other societies. (Reischauser, 1976, p. 15).

The use of historical episodes drawn from different periods of history

might well be used to increase student understanding of the impact of

technological change In addition, there is the increase in nongovern-

mental transnational contacts over the past 20 to-50 years. All these

factors, and their impact on American society, might help students to

develop a global perspective While increasing their understanding of the

importance of history as a determinant of political developments and

outcomes.

,Geography, another widely offered course in social studies might well

address the manner in which developments in transportation and communication

have reduced the isolating effects on human affairs of space and distance.
v

The importance of international brade.and foreign investment to our local

and national economies could readily be dealt with in economics courses,

The role of state governments in promoting.foreign investment, the sale .

abroad of products grown within the state, or the impact on local food

prices of government palicies in importing or exporting foodstuffs are

topics that could promote global perspectives in American government

courses.

The opportunities to integrate global perspectives into existing

discipline-focused courses should not blind us to the ilsues and events

that require interdisciplinary approaches. Food, energy, pollution, re-

source depletion, and human rights, for example, are complex issues t...iat
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do not lend themselves to treatment within a single discipline. It is

important that education foster a perception of issues that embraces

insights and.transcends a single discipline approach.

Other Nations' Efforts Can Help Us

Examining the way certain events or topics are treated in other

nations can also help students learn to detect biases, including their

own, and to contribute tp global perspectives. Books such as As Others

See Us (Robinson, 1969), Verdict on America (Robinson, 1974), and The

American Revolution: Selections from Secondary School Historcsof

Other Nations (Barendin, Rauch, Rose, & Wnner, 1976), are examples of

this approach which uses excerpts from history books'used in other nations.

Education for International Understanding: The United States as a Case

Study, compiled by the Ministry of Education of Japcn (1978) and trans-

lated by the Education Department of the Asia Society, provides unusual

opportunities for us to see ourselves as others see us.

*

There is a growing volume of material from other countries -- trans-

lated into English -- that demonstrates the approaches used to enhance

global perspectives in other nations. This trend, together with the

increasing number of students, tourists, aud professional and business

people from other countries in our midst, creates a multitude of oppor-

tunities for students.and teachers to learn about and to participate in

global affairs.
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Citizenship a Global Age

i )

Citizen education -- a major traditional overall goal of our

!4ellools -- requires that in a glohal.age we learn to take full advantage

of these educatiOnal opportunities. Responsible and effective citizenship

today requires a global perspective.

Citizenship has been changed by the globalization of our lives. ,The

outside world increasingly impinges on us, creating new conditions and

situations to which we, as individuals and as members of different groups,

react. The decisions we make individually and collectively more and more

affect the well-being of not only the 90% of humanity now living beyond

our borders but of future generations as well.

Our decisions have both transrational and transgenerational conse-

quences. Such a world-requires competency to recognize and accept the

need for change -- and to make sound judgments. Among the important areas ,

in which judgments are being'made today are: (a) managing cultural

diversity; (b) managing conflict and violence; (c) managing cultural

change; (d) managing inequtties in distribution of wealtli, health,

safety, and education and power; (e) managing human-biosphere relations;

and (f) managing population growth.

Competencies relating to life-style decisions, work-related activi-

ties, social action, and political activities are important in the exer-

cise of citizenship in a global age. They include, the competencies

needed to identify and assess the significance of the contacts and con-

nections between life in Hometown, USA, and life elsewhere in the world,
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24)d to see these connections as opportunities to participate in and to

influence the way the world works.

Conclusion .

The interrelatedness of life on Planet Earth, the idportance of an

enlightened public in a democrktic society, and local, state and

national efforts to improve and expand global education.make it

likely that prospects for progress in education for a global perspective

will continue to improve. Programi such as those of the Pennsylvania

Department of Education and Research for Better Schools are essential

if such prospects are to become a reality.
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Chapter 3

SCIENCE/TECHNOLOGY EDUCATION IN A GLOBAL PERSPECTIVE

Matthew H. Bruce
Professor of Science Education

Temple University

In the spring of 1979, two events combined to galvanize the attention

of the American people, in spe of their steady diet of living-room spec-

taculars. Both events dealt with aspects of a single major concern:

energy. These two events -- the Three Mile Island nuclear incident and

the liquid fuel problem characterized by long lines at gasoline stations

-- underlined for a significant fraction of our population several pro-

positions which many of us find uncomfortablg. Among these propositions

are the following:

Our vulnerability with respect to some things which we

have tended to take pretty much for granted. Things that

for several generations have seemed to be in inexhaustible

supply are now perceived as having finite limits which we

are approaching rapidly.

Some limitations of science and technology in certain

high impact areas. Science and technology do not and can

t solve all problems, even when given direction and

tinancing.

The extent of qur misperceptions regarding our capacity

for self-sufficiency,'even in areas which we pioneered. We

are not now, nor are we ever likely to be again, the self-

sufficient nation of rugged individualists which our history

leads us to view ourselves as.

;"..-
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The upshot of these propositions is a growing realization by the

American people of the interaction between science/technology and social,

political, environmental and geographic factors. More specifically,

and more to the point here, is t4e realization by the science/technology

education community of a need for a more focused recognition of 'this

interaction at all levels of education.

The three propositions noted above are not really new. Indeed;-

reflections'of the second can be found in the current school science

curricula (although the level of surprise associated with eurrent recogni-'

tion suggests that the idea has not "taken" widely.among students).

Environmentalists have stated for many years the need for'planned action

stemming from the first. The third, insofar as it reflects mispercep-

tion, should have been laid to rest at least by the end of World. War II.

Acceptance of these three discomforting ideas leads to a whole

\series of realizations. There is a connection between the statement of

a petrogeologist regarding the level of oil reserves in the United States

and the incidence of death by starvation in drought-ridden areas of North-

.

oentral Africa. There is a connection between the health of the agri-

chemical industiy in the United States)and the health of the economies

of India or Egypt. There is a connection between the rate of growth of

the nuclear industry in the United States and the unemployment rate in

Japan. It is unlikely that a dramat?ec scientific breakthrough in the

near future will lead to resolution of our growing energy crisis; but

a technological effort building on extant knowledge and given direction



by well-reasoned socio-political decisions might. The page of science

as a pure search for truth independent of social force d aimed at

iacreasing our confidence in our level of understanding of our natural

surroundings has had to give way to an image of an interactive, socially

conscious pursuit carried on by persons having lives and values outside

the laboratory.

In short, science has taken on a heightened social responsibility.

Scientists have "gone public" in their expressions of concern oversspcial

issues and die relationships between their scientific -pursuits and the .

c-1---
weil-b:eing of the community. *Witaless the organization called Concerned/

Scientists taking a public position on the spread of nuclear military

capabilities;mithe strict controls the scientific community placed

on itself 'n the matter of the early probings into genetic engineering.

.It follows that the scientifidally literate citizen must come to plate

science in perspective against the social milieu in which it-functions.

The role of the science education community in all of this is

reasonably clear: science in the schools must reflect the realities of

science as an enterprise; i.e., science must be viewed in global per-

spective. The citizen-in-the-making must not be allowed to develop a

picture of science as a relatively isolated pursuit carried on in a

social vacuum by persons who either are not socially aware or, worse,

do not care how their efforts relate to the rest of society.

in order to ensure that students do see science in a global per-

spective, the preservice preparation of science teachers and the con-

tinued education of in-service science teachers mustireflect the
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interrelatednesa boxh of the sciences with other areAs of academic pur,-

suit and of the social; .golitical, and geographical entities which make

'up our world. lIn other words, we must promote the concept of global

education through in-fluencing thecurriculum and the instructional

process. Before considering how this might be done, however, it is

necessary to examine briefly the present educational situation.

The State of Science in General Education

It can reasonably be said that the present configuration of the

basic education system insists that all or nearly all pupils will'

have a substantial exposure to science'instruction by the time they

leave.the system. The amount and-quality of this instruction varies

widely, .however, with the tendency generally being to leave schools

and,spool systcms pretty much to their own devices in seleciing and

organizing their science programs. One nationally known science edu-

,!ator describes the resultrhg situation ar "chaotic."

Some generalizations can be made, however. The variation is per-

haps greates'at the elementary school level, ranging -from no science

at all to quasi-Jormalized science from the primary grades on up. To

add to the variations, science may be taught either by a specialist or

by the regular classroom teacher.

It is more oifficult to generalize about the middle school level

which may include various organizations of gra4s from four to nine.

At some point, howevell, perhaps most typically--et that point where the
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conventional junior,high school grades begin, science takes on a more

formalized and departmentalized character. Instruction is carried on

, by persons trained in science teaching. Cqrriculum organization varies

perhaps as much as it does in the elementary schools but the most likely

model to be expetted is the "layer" model. A typical junior high school,

for example, will offer a year of life science, a year of physical

science, and a year of earth and space science. Although any of these

offerings may be taught by ayerson certified in "general science,"

it is not uncommon 0 see persons having more specializecfcertification,

such as 'biology."

The senior high schools tend to require biology of all students in

grade ten, with further science exposure being elective and generally

chosen by students planning for college. The layer model again obtains,

with biology, chemistry and physics separated from one another,in their

consideration. At both the junior high school and senior high school

levels, the predominance of the layer organization for curriculum is,

in part, a function of the availability and acceptance of a number of

commercially available science,coursee prepared by bTad-based develop-

ment groups.

In summary; the typical exposure to science instruction includes

the possibility of a seriously integrated elementary school experience

(although this is by no means a certainty) having the aims of developing

process skills and maintaining interest and.curiosity, with sheer factual

acquisition a second order goal. In addition, there may be three or four



years of science instruction at the secondary level in which the goals

are more oriented toward acquisition of-facts and concepts and organized

around discipline distinctions. A general theme running through science

instruction today Is that science students should come to see science more

nearly as the scientist sees it; i.e., as a process through which know-

ledge about our natural environment is generated and organized, and ideas

tested with tra aim being to decrease the level of uncertainty of our

understanding. (Note the influence of the second of those three pro-

positions with which this paper began.)

In order to reach the greatest number of persons, global education

efforts in science should concentrate on grade levels 7-10. Adult edu-

cation, a rapidly growing area, is a second level worth consideration,

although at'this time science seems to be in relative3y low demand

among, participants in adult programs.

The reasons for selecting the grades 7-10 levels include:

1. the relative flexibility of the curriculum;

2. the availability of a high percentage of instructional

personnel with science trlining; and

3. the capacity of the acience offerings at these levels to

reach nearly everyone who passes through the basic edu-

cation system.

Further support is offered by research intb the development of children'f

cognitive capabilities, particularly as it relates to instructional pro-

grams in the sciences at the secondary level. Although the conclusions

are not'firm yet, it appears likely that there is a mismatch between

the intellectual demands of the science curriculum as it is now organized
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and the intelluctual capabilities of a significant fraction of the childreu.

Ilifs projects a need for curricular reform, alLaough the magnitude and

directions are unclear. Tf the development of a truly global perspective

as a frame for science instruction is accepted as needed, then the time

to do it is near at hand.

Parenthetically, it should be noted that science represents a unique

potential for exemplifying the global view. Although there is little

world-vide agreement about the idea of democracy, the ideas of science,

even the more abstract ones, tend to be universal. Momentum is momentum

whether described in English, Russian, or Swahili.

Science contains as a part of its considerations, already in the

curriculum, the essence of the very notions fundamental io the develop-

ment of a global perspective: such ideas as interdependence, continuity,

conservation, pervasiveness of organizational structures, chain relation-

ships, niche, community, evilution, and universality.

As an example of the potential for developing a frame for considera-

tion in the development of global perspective, consider the following.

D . Barry Commoner, a noted biologist and environmentalist, has recast

the well-known three laws of thermodynamics into a form in which

apply directly to the problem areas of energy and environmental protection

and perhaps in an even broader sense to a global view of science, at the

local and world levels:

..You don't get something for nothing.
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Everything goes somewhere.

Everything is connected to everything else.

These three statements seem to summarize the situation in which all of

us -- ;including the science/technology education community -- find our-

selves4 further, they suggest the direction in which we must move, or

at least a thematic framework for movement.

Finally, some comment seems appropriate regarding the success of

the schools in communicating what might be termed "social action" type

information. Results in this arena seem to have been less than spectac-

ularly sucessful. For example, in a recent study of urban junior high

school pupils' knowledge of environmental problems and the soueo.es of

that knowledge, a Temple University doctoral candidate found that the

media were perceived as being the greatest source of information about

the envitanmental situation, followed by the home, and then the se 1.

This is not an indictment of the schools, but certainly suggests that

the schools are not fulfilling their potential in this area of community

importance.

Whajt Must Be Done?

Several general steps need to be taken by the science education com-

munity toward the long-term goal of global education.

First, science instruction needs to be "decompartmentalized." Al-

though science in the schools is perceived as a program, with threads

running through it and binding together a K-12 goal structure, in
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reality the articulation necessary to ensure programmatic continuity,

is far too often lacking. This leaves program components disjointed.

Vor example, 4rticulation between the elementary schools and the unior

high school or middle school is simply absent in many systems. Further,

the adoption and use of externally developed programs which may be

ternally integral but are not necessarily complementary, produces a

"layer" effect, separating the sciences into relatively insulated areas.

This is perhaps most serious from the junior high school level through

grade ten, where a large fraction of the students receive the last

science instruction they will encounter in the basic education system.

If the students do not see the sciences interrelated, then the liklihood

of their placing science into a broader perspective is greatly diminished

if not eliminated.

To accomplish this decompartmentalization, it seems necessary to:

1. place.greater stress on general science as a curriculum

entity; and

2. prepare teachers -- both in the preservice and in-service

phases -- specifically to teach general science from a

global perspective.

This latter clearly calls.for,some new approaches in integration

of subject area knowledge and in methodology. The former suggests not

only a change in the view of science offered to children, but a serious

change in the curricular model utilized to provide that view.

Second, a decompartmentalization of science instruction is needed

with respect to other fields. Traditionally, science has drawn upon
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mathematics as its primary supporting disciplime. Clearly, today,

).vience instruction must interact with the social studies if it is to

present a realistic picture to students of wbat science is about in

today's world.

Specifically, it seems necessary to:

1. build curricular bridges between the sciences -- notably

the study of.science in general -- and the social studies;

and

2. prepare teachers specifically to co-teach cross-discipli-
i

nary courses.

The former suggests the possibility of zurriculum development pro-

jects, a time-consuming process, but a beginning could be accomplished

through the vehicle of something like an "issues" seminar. (Yes, junior

high school students can carry on in the seminar format.) It seems im-

perative that the beginning be accomplished at an educational level

where al1 students are taking work in both science -- preferably general

4cience -- and the social studies. This suggests the.junior high school

(or middle school), although one would hope that this interaction could

be a recurring activity through the entire basic education experience.

One might argue that the recent_research evidence, which suggests

that a significant fraction of secondary school students are not yet

formally operational (as defined by Piaget;, points up some limitations

on the ways in which they can deal with issues cutting across disciplines.

The goals are set in developing awareness, the basis for perspective.

Producing interdisciplinary problem solvers is not a realistic goal;
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the development of a global perspective based on awareness of inter-

relationships is.

An example of an issue which might be considered in such a format

Is suggtsted by Commoner's paraphrase of the thermodynamic law: every-

thing goes somewhere. How to dispose of the increasing amounts of

garbage generated by our throwaway-minded society is a pzoblem having

a local view, a regional view, and a global view, as well as one that

provides a clear interaction between science/technology and the social

studies. While most people do not really care what beomes of the garbage

placed at curbside'once the collection truck has picked it up or what

becomes of waste once it has been flushed, down the toilet -- don't care

until the system breaks down, that is -- the problems of disposal have

reached crisis proportions in some areas and, indeed, affect us all in

ways which we often do not realize. For example, many large cities on

the seacoast have for years loaded their garbage on barges to be towed

out to sea and dumped, and have done so legally. put what effects will'

be produced by the changes in'the nature of garbage associated with our

associated with our current life-style? Garbage today is not what it

used to be. Today it contains increasing amounts of toxic or toxic-

forming substances, in part the, result of our penchant for substituting .

convenience for elbow grease. What effect does the release of these

substances onto the sea floor have on the life forms which exist there?

On us, 'since we make many of these life forms part of our food supply?

On our long term prospects for feeding the world's population, since



the sea has a fairly high potential, currently unused, for producing

nutrient materials suitable for humans?

A logical extension of this problem is that of the disposition of

chemical wastes. While past practices have had a very direct effect on
e4

the residents, past and present, of the Love Canal area of Buffalo,

New York, what has been done to ensure that present practices will not

lead to another Love Canal twenty-five.years hence? We have experienced

a marked increase in our usage of substances having even more potential

for endangering human and other life. Have we protected future genera-

tions to the fullest extent of our ability?

A further extension of the problem leads to the disposal of nuclear

waste, a global problem of truly enormous proportions. If the world

energy situation makes it necessary for the continuation and even ex-

pansion of our capacity to generate nuclear power in order to fill

the gap until otheyechnologies can take over, what will be the magni-

tude of the disposal Iroblerti?

The dimensions of this set of issues are, indeed, the dimensions of

global education. The problems exist in a time frame; they have a history

and a present, both of which atfect what can be done tlward resolution,

and they contain most serious implications for the future. The problems

have a space dimension, as well. They exist as local considerations,

but are inevitably tied to broader concerns. There is about them an

inexorable progression from local to regional, to national and even to

global scope. And they have a cultural-historical dimension. Customs,

traditions, mores and laws will impinge on their resolution to aid,

to interfere, and to trigger conflict.



Clearly, these are issues -- or facets of one issue -- which cannot

readily be dealt with by either the science teacher or the social studies

teacher alone. The questions they raise draw upon a knowledge of science

and technology in order to provide the bases for decision making, and

upon a knowledge of political science, economics, sociology, and history

for decision-making mechanisms and the parameters in which they operate.

They exemplify the kinds of questions which responsible citizenship

imposes Upon us collectively for resolution.

Cross-disciplinaty consideration of these and other issues places

certain incumbencies on the disciplines concerned: (1) the curricular

model and basic methodologies must be agreed upon and joint planning

substantially completed in advance: (2) the necessaty backgrouod in-

formation from both discipline areas mu6t be available or a suitable

(

mechanism must exist for acquiring it en route; and (3) several levels

of outcomes must be agreed upon and provided for.

All of this requires a fairlY high level of commitment by a school

or school system and by the personnel involved. It cannot be done "out

of the hip pocket." It presupposes a willingness to. enter into the

needed curricular changes and a capacity to implement them -- the

curricular bridges noted earlier. It almost surely uoill entail some

retraining of personnel. At the very least, it will present pome manage-

ment problems. In short, it cannot be done in the trAditionalmode of

instruction except by a very few highly skilled and knowledgeable teachers.

Some of the questions which may arise and require answers include:

Can all students really benefit from a cross-disciplinary
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approach,'from a seminar format? Should more than one "level"

be available for students of differing'ability? Or is that too

far removed from the reality which the global education notion

is intended to convey?

Is it reasonable to expect that an approach made at the early

secondary schoolievel can have any material effect on eventual re-

sponsible citizenship and decision making?

Given that the'ultimate goal of such a pursuit lies in

developing competent, responsible citizenship based on awareness

of global interdependence, where should such consideration be

placed in basic education in order to reach all of our future

world citizens? (Note that grades seven through ten have been

proposed earlier in this paper. But is that enough?)

What consideration should be given to the growing body if in-

formation on cognitive development in secondary-school-aged children?

Is a cross-disciplinary approach really the best answer, or
0

should an interdisciplinary approach be considered?

From the managerial standpoint, how much time should be devo-

ted to cross-disciplinary activity? From where should it be drawn,

and what are the implications of the answer?

Although the answers to these questions are highly individual to

schools and school districts and even to teaching personnel, some para-

meters within which the answers will be found can be suggested.

First, it should be recalled that for three-fourths of the children,

neither science nor social studies at the junior high school level forms
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pat of a preparatory sequence leading to further study of science or

social studies. Curricular change is possible. Second, while social

studies instruction is mandated throughout the secondary schools, the

mandate for.,science runs out, in practical effect', at grade ten. This

sets some curricular boundaries'if the goal is to reach all stUdents and

if the "issues" apprqach is held viable. It also opens some doors with

respect to those students whti elect further science.

Third, the degree to which all students benefit from any approach

is masked by larger concerns such as whether all'students benefit from

being retained in school through age 16. Students will benefit in

direct proportion to the'energy, thought and sensitivitY with which

any approach is,entered into. Finally, although some longitudinal

study would be necessary to ascertain the effectiveness of this or any

other approach in developing competent citizens, it seems reasonably

assured that no approach wil] have no effect. What.is clear is that

something is needed.

Teacher education activities

Three kinds of teacher education activities must be entered into,

at minimum.

1. Primary awareness development.

There is no special reason tc expect that candidates for teaching are

Any more sensitive to global concerns than any other group of persons

having a similar educational level. The first step, therefore, is to

assure awareness. This may be especially needed fo?: science teacher
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candidates, who tend to be rather self-Sufficient in their subject area.

For preservice teachers the certification program shouljtI have this built

into the examination of the social, cultural and philosophi 11 bases for

thc educational process. for in-service teachers, a program of reorienta-

tion could be part of any of several kinds of in-service programs. (An

example of one attempt at this is given later.)

2. Training for co-teaching.

To promote the first level of breath of perspective in,the minds of

pupils, the bridge between subject areas is the first step. Co-teaching

is the most graphic symbol ofithe bridge. It requires a substantial

level of agreement on,gaals, methods and evaluation which makes neces-

sary a joint planning process. From the standpoint of preparing teachers

for this, it is probably best approached,in conjunction with curriculum.
1

development, Perhaps in a workshop format, with teachers working in teams

to develop a joint viewpoint with respect to one or, more themes having

broad implications, such as water utilization or solar energy development.

3. Preparation of generalists in scienCe.

General science at the junior high school level has been identified as an

appropriate point to tnject global education into education 1,n the

sciences. The preparation of generalist teachers in science has fallen

victim to the drive for specialization in the sciences. The current

"breadth" requirement typical in certification programs (i.e., a year in

each of the four major branches of science plus mathematics) does not

really do the job. Programs should be instituted aimed at identifying
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and preparing science teachers specifically for the junior high school

and for the tross-disciplinary step toward global perspective development.

By way of an example of the cross-disciplinary approach needed to

develop teachers who will function in the schools with a broadened per-

spective, the Delaware Valley Center for Studies in Environmental Edu-

cation has mounted as its first major project an energy education program.

This program, supported by funding from outside the Center and offered by

Temple University's College of Education, brings together thirty teachers,

equally divided between the sciences and social studies, to examine energy

concerns ranging from the physics of energy conservation to the economicS

of energy production. These teachers are engaged in a first-phase global

education project. They will, _Lt is hoped, return to their schools

prepared to extend the perspectives of their students. It should be

noted, parenthetically, that this approach exemplifies the view taken

by the Pennsylvania Department of Education that environmental studies

should be a joint venture of the social and natural science faculties.

Summary.

Science instruction offers a high potential for global education

activity. Science, as an enterprise, has displayed a growing social con-

sciousness, visible in many areas today. Recent events have forced all

of us to reconsider our view of ourselves as pretty much self-sufficient,

calling upon science from time to time when we need a problem solution.

The conjunction of science and the social studies in the basic education
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stem seems to offer the opportunity to make a beginning step in develop-

ing a world-sense among students. This will require.certain teacher edu-

cation activities aimed at reaching both preservice and in-service ,

teachers. These activities include awareness development, preparation for

for curriculum planning and co-teaching, and preparation of,generalists

in science tor teaching at the junior high school level. These activities

could be carried on through the colleges and universities tlirough their

regular offerings; however,, a conscious program funding effort.by the

Pennsylvan4 Department of Education would add speed.to the process. In

either case, the need'is pressing. PlObal education is,'simply, a "must"

if we are to prepare students to become responsible citizens in a world

in which a narrow, loCal vie4 is no longer possible.
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Chapter 4

GLOBAL PERSPECTIVES ON EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION

Carol A. Cartwright
Professor of Early ChiZdhood Education
Division of Curriculum and Instruction

College of Education
The Pennsy4vania State University

Early childhood education in the United States was largely shaped

by, and takes its present form from, the country's long-standing inter-

national outlook. The international perspective is evident in the tradi-

tion of early childhood education: the evolution of ideas in Western

civilization about the nature of childhood and the value of special ex-

periences for the education of young children. The persptctive is cur-

rently reflected in the work of early educators to provide global edu-

cation experiences for the young, and in our celebrating together the

International Year.pf the Child in 1979. With regard to the future, the

perspective is evident in our realization that the United Scates is

sadly lacking in national public policies for children and families,

while other countries have moved forward with well-planned programs and

established governmental policies.

American early childhood educators have never insulated themselves

from their colleagues enewhere. Although majqr initiatives in early

childhood education did not originate in the United States until the

1960s, programs and ideas developed elsewhere have been enthusia3tica11y

received here. There is no doubt that the tradition of global cross-

fertilization of ideas will continue to serve the international com-

munity of early childhood educators as we move into the 21st century.
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The Tradition

The word "foundation" is used frequently in speaking of the value

of educational experfendes in the early years for later deve.lopment.

Many would say the word is overused and trite. However, it must be

used againlhere because our practices and programs are solidly built on

an international foundation. The roots of current practices in this

country are embedded in the work of European educators da.ting back to

the 17th century. The value of /cooperation among an international com-

munity of child development and early education scholars and practitioners

is evident in current views of child development and in'the teaching

methods and materials used with young children. "The field of early

,childhood education as it exists in the United States and most of the

free world today rests on the'accomplishments of a common core of vi-

sionary people" (Frost & KiSsinger, 1976, p. 14). The influence of
1

early.European educators is pervasive, and a brief look at some pioneers

among them documents the origins of contemporary practices and theoret-

ical views of the young chi4d.

John Amos,Comenius (1592-1670

Comenius is regarded by most educational historians as the man who

launched the modern education'era. A Moravian,Bishop, Comenius believed

deeply in what he called "universal education." To him this meant edu-

cating all children--rich and poor, boys and girls, intellectually able

and dull--in formal school situations. His work The Great Didactic

is the repository of his educational philosophy and recommendations for
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educational practices. He proposed an educational Ladder, beginning

\with a first level, called. the mother school, for children younger than

'6 years. The vernacular school was for ages 6 to 12 years, the Latin

school for ages 12 to 18 years, and finally the university for ages 18

to 24 years.

A major contribution of Comenius in terms of both appropriateness

and enduring nature, was the writing'of Visible World, the first text

using,pictures to teach young children, lecognition of the value of

play as a learning process and the notion that children learn by doing,

both important aspects of current approaches to educating young children,

can be traced to the recommendations of Comenius. He maintained that

his proposals would have "teachers teach less and learners learn more."

His own words setve hest to illustrate these points:

It is a property of all things becoming that they can easily

be bent and formed as long as they are tender, but that they

refuse to obey when theY have hardened. Soft wax can be

modeled "and remodeled, hard wax will crumble. The young tree

can be planted, replanted, trimmed, and bent to any shape; not

so the grown. So also the hands and limbs of man can be

trained for art and craft only during childhood, as long as

the sinews are soft. (Comenius, cited in Ulich, 1954,

p. 342).

John Locke (1632-1704)

Much of John Locke's philosophy on education is contained in a

series of letters written to his English friend, Edward Clarke, while

a

Locke was in political exile in Holland. Later the letters were col-

1ected and published as Some Thoughts Concerning Education (first

published anonymously in 1693). This comment by Locke sounds as if it
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could have come from a modern piece on child rearing:

(We must recognize] good parental example rather than color-

less and hardly remembered rules and admonitions; the self-

defeating nature of excessive corporal punishment; the

necessity of allowing children their own amusements and

frivolities, that is, letting them be children when they

actually are; and, perhaps most importantly, the wisdom

of paying close attention to their different tempera-

ments and rhythms of development, and thereby accom-

modating the educational programs to the child, not the

child to the program. (Locke, cited L. Braun & Edwards,

1972, p. 36).

Locke's comment indicates his regard for the biological givens of

the child, but hc is best known for his emphasis on the influence of

the environment. His phrase "tabula rasa" (empty slate), and his state-

4

ment that "I imagine the minds of children as easily turned, this or

'Chat way as water itself" (Locke, cited in Ulich, 1954, p. 356), docu-

ment his awareness of the puwer of the environment. In this sense, he

was one of the very early behaviorists.

Jean Jacques Rousseau (1212-1778)

Emile, Rousseau's treatise (although a novel in form) on child

rearing and education, was published in 1762. In it Rousseau proposed

the principle of "negative" education, a concept based primarily on the

notion that we should receive education from nature. In his view, books

were to be forbidden, and learning was to occur from contact with the

natural world. His major contribution to early childhood education was

to describe four stages of child development. The first two stages

are particularly relevant here. The first spanned the period from birth

to age 5; recommendations focused on physical activity. The second
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encompassed the period from age 5 to 12; here he recommended that children

learn exclusively through personal, direct experience. Some educational

historians view Rousseau as the grandfather of modern child psychology

beCause of his emphasis on developmental stew and his break with the

then prevalent tradition by suggesting that children were not miniature

adults. As stated, he valued play as a learning tool and stressed that

differences between children and adults ought to be considered in planning

education; i.e., teachers should key on the children's interests and

their natural instinct to play and to engage in physical activity.

Johann Pestalozzi (1746-1827)

Unlike the abstract theorists we have sketched, Pestalozzi actually

taught children. Indeed, he put manY of Rousseau's beliefs into action,

particularly trust in the natural development and growth of children.

Pestalozzi drew a distinction between the basic socialization of the

child, which was to occur in the family, and early education, which was

to be a part of formal schooling. Our present notion of readiness

derives from Pestalozzi's idea that there are indiVidual differenCes

not only in the interests of children but also in their rate of learning.

Pestalozzi believed that direct, manipulative experiences, or

"object lessons," should precede verbal instruction. Many of the con-

cepts he used in working with children are today important components

of British informal education and American open education: interage

grouping, peer tutoring, use of real-life 'experiences in the curriculum,

and emphasis on concrete experiences. Many of Pestalozzi's ideas are



set forth in Leonard and Gertrude (1781) and pow Gertrude i'eaches Her

Children (1801). He speaks of Gertrude's method as follows:

The instruction she gave them in the rudiments of arithmetic

was intimately connected with the realities of life. She

taught them to count the number of steps from one end of the

room to the other, and two of the rows of five panes each, in

one of the wiLdows, gave her an opportunity to unfold the

, decimal relations of numbers. In every occupation of life

she taught them accurate and intelligent observation of
common objects and the forces of nature. (Pestalozzi, cited

.in Ulich, 1954, p.'59)

Friedrich Froebel (1782-1852)

In 1837 a pupil of Pestalozzi's, Friedrich Froebel, founded the

kindergarten in Germany--a landmark event initiating modern preschool

education. As no other educator or philosopher had done before him,

Froebel recognized the impact of the industrial revolution on children

and promoted educational experiences to counter industrialization's

deleterious effects on urban life. The American kindergarten is a'

direct descendant of Froebel's innovation.

FroebeI believed in stages of development and viewed early child-

hood as the foundation for later life. He believed education should be

based upon the child's inner unfolding and viewed the child as a tender

plant needing protection and care from adults. The analogy from nature

is in keeping with the term "kindergarten" that Froebel coined. In fact,

his was not a school, but a garden for children.

Froebel advocated a curriculum based on the natural interests of

the child. Play and active involvement in a stimulating learning en-

vironment were major instructional vehicles. He designed special



learning materials, "gifts" consisting of balls, cylinders, cubes,

blocks, and'others. These were intended to elicit the discovery of

measurement, numbers, and other concepts. His "occupations"--activities

'such as cutting, weaving, folding, drawing, painting, and other crafts--

were to develop skills and.encourage creativity.'

Mrs. Carl Schurz, one of Froebel's pupils, began her own kinder-

garten in Watertown, Wisconsin, in 1855, marking the beginning of the

kindergarten in the United States. American kindergartens developed as

separate from other schools and became known as places to play, whereas

first grade was "real" school where children did "real" work. That

division continues to this day, although developmentally it is an arti-

ficial one. A close tie between kindergartens and primary grade pro-

grams is necessary, and many early educators maintain that the philo-

sophy of the kindergarten (as conceived by Froebel) should prevail in

the primary grades as well.

Maria Montessori (1870-1952)

Montessori is known for many achievements. The first woman to earn

a medical degree in Italy, she is best known for the development of

materials and a method for teaching children. Beginning in 1907, she

began working with children aged 2 1/2 to 7 years from the slums of

Rome in her casa dei bambini, Children's House. Montessori's didactic

materials were designed for sense-training and were to be self-admin-

istered and self-correcting. Many of our current ideas about the im-

portance of sequencing, hierarchies, and stimulus differentiation are
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a result of her work with instructional materials. In this sense, she

was among the first educational technologists.

She believed that the process of learning was far more important

than the content or products, and thus her :flings are devoted to

describing the "how" of learning. The curriculum of the Caldren's

House consisted of practical life experiences; sensory experiences; and

academic exercises in reading, writing, arithmetic, and subjects such

as geography and botany. The classroom was a prepared environment filled

with self-teaching activities that matched the child's level of physical

and mental development. Montessori did not even use the word "teacher,"

because she viewed the learning process as something a child does, not

something a teacher does to a child. Those we call teachers were urged

to be keen observers, knowing when the child was ready for new expe-

riences. Emphasizing the principles of cooperation, kindness, and

responsibility, Montes-ori taught us, more than anything else, to look

at the child and talut our clues for planning individual programs from

the child himself or herself. This focus on individualization and the

focus on basic learning processes are legacies valued by all early

childhood educators, whether or not they use the Montessori method and

materials.

Jean Piaget (1896- )

Piaget, a Ph.D. in natural science from a Swiss university at the

age of 21, became interested in psychology and eventually developed a

theory of cognitive development. Even with his strong science
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background, Piaget rejected the idea of experimentation in psychology.

Instead, he observed children in naturalistic settings as a means of

learning about human development. He postulated a series of stages of

intellectual development and described the internal processes responsible

for the development of intelligence. The ebsentials of his theory were

originally published in Origins of Intelligence in Children (1952).

Piaget's view of development is organismic; he recognized the

limits and advantages of both heredity and environment and hypothesized

that development occurs when the individual's self-organization is

matched or challenged by experiential events. Program practices and

instructional methods derived from Piaget's concept of development are

built on two major assumptions: .(a) The child progresses through sequen-

tial stages.of development that must be taken into account in program
4.7

planning; and (b) active participation by the child through manipulation

and organization of experiences is essential for development. Montestori

and Piaget are in accord in their belief that no person is educated by

any other person--it must be done by the person himself or herself or

it is never done. By and large, Piaget's work was ignored in this

country until the 1960s, but since then there has been vigorous exchange

of ideas among Piagetian psychologists and researchers from many coun-

tries. Piaget's theory of cognitive development is now a frequent
0

source for early childhood programs in the United States.
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The Present

As a nation, we come to 1979 with a rich tradition in early child-

hood education. Its basic principles were, for the most part, developed

elsewhere and transplanted here. While-American attitudes toward child

rearing and early education have been shaped by international and national

professionals engaged in the exchange of ideas, they also represent the

great variety of peoples from many backgrounds who have immigrated.

In the early stages of their arrival, immigrants tended to cluster

together, and their ideas, values, and practices regarding their children

gradually made an impact on American culture. Each group transferred tL

their adopted country the values of their homeland. In turn, they were

gradually shaped.by what was occurring in their new country and they

adapted to the ideas, values, and practices regarding children brcugot

in by others. These diverse sets of values, then, have become the

foundation for our present policies toward children and families.

School Programs for Children

The diffuaion of beliefs and practices in child rearing and early

education, drawn from a variety of cultures, is but rne example.of the

interconnectedness Of the world. Education, as an area of inquiry with-

in which to consider this interconnectedness, presents certain dilemmas.

Central among these is what the major goal of education :r'a to be in a

country. Becker states the problem succinctly:

Each nation seems to be educating its young toward the preser-

vation and expansion of national power. The facts of life

seem to be moving the other way. The penetrating influence



of technology, the spectacular increase in transnational
participation, the increasing importance of world public
opinion, and the growing recognition of a common fate are

eroding the narrow nationalism of the past. Increased

openness about feelings and identification are helping

man overcome some of his more destructive and hostile

motivations that underlie rampant nationalism.

Unless men are willing and able to work in groups, they
cannot long survive as individuals. Conformity 'to local

habits and customs is necessary, but in modern times,
eve0 individual is a member of many different groups,
each claiming his loyalty. (Becker, 1973, p. 12)

If t e objectives of the educational system are properly formulated,

schools will play an important role in the global society. "Designed

to promote the idea of humanity, to connect man to man, global education

should help people adapt to a world community': (Becker, 1973, p. 23).

But can such abstract ideas and values be a part of the curriculum for

children in the period called early childhood, the period of develop-

ment from birth through age 8?

While courses in social studies that include specific content in

global education are not feasible for this age group, a program of social

learning focusing on understanding and interacting with other people is

an appropriate beginning. Such an approach will better prepare children

to understand the cohtent about globalism in their later schooling.

Development experts see the age of 3 as a turning point in the

social development of children. At about that time, children are less

preoccupied with 'satisfying their own ba,,ic needs and more interested

in trying out new roles and experiences to discover their autonomy as

.//

persons as welkas their relationships with others. At this early
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stage, the "significant others" are not the citizens of other natidns;

rather, they are family -relatives, and neighborhood friends. Although

children are still basically egocentric, they want.to know how these

other people and events affect them personally. It is also at about

this time, 3 years, that many children move into some formalized pre-

school program or interact frequently in an informal play group. This,

then, marks the introduction to social learning.

Many'forces in addition to a planned school curriculum have an

impact on social learning, the most immediate influence being the child's

own neighborhood. It is in the neighborhood that young children begin

to understand that all families are not identical, begin to adapt what

they have learned at home as they see other ways of interacting. Chil-

dren's direct experience is still the most powerful factor, but.their

ideas are beginning to be influenced by what they observe elsewhere.

'TV is another important influence, with daily viewing conveying infor-

ination about people and events both near and,far away.

In the early years, when the social learning curriculum involves

sOcial interactions rather than content about other lands and other

people, teachers still have a responsibility to be current and accurate

in\their content background. An important goal is the acceptance of

cultural pluralism, which:

\requires avoidance of comparison of cultures for the purpose of

establishing which is "better" or "worse." Instead, human

creativity is valued for inventing the many different ways there

are of coping with man's universal needs for love, family, food,

phelter, spiritual and moral values, aesthetic expression and

brotherhood. (Robison, 1977, p. 238)
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The social learning curriculum for young children ha:, Lraditi nally

taken four basic forms: concentric-cirCle base, child developmentq)ase,

structures of the discipline approach, and a process-obje.ctives approach.

These approaches are reviewed in detail by Robison (1977), as are moçi

Robison (1977) argues persuasively that the social learning au r

fied approaches more suitable in a global age.

culum for young children should be built upon what we know about he

processes of learning. She points out that the process
4
approa,does

not provide easy answers about content, since it speaks to the ...Taxl

children learn, not to the what. Obviously, we cannot develop learning

processes.of inquiry, observation, evaluation, and others in a vacuum;

we still mt teach something. .She recommends several approaches to

finding content that has applicability to global education.

Teachers can use broad content themes selected from contemporary

concerns. Saving energy and reducing pollution are examples of content

suitable for children as young as'3 years. Another approach is to use

the theme of children's value concepts, themes involving the need for

a strong self-concept, the need to feel valued by others, and the need

to understand others. Feelings of belonging, respect for others, and

becoming a decision-maker are examples.

Closely linked to the content and value themes is the social action

approach, which primarily involves children in efforts to improve the

quality of life. Five-year-olds who engage in "earthkeeping" activities

each morning in the environment around their school are learning about
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respect for others and gaining firsthand experiences about the effects

of pollution. If the classroom is viewed as a community, the social

action approach is most suitable for young children (Joyce, 1970).

Roblson (1977) provides an extensive list of social action themes and

related activities for young children. Among these are teaching toward

the social goals of: the golden rule, human rights, rule making, re-
'

sponsibilities, creativity, social contributions, and social institutions

(p. 270). Whatever the approach, teachers must be aware of the larger

implications of the social learning curriculum. Accurate, unbiased

materials must 1:.e used and'teachers mu6t have a high regard for the

modeling impact of their behavior on children.

1979 The International Year of the Child

Twenty years ago,.the U. N. COneral Assembly,adopted the Declaration

,of the Rights of the Child. In 1979, the International Year of the

Child, 4ticelebrate a year of advocacy on behalf of ail the world's

i children. The year is directed towara awareness,and action-oriented

programs-that wikl, better meet the special needs of children eve

(

ywhere

r,

,re

and ensure that thLr rights are valued.

ON BEING A CE ILD

MANKIND OIES THE CHILD THE BEST IT HAS TO GIVE. . .

The right to affection, love and understanding.

The right to adequatelvitrition and medical care.

The right tc full oppoitunity for play and recreation.

The right to a name and nationality.
411P

The right to special care if handicapped.

The right to be among the first to receive relief in

times of disaster.
The qght to learn to be a useful member of society

and to civelop individual abilities.

The- right to he brought up in a spirit of [warp mid

brotherhood.
The right to enjoy these rights, regardless of race,

color, sex, reNion, nafional or sucial

U.N. Declaration of the Rights of the Child

4,11
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During the International Year of the Child the approach will be

h',11 global and local. While there will be no international conferences,

each country is being asked to devote its effortn to both governmental

and nongovernmental programs and celebrations that can be expected to

effect lasting changes for the benefit of the childr( e that country.

The U.N. is participating in the exchange of information through the

establishment of the International Year of the Child Secretariat.

National commissions have been organized in all but a fe4 of the c.ounr

tries of the world. In tile United States a national commissi,1 has teen

appointed by President Carter to examine the problems of our chil, L.L.1

and to work actively with local, state, and national organizations and

agencies to begin to solve problems.

An estimated 120 million children will be born in 479. In the

year 2000, what will their first 21 years have been like? Statistical

information prepared by the World 3ank in recognition of the International

Year of the Child is published in the World Atlas of the Child (1979),

projections for the future based on what we know now about children's

lives. The information is summarized in the january 1979 issue of the

lYC Report, a newsletter published by the U.N.45ecretariat, as follows:

The largest number of children reside in the low-income

countries.
In a typical low-income country, the 1.umber of children

will be nearly double in the year 2000 from the 1975

population figures. This will be true even if birth

rates fall as expected.
In 1970, 108 children out of every 1000 were estimated
to have died within their first year of life in Africa,

41 in Asia, 54 in South America, 24 in Europe and 20 in

the U. S.
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In a typical low-income country, 58% of the children

attend primary school, but only 9% go on to Secondary school.

In the industrialized countries, nearly 100% attend primary

school and 79% go on to secondafy school. (IYC Report,

1979, p. 1)

It is obvious from these and other data that the fate of the world's

children is at risk. In the developing countries, health and education

problems associated yith urbanization and unevenness of opportunity are

evident. The pervasiveness of the probliems and difficulties of inter-

'relationships among developing and industrialized countries can be seen

in the following statement by Indalecio Lievano, of Colombia, President

of the U.N. General Assembly:

During Its thirty-first session the General Assembly approved

a resolution proclaiming 1979 the International Year of the

Child. This was a demonstration of the concern of our Organi-

zation for the problem', that will have a decisive influence on

the future of mankind, as the children born in 1979 will come of

age in the year 2,000, the third millenium of our history.

Already our planet, in terms of the age of its people, is a

young planet. There are more children than adults among the

population of the earth. Unfortunately, two-thirds of those

children suffer all kinds of deprivations and all kinds of needs.

First of all, we must.strive for the recognition of the child as

a central part of all economic, cultural and social growth. We

must insist that he receives care and love, in terms I giving

him better opportunities to be fed, to be protected against

disease, to receive an education and, most of all,.to enjoy his

right o be a child, to be able to live that part of his life

without having to face abject poverty, indifference and prema-

/ ture old age. To reach that goal, we must demand that a greater

percentage of national and international resourr ; be devoted to

programmes for the protection of the child, not only in 1979 but

in the yecrs t.o come.

We must urge the industrialized countries to increase their

assistance to the children of the developing world. And not only

for humanitarian reasons, but as an essential means to safeguard

international peace and security. Neglect of children will pro-

duce a hungry, ignorant and resentful world that, of necessity,

will create societies that are unstable and prone to violent

upheaval.
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It is hoped that the International Year of the Child will serve as

a bridge to the future. If it does nothing else, it will have succeeded

if programs are begun that will benefit generations of the children to

"It will have reached its goals if it spreads knowledge not 'only

that the problems of children are urgent and immense, but the wisdom'

and wealth to solve them are at our command. The task is manageable in

both scope and time. We know that the world has the means. The question

is; Do we have the will?" .(IYC Report, 1978, p. 1).

The Future

Between now and the beginning of the 21st century, American early

childhood educators will devote major efforts to resolving problems

arising from the tension between familial and social parenthood. That

is, as more women with preschool children enter the work force each

year, as the problem of child abuse and neglect becomes more obvious with

each passing month, as the number of single-parent families increases,

as we become more aware of the effects on children of problems such as .

unemployment, poverty, inflation, technology, and many, many others,

there is a growing tendency for the state to intervene (social parent-

hood) in traditionally family functions and responsibilities (familial

parenthood). Resolving these tensions tests the strength of our values,

and the results are often not productive for children.

We will look to the experiences and policies of other countries

for information about our options as we attempt to deal with the pro-

blems. Several studies of the inter-. ional scene in child care and



1nd early education have recently been completed or are in progress,

ror example, Ausiin (1976) presented a thorough and i!omprehensive rc,:!ow

of early childhood educatiOn practices in eight countries: England and

Wales, Canada, Sweden, France, Italy, Belgium, GerMany, and the Netherlanthi.

The shape and substance of current programs and practices differ from,

country to country as a result of the social, cultural, political, and

economic forces unique to each. As is true of the American experience,

most of the countries initially organized preschool education to provide

for the health and welfare of the poor. Paralleling these early efforts

for the poor were programs initiated for children of the well-to-do.

Current arguments center on the value of programs for children of all

economic levels and the role of governmental agencies in providing such

programs.

Austin's report is a rich source of information and policy alter-

natives drawn from the experience of early childhood educators in other

countries. It is limited, in only dealing with OCED* countries, but other

sources contain information about experiences in other parts of the world.

A publication by the U.S. Office Of Child Development, Child-Care Pro-

grams in Nine Countries (U.S. DHEW, n.d.), is another compendium of in-

formation about child-care programs in Canada, France, Germany, Israel,

Poland, Sweden, the United Kingdom, Yugoslavia, and the United States.

The analysis of policy alternatives for sponsorship of child care is

especially well documented in this publication. Information about early

education and child care in Russia and, more.recently, in China is

*Organization for Economic Cooperation and DeveloPment
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increasingly available. All these sources of information can assist us

in arriving at the public policy decisions that must be made within the

next few years.

A bicentennial volume titled 200 Years of Children (Grotberg, n.d.)

includes'a statement by John Meier, the then Director of the U.S. Office

of Child Development, that encapew our current needs for policy. We

know the problems, but we have a long we:, to go in finding the answers.

Experiences elsewhere will become a part of the answers, but people must

be willing to consider them. As John Meier said, "The best talents of

the Nation must be employed to,find the most efficacious answers, since

dren and youth, on whom we spend less than 10% of the

Federal budget and who redresent nearly 40% of the population, also

represent 100% of our future" (p. 2).
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Chapter 5

MULTICULTURAL EDUCATION AND GLOBAL EDUCATION:
NATURAL PARTNERS IN THE QUEST FOR A BETTER WORLD

Carlos E. Cortgs
Professor of History

Chairman, Chicano Studies
University of California, Riverside

Growing interdependence of the United States with the rest of

Spaceship Earth has provided an impetus for the development of com-

prehensive Kr12 global educ...Ation. Its orientation is toward the

future -- to help prepare young people for life in a world of dynamic

change, increasing interrelatedness, and complex human and institutional .

diversity. But global education does not stand alone as a curricular

force in the quest for,this goal. Paralleling the growth of global

education, just as strongly rooted in societal realities, and with an

equally cogent imperative for future citizenship has been another powerful

movement for curricular reform -- multicultural education (Banks, 1977).

Where global education developed from the overdue recognition of

world interrelatedness, multicultural education erupted from the overdue

recognition of the significance of ethnic diversity within the United

States. Where advocates of global education correctly point to the need

for'educational institutions to help prepare students for world realities,

advo'cates of multicultural education correctly cite the need for edu-

cational institutions to help prepare students for a nation and world

of inevitable ethnic and cultural diversity. Among the results of these

movements: more states are mandating some form of multicultural and/or

global education; publishers are taking steps to multiculturalize and
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globalize their educational materials; and teacher education institutions

are now being evaluated as to the comprehensiveness and effectiveness of

their multicultural component. In other words, multicultural and global

.education are here to stay.

What, then, is or, what should be -- the relationship between

multicultural and global education? To dgo ate, not nearly close enough.

.
In the future, it is hoped there will be an integral connection. Multi-

cultural and global education are natural, if often unaware, partners.

To be truly valid, multicultural education should incorporate a global

perspective to provide world context for its examination.of American

ethnic and cultural diversity. Likewise, to be truly valid, global

education should include a consideration of the relationships of U.S.

ethnic groups to the Jabal syatem and the differential impact of global

forces, events, and trends on American ethnic groups.

Although they differ in emphasis, these two educational reform move-

ments are linked by their common concerns. Both seek,to improve human and

intergroup relations. Roth seek to increase awareness of the impact of

global and national forces, trends, and institutions on different groupings

of people, including nations and ethnic groups. Both seek to reduce

stereotyping and increase intergroup understanding. Both seek to help

students comprehend the significance of human diversity, while at the same

Lime recognizing underlying, globe-girdling commonalities. Both seek

to improve intercultural communication. Both seek a better future for

all, through helping to make today's students more constructive future

future actors on the changing stage cf the world..1
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In this quest for culturallysensitive, globally=aware adults,

multicultural and global educators need to plan and work together in

striving for mutual student goals. Specific content will Vary as the .

curriculum focuses on different topics, themes, concepts, ethnic gtoups,

nations, and culture areas. But whatever the content, educators should

strive constantly for common student goals. Together they can be more

successfulin helping students become "multicultural global literates" --

people with the knowledge, skills, and attitudes to live more effectively,

sensitively, and constructively on our multicultural Planet Earth (Banks,

1973).

Common Goals

What are some of these common areas of concern around which

multicultural and global educators should rally and whgth should serve as

the basis for cooperation? Following are four examples of such goals

toward which multicultural and global educators can strive in partnership

.through closely coordinated KI2 curricular reform integrated into all

subject areas.

1. The developmeat of student understanding of the function of

groupness (i.e., the significance of all people belonging to various

groups) in our society and in the world.

2. The development of student understandinF of the process by which

people form images of ethnic groups and of foreign cultures.
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3. The development of student understanding of global interrelated-

nese, including its variable significance for persons of different ethnic

groups and different nations.

4. The development of skills for living in a world of diversity.
}`

Let ua look briefly at these four areas of concern and envision how

multicultural and global education an work together for educational

progress. Because of the theme of this book and the constraints of space,

.

I will emphasize the multiculturnlizing of global education. However, it

is equally important that there be a concomitant globalizing of multi-

cultural education in order to provide deeper insights into American

ethnicity through an understanding of its linkage to world realities

(Cort6s, 1977).

Understandiu of Groupness

Where do I fit on the map of humanity? Where do others fit on,that

same map? Multicultural global education should addresP these questions

in order to help students understand those world factors which affect

their own lives and the lives of others who belong to the same or dif-

ferent groups.

No person belongs to a group. Each person belongs simultaneously to

many groups -- sex, age, economic social, regional, national, religious,

cultural, and ethnic groups, to name a few possibilities. At various

times in a person's life, the.fact of belonging to one or more of these

groups may have a significant, in some circumstances determining,

A
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influence (Cortés, Metcalf, and Hawae, 1976). Multiculturalized global.

education should help students to develop an awareness that each of us

belongs to many groups, to understand how thi multigroupness affects

values, attitudes, beliefs, goals, and behavior, and to perceive how world

trends and events have a differential impact on persons belonging to

different groups. A knowledge of groups provides clues to the individual --

what global phenomena are likely, although not necessarily, going to mean

to members of different groups, including ethnic groups. This under-

standing of the function of groupness, including the significance of ;

ethnic groups, can provide an important intermediary link between globality

and individuality and can help clarify the significan e of the globe for

local life.

The study of groupness cin also provide students with a framework

for analyzing the Complex interplay of human diver9ity and global common-

alities. While examining international diversity, including the function

of ethnicity in other nations, glob41 educatiiin should continuously compare

and contrast ethnicity elsewhere witty the operation of ethnicity in the

United-States.. This should include the study of how Americans of dif-

ferent ethnic groups have maintained, modified, or lost aspects of their

foreign.heritages; how and why they are similar to or.different from those'

living in their foreign root cultures; and whar' transnational connections

still exist between foreign nations or cultures and U.S. ethnic groups.

In this way, the examination of Such glo 1 concepts as migration,

cultural adaptation, and international communications can enhance
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student understanding of the experiences of American ethnic groups.

For example, one cooperative effort to address this complex topic

the relationship between U.S. ethnic groups and their foreign root

011,

cultures -- took place under the auspices of the University of Denver's

Center for Teaching International Relations. That project.compared the

transnational linkage of four American ethnic groups -- Black Americans,

Irish Americans, Mexican Americans, and Arab Americans -- with their

\

corresponding root cultures -- Africa, Ireland, Meixico, and the Arab

world. The four project monographs provide a valuable,source for

teachers interested in addressing the global concepts of international

linkages and intranational groupness (Smith, 1976).

Understanding._of IpasLe Formation

How are group images developed -- particularly stereotypes, which

poison interethnic relations and impede.global cooperation? BeginningAn

kindergarten, students should be introduced to the ways in whic group

images are formed, the differences between group generalizations and

0
stereotypes, and the pernicious effects of stereotyping. As various

Inreign areas and ethnic groups are studied throughout the K-12 curiiculum,

the global concept of image formation, including the development of group

stereotyping, can be examined with increasing complexity. The goals

are to help students (adulis-to-be) to better understand the process of

stereotyping, to detect it in operation, to avoid stereotypical thinking,

to use group generalizations as flexible dues rather than as mental

strait jackets, and, thereby, to become more thoughtful, sensitive

.07

global citizens..

k.,
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One excellent source for the stuii, of image formation is the

"societal curriculum" -- that massive, continuous, informal curriculum.

of family, peer groups, neighborhoods, churThes, organizations, occupations,

mass media, and.other socializing forces that "educate" all of us thr(Ah-

out our lives (Cortds, 1979). Take just one comPonent of the societal

cUrriculum, televisionv as an example. One study reported that by Ole'

time of graduation, the average highischool a4nior has spent 12,000

hours in classroom and 15,000 hours in front of the television st.

Part of this informal societal curriculum is multicultural and global
.

education (often miseducation). From the societal curriculum, as well

as in 'school, people learn about culture, ethnicity, race, other nations,

foreign areas, and the world as a whole. Although somq aspects of the

socieial.curriculum increase multicultural and global understanding, other

aspects provide misinformation, present distortions, spread stereotypes,

and contTute to misunderstanding (Miller, 1979), Studies have shown

°

that 'many Children develop vell-formed attitudes,fbout members of ethnic,

It
growls and foreign areas, including prejudices and stereotypes,'by the

time they reach school (Goodman, 1964; Lambert and Klineberg, 1967)..

f

pa this respect, Lhe media have a particularly powerfUl impact,'often
.,

outwe4hing school and personal experience. A recent survey of U,S.

fourtil eighth, and twelfth graders found that television had the great-

est itimpact on their attitudes toward foreign nations and peoples. An

illusiraticn of the negative educational potenxial of the media occurred
i

-,

durin the fall, 1977 television showing of The Godfather Saga, when NBC

repeTdly cautioned the audience that:
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The Godfather is a fictional account of the activities

Of a'small group of ruthless criminSk. The characters do

not represent.Any ethnic group and i1 wuld be erroneous

and unfair to suggest that they do.

Convincing and effective? N . Merely gratuitous posturing which

'could have dorver little to soften the film's impact on perceptions about

Italian Americans. Yet that very posturin dramatized an awareness of the'
1

power of the itillt4ctdtural societallcurric luM.

/Educators shoul& qt ign7e, tut rather should deal directly with the :

,

; c

1

;

,

societal curriculum. They shoold continuously integrate the study-of the

..,. _.

;

multullural and global content of the societal curriculum into the

1 vct

school iurriculum. Through this strategy, young students can become more

capableof understanding (rather than being manipulated by) the societal

curriculum.

Children's stories, photographs and cartoons (both in print'and on

film) about different nations, cultu.res, and ethec gro,ups, can be used

to introduce the global concept of image formation to early elementary

schooli students. In the later elementary grades, advertisements in

magazines andpewspapers, on television, and even on billbuards and

blimkrstickers,can be used provocatively for the study of image making.

This study should include such.themes as ethnic, foreign, and global

images, as well as- sex role expectations.

For Older students, feature films are marvelous sources for analysis.

For the past five Years at the University of California, Riverside,

1

Professor Leon Caml.bell and I have taught a series of courseq on film and

history. In.these courses, students examine different global, erossnational
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concepts through the analysis of selected feature films from different

countries which focus on common themes. Such global concepts have

Included economic dislocation and human migration, the conflict between

law and justice, revolution, frontiers, and, most recently, race and

ethnicity in the Americas. These courses have resulted in quantum leaps

in global and intercultural understanding, as students come to grips with

both the universality and the different national awl ethnic variations

of global phenomena (Cortés and.Campbell, 1979).

My own research on the history of the themes of ethnicity and

foreignness in U.S. motion pictures has .convineed me that these two

concepts cannot be fully understood in isolation from each other. Ethnic

and international image formation are necessarily interrelated. It is

imposible, for example, to separate the making and viewing of Tarzan and

World War II feature films from the formation of images of Black Americans
r,

and Japanese Americans, however bizarre and nonrational the connection!

.5

Understanding of Global Interrelationships

'As we become more globally interdependent, events and trends anywhere

are increasingly likely to send chock waves throughout the world and

affect even the most distant human beings -- even those not conscious of

that impact. Moreover, the effects are not felt equally by all persons.

For example, the global oil crisis has been particularly onerous for the

poor, who have less budgetary flexibility for dealing with rising prices.

Or as the saying goeo, when the United States catches a cold, minority

groups in that country usually get pneumonia.
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Multiculturalized global education should strive to increase student

awareness of the variable ramifications that events, institutions, and'

global forces have for different nations and persons in different intra-

national groups. Whether it is the passage of a local zoning ordinance or

the complex financial manipulations of a multinational corporation, the

impact will be different for persons of'diverse groups. A coordinated K-12

educational process should continuously seek to increase the Ftudents'

ability to analyze multicultural and global complexity and interrelated-

ness. Moreover, the process should help students learn to evaluate how

global factors affect their local communities, including the lives of

perdons of different backgrounds,

Study multinational corporations in kindergarten? Of course not.

But educators can begin laying the foundations for students ultimately

being able to understand multinational corporations. In elementary grades,

teachers can have students analyze how events at school -- for example,

the establishment of new classroom procedures or school regulations --

differentially affect various groups of students. Throughout elementary

school, students can role play and then analyze children's stories in

which events or conditioas have'variable effects on the different

characters. In high school, students can evaluate the significance of a

court decision for different ethnic groups, the impact of the construction

of a freeway on different groups in the community, the importance for

different groups ora world shortage of selected products, and the

multiple ramifications of changes in national immigration policies.



Although the complexity will increase throughout the curriculum, student

ability to analyze, synthesize, and apply multiperspective thinking

should be developed continuously from the beginning of a child's schooling.

Skills for t4 Future

Both global and multicultural education are deeply concerned with

helping students develop skills, as well as knowledge and attitudes,,for

future multicultural, global living. Following are some examples of
1-*

skills wtich are important today and will become increasingly essential

tomorrow.

The skill of weighing multicultural evidence and considering

multicultural factors in decisions;

The skill of taking effective action in intercultural situations

and ii.. the face of changing global conditions;

The skill of assessing future trends and their likely impact on

individuals, ethnic groups, and nations;

The skills of dealing effectively with intercultural disagree-

ment and conflict and developing cooperation across ethnic, cultural, and

national boundaries;

The skill of communicating interculturally, whether interethnically

within the United States or internationally around the world.

Take the last, for example, the skill Of intercultural communication.

The obvious recommendation would be that everyone should learn at least

one other language. But while 1 strongly believe in language study

and feel that the world would be better if all global citizens were
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multilingual, I am concerned here with aspects of intercultural communi-

ration other than second language learning. Schools need to help stu-

dents -- including monolingual students -- to develop the skills of

observing, interpreting, and becoming sensitive to the nonverbal aspects

of intercultural communication and to the variable meanings which the same

or similar words (in diffireni languages) have for persons of different

cultures,

Body language,.gestures, personal space, conversational distance, and

social customs: both multIlingual snd monolingual teachers can teach,and

both multilingual and monolingual students can learn about these.aspects

,of intercultural communication through multicultural.global education.

Crosscultural simulations, such as Bafg Bafiand Rafg Rafa,can help

students become more observant of varying types of human communication

(Shirts, n.d.). Examples drawn from books of Edward Hall, such as Beyorici

0 Culture (Hall, 1976), and the recent Gestures (Morris, Collett, Marsh,

& O'Shaughnessy, 1979) can help students develop insights into inter-

cultural tommunication.

Langdage arts and literature can be multiculturalized and globalized

to teach about the intercultural variations of global words and conceptst

For example, teachers can use a series of stories by persons of different

ethnic groups and nations dealing with the same global theme -- such as

family, environment, mobility, home, religion, social customs, and

cultural mores. The examination of these stories can help students

understand that the same or similar words in different cultural, ethnic,
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or national contexts may have both strikingly different connotations as

well as commonalities of meaning. The development of the skills of

intercultuval communication -- both interethnic and international -- is

a goal toward which global and multicultural educators should constantly

and cooperatively strive.

Conclusion

These four suggested areas clearly do not exhaust the range of joint

concerns. They illustrate, however, both the challenge and the opportuni-

ties for cooperative multicultural and global education. And such edu-

cation is a necessity for all students -- not just ethnic students,

students in ethnicallrmixed schools, or students contemplating careers in

foreign trade or international Telations. For all students will ultimately

take their places as citizens of our multiethnic nation and our inter-

dependent world.

Beyond this, the word must go forth to all educators that they have

a stake in the successes and failures of this crusade. Multicultural and

global education ire not the private preserves and responsibilities of the

social studies. Multicultural understanding and global awareness should

be among the-goals in all subject areas -- literature, music, art, science,

mathematics, home economics, physical education, and the rest. All

educators share the responsibility for the futgre.

The challenge is clear. How can we, as committed educators, better

prepare young people for living in an ethnically diverse, culturally
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complex, interdependent world? Only through coordination, cooperation,

and, continuous Joint efforts can we achieve this goal. If we fail, our

nation and the world will be worse places for it.

*IT
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Chapter 6

THE ARTS: A WORLDWIPE LANGUAGE

Harlan Hoffa
Acfing Director, School of Visual Arts

C011ege of Artv. and Architecture

Th-6 Nnnsylvania State Universiiy

.

The Universal Language of Art

Karl Fortess was a painter and, though not one pf the great painters

in history, he was good enough to teach art at a major Eastern university
C.)

for manyvyears. He wore a gold tooth, an untidy mustache, and granny

glasses and he was rarely at a loss for opinions--which were expressed

with a thundering latk of humility and transparent ferocity. On one

occasion, when both he and the century were in their early 60s, Professor

Fortess annouRced that "sculpture isiwhat you back into when looking at

a painting," which became one of those memorable remarks that stick in
.1

the mind but are imposiible to use in normal-discourse. The remark is

appropriate now, however, for it may well be that backing into the arts--

-sculPture Or any other variety--is the best method of relating them to

global education. On one hand, the arts offer little toward the imme-
,/

4

diate solution of the vast international problems that face us today:

energy, disarmament, population control, or adequate food supplies; on

the other, the arts are indeed global--and in many ways, timeless as well.

Bach's music is loved by millions who do not know enopgh German to

say hello, yet it communicates. Picasso's "Guernica" has captured the

sense of helplessness in war that residents of Coventry or Dresden,

London or Berlin, Hanoi or any nameless Vietnamese hamlet could readily



share, though they mjght be unable to talk to each other of the shared

terror. It might startle some audiences, who know only vaguelyfthat

Shostakovich is Russian, to realize that he is a Communist as well, but

1 it would not dampen their enthusiasm for his music. If there is a

role for the arts in global education', it may be,basea not upon what the

arts are but iffhtead upon what the arts are nOt. One of the things they

are not is laluage-boutid: It may, however, be necessary to back into

the 'arts as a language=free medium of communication to realize, not

merelY that they are there, but that, like the he)'vy bronze which Pro-
t

fessor Fortess backed into, they have substance as,well.

Clear1y, one of the most .obvious and yet one of the mos difficult

/-

barriers to international understanding is language. If we all spoke

the same langgage linguistically, we might be better able to speak the

same language metaphorically; but we do not--at least not in our every-

day understanding of what language is. Language for most of us, 'Trost

qf the time, means reading and writing and speaking and listening to

words and sentences in which our ideas, our values, ourvants, and our

needs ire ennodod. Language, as the word is commonly used, is the bed-

yock of the back-to-basics movement (where it is euphemistically called

communliatioils skills), but paradoxically--at.least ftom the point of

viow of global education--language is also 'the ultimate barrier to a

free understanding among peoples, partly becauie what is termed communi-

cations skills meanClearning to read and to write in English ofly and

partly because such skills, in this context, are limited to linguistic
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communication. These concepts of communication-'do not acknowledge the

very !gal limitations of written and spoken l an uage., A string'of xxx's

in a love letterhas meaning, to be sure, but n recipient would ever
,

confuse those xxx's as being what they stand for; they are poor subSti-

tutes-for the real thing. Nor can even the most enthusiastic, the'most

knowledgeable, or.the most articulate sportscaster s4bstitute ,for a seat

I.

on the 50-yard.line. There lite some 'Limp in life that have to be ex-

4 ,
perienced directly 'in order to be fdlly appreciated, kisses and football

,
,

among them. For the arts, too, there is no language,barrier. They never
,

lose anything in translation. In the arts;ethe elements of communicatiOn

are not words, but images and sounds and-movement, and all people, regard-

less of place or time, can speak to and understand each other throtigh

thei. They are truly,fhe only international language.

do. The arts, then, especially music, dan&e, and the visual,arts, are

not bound by the limitations of conventional language. Aestheticians

, may tell tie that they have language of the ir own, but the fact remains

that it is unnecessary to understand italian to appreciate.Puccini, or

English to know what Martha Graham is About, br Spanish to comprehend

Goya. Nor, in fact, is it necessary to know ancient Egyptian, Gfask, or.

:Latin to fully grasp the Sphinx: the Acropolis, or, the'Fortim; Swahili
4

to admire the forms of'a Benin Bronzel or a Sepic River dialect to share

the rhythms of a Papuan dance. Nor is it necessary to be a royalist to

admire,the Holbein portrait of Henry VIII, or be a Catholic to enjoy a

Gragoriad *int.
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DratiOnd film depend somewhat more'on conventional language, though

Rnshomon is'probably as yell understood in New York as,in ToNyo, and the

themgs of Shakespeare a plays are not specific to the Elizabethan English

-in which they were written. Evpn poetry and other litgrary arts,,though
,

.--

highlY dependent upon conventional language sys,tems, are,, at their best,
1

,t

indePendent of time.and place. Artists, whether,painters or c9mposers,
*i#

nets or choreographers, may have nationalities but art-does not=-and,A-
as a matter of fact, artists themselved are a nomadic lot for'whom.nation-

,

al boundaries Mean little. 'Picasso, the Spaniard, worked much of.his

life in France, as did Van Gogh, the Dutchman; Chopin, the Pole; and

Chagall,ifthe Russian. Benjamin West, the American, became a painter in

the court of Geo'rge III, and James McNeil Whistler was a social,lion

Edwardian England two centuries later. Meis van 41)1.-r Rohe, George Kepes,

4

'and Walter Gropius worked together in Germany but emigrated to the United

States when it became impossible to continue their work under Nazi 'domi-

nation. Such examples, if not exactly endless, illustiate the fact that

natio oundaries and natioWal origin are leas important to artista,.

a crally rich and politically free environment, regardless

of what language is spoken or which flag flies over the courthouse.

I do not mean to suggest that the world of art is entirely glohal .

or that marked characteristics may not be apparent in the artwork of

different nations. The Mexican muraliSts, for example--Orozco, Rivera,

anCI Siqueiros--used powerful imagery in the service of1Sggial protest.,\_,

Scandanavian design, especially in the crafts and i4,household

r



furnishings, is cool, crisp, and functional.. 'American jazz and musical

A -
theatre have combined classical and folk art forms to create-new idioms

thallike the country itself, are amalgams, That art which is self-
.

consciously nationalistic,.however, is rarely art. It is more likely

to'be propaganda undertaken not for aesthetic purposes but as an instru-

ment, of national aggrandizement. It is often so blatantly obvious

that there is no mistaking it. The paintings of robust, smiling tractor

drivers
("-
from the Soviet Union, sr, more recently, Chinese operas substi-
"

tuting foreign.devils of one sort or another for the traditional dragons,

are clearly more successful as propaganda than as art.

Implications for Global Education

If the arts are,in fact, a universal language whose meaning can be

understood without respect.io barriers of geography, language, or time,

ii seems reasonable to incorporate them fully and freely into programs'

of global educetion--and the logic. for doing so is impeccable. If

language is one of thebarriers to better international understanding,

then modes of communication which are free of language represent one

method of overcoming that problem. Exactly be-Cause the arts are language-

free--at least to a greater extent than most disciplines--they become

ideal''Vehicles for greater international and intercultural understanding.

dr

Right? Unfortunately, wrong: The logic is not Ilawed,'but in education,

4 as elsewhere in life, loOt does not always prevail, and in this iustance
*

--- a new problem is created precisely because the arts are language-free.
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The coin of the educational realm is words and numbers. Reading,

writing, and arithmetic, the classic three R's of little red schoolhouse,

schooling, have been born again in the back-to-basics movement., and al-

though the Cogncil for Basic Education has included the arts as a neces-

sary component in basic education, there is no discernible evidence theew

the fourth It, the arts, are even marginally on a par with other subjects

in most schools. Hov, then, can the arts--those quintessentiaf "frills"

of education (which cchool boards left and right are,axing from their

budgets) be. enlisted in the service-ST-global educationl

Moreover, if the frilly, perception of arts education were not pro-

enough, there is yet another complication. Many arts educators

(this writer among them) have seen the arts justified by every, conceivable

11

means. Each bandwagon that comes down the educational road has seen arts

educators hanging on the running boards like tourists on a San Francisco

cable car. The core curriculum? We were there. Competency-based edu-

cation? We were there. Right to read? We were there. Creativity?

Perceptive acuity? We were there, too. Arts educators have been enor-

mously adaptive to the swings, of education's barometer and, much of.the

time, out of necesskty. But what color is a chameleon really? Must the

arts always be justified As instruments for some other purpose? Have

they no educational validity in their own right? The result of this

line of questioning by arts educators has led to a kind of back-to-basics

movement within the arts profession itself thatjs based upon a simple

prenise: Education in the arts is important because the art3 are
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importint. In this context, the goals of arts education are nobody's

handmaiden but are based, instead, upon the primacy of the digcipline

itself. Therefore:when effort6 are launched that will enlist arts

educators in behalf of global education, lt may seem to many like a

return to the bad old days. Regardless of the language-free virtues

of the arts as a vehicle for globa4...gducation, it is clear that a great

deal-of heavy breathing of one sort or another will have to take pJace

before we can convince either the schools, in which the arts Ere treated

as frills, or teachers of the arts, for whom the arts.have intrinsic

educational merit.

It appears, then, that the idea of using the arts in global edu-

cation because of their language-free virtues might place advocates of

the idea between.the rock of the arts as educational frills and the

hard place of teachers for whom any instrumeptal use of the arts is

unacceptable. Under these circumstances a compromise is clearly in

order buti just as clearly, it has to be a compromise that "pacleages"

the unique 'communicative qualities of the arts more tolerably without

doing violence to their underlying concepts.

Packaging

The.very idea of "packaging" might seem devious--as suggested by

phrases such as "6-book isn't known by its cover" or "all that glitters

isn't gold." Still, packaging is centril to any sales or promotional

campaign--"It ain't what you say, it's the way,that you say it" or

.6
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"Promise her anything but give her Arpege" being classic examples of

stating an intention compel.lingly through indirection. In the immortal

words'of Ogden Nash, "A girl whose face is covered with paint/Has an ad-

vantage with me over one whose ain't," and that premise is equally true

in promoting the most venalcoethe most noble of goals. Everything from

soap to politicans is packaged for easy consumption and, if necessary,

it might be necessary to package the aits in global education as well--

I

not because such packaging improves the product but merely because it

enhances it, like adding perfume to.soap or tailfins to an automobile.

Packaging such as this miglit take a number of forms, but one which

has the vitamin-like advantage of supplementation is to tout the arts

as one of the universals of human experience, regardless of the temporal,

geographic, historical, political, or nationalistic distinction that may

otherwise separate 'peoples.' And it has the incidental advantage of

being true. No nation, no culture, no civilization, from the most prim-

itive paleolithic hunters and gatherers in the furthest corners of the

- outback to the most urbane and technologically sophisticated, is without

its art. The longest, the most comprehensive, and the most revealing

record of what it means to be human is recorded mankind's art. From the

paintings in the caves at Altamira to'the sculpture of Henry Moore, and

from Indians beating hollow logs to Arthur Fiedler at the "Pops," this

4 record has been known, not through words that half the world cannot read,

but pictured and sung for all to see and hear. Moreover, these artistic

footprints are not only historic but contemporary as well. A comparison
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of the songs sung and the dances danced around'the world.at any given

moment can provide enormously useful Insights into the bonds that thlite

all people--and sad to say, into some of those issues that divide tLem

as well. Such a Ackage is irrefutable; it is real, it is.compelling, .

and it denivates neither art nor global concepts of education.

New Approaches Recommended

The implementation of the'arts in global education programs will,

however, require some new approaches for which neither teachers of the

arts nor most schools are yet prepared. First, it will require that

arts teachers change much of their current practice, which is based upon

a performance-production scheme in which most studegs paint paintings

and sing songs. This kind of teaching is based upon using artists hs

behavioral models; that is, most classrooms are full of neophyte painters

or piano players, and many teachers frankly consider themselves to be

artist-teachers." Obviously, if the goals of art education are to be

tied to global understanding, a totally different approach is required

from that of classrooms full of young artists. Teachers who have built

their, careers upon such teachingswill have to zero in on other aspects

of the arts that are more conceptual, more historical, more critical, or

comparative. They must, in short, redirect their teaching. They must

teach students how to study a painting, not just look at it. They must

be able to tell students how to analyze a piece of music and, in fact,

how to really listen to what they hear. Given two similar works, stu-

dents should be taught not only which is the "best" but also why and in
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what context; moreover, students should be able to defend their selec-

tions, This is, frankly, not what most teachers of the arts do best,

but it is what they must learn to do tolerably well if they are to

function within a global context of education.

Second, because most schools are not warehouses of art or Meccas

of culture, the sanctity of the classroom as the arena in which learn-

ing takes place must be overcome. Artists might be.brought into the

school to give demonstrations and to talk about their work, particularly

those artists whose work can provide understanding of a culture differ-

ent from that of the students'; or the students may be taken to where

the arts are--typically in museums and concert halls but, for these

purposes, perhaps in neighborhood festivals, ethnic cultural centers,

or religious institutions as well. In any case, the logistics of Moving

students to where the art is, or of moving art to where the students

are, can be complex, time-consuming, and expensive. Moreover, because

such learning takes place under circumstances that might bp considered,

recreatiorial rather than educational, a different mental set must be

accommodated by students, teachers, artists, and arts institutions as

well.

Third, recognizing that not all art is portable and that much of

it that is most valuable for global education exists beyond the bounds

of transporting students, we will also need to strengthen in-schGol in-

structional resources. This may be particularly important in the realm

of audiovisual softwares--slides, films, reproductions, records,
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audio- and videotapes, and the like--as well as in the arts library,

where the cost and bulk of such materials, as well as unfamiliarity with

how they can be used, have severely limited such collections.

Fourth, though teachers of the arts are not isolationists in the

usual sense of the word, they are, nevertheless, often isolated in the

schools. They can usually be found behind closed doors at Lhe far end

of long corridors, where the noise and mess they make will be wit of

sight and hearing of the rest of the school (and, perhaps, where the

pleasures they can provide to students are undercover as well). With

some stroking theOrcan often be lured out of their dens, ilowever, and

with
U
a few kind words they can perform some extraordinary educational

tricks. Teamwork ls not the strong suit of arts techers, though, and

voluntary team play is almost unheard of. Therefore, if teachers of

the arts are to become effective in collectively promoting the goals of

global education, they will probably have ta be coerced\into doing so. ,

It is an unkindly thought, to be sure, but these teachers of the arts

are the best (and often the only) aesthetic resource in schools and,

like other resources, they mujiit occasionally be exploited.

Fifth, teachers of subjects other than art who are in any way

involved in global education programs should be sensitized to the arts.

Artworks are not only aesthetic statements but often carriers of other

information as well. What kind of houses, clothing, transportation,

tools implements, and weapons are shown on an architectural relief?

Who seem to be the important figures in a painting; how are they
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differentiated; and how do others seem to relate to them? What do the

famous public baths in Rome say about the contemporary political pro-

cesses, technology, public health, and personal values? What can be

said about the Japanese tradition of public bathing in comparison to

that of the Romans? °Obviously,,some familiarity with Roman architecture,

eVen for a teacher who has never taken a course in classical art history,

would be helpful in understanding other cultures--and not only the

ancient Roman but the contemporary Japanese as well. For teachers of

the arts, rhe arts may embody aesthetic values; but for non-arts teachers,

artworks can serve as documents that carry other kinds of information.

Therein lies the value of the arts for them. It is, however, informa-

a
tion that non-art folk might find difficult to extract because it is

not encoded in the linguistic symbol systems with, which they,are famil-

. iar. It must, instead, be immediately apprehended from dire'Ct percep-

tual data, and.while that can be very difficult for the uninitiated;

it is absolutely necessary.

Sixth, public attitudes toward the arts in the-schools contrast

markedly with attitudes toward the arts in other contexts. If the arts

are to function in behalf of global education, important bridges have

to be built among these divergent attitudes. Frank Keppel, Commisioner

of Education under President Kennedy, spoke of the arts as a "growth 1

industry," and his remarks at a 1976 conference in Aspen, Colorado,

provided ample statistical support for iis concention. He also pointed

to a compArable body of educational date that gave quite the opposite
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picture. Therefore, we need to bring some of the community support

for arts into the schools and, if it funalons in behalf of global edu-

cation, so much the better--for the arts, for the schools, and for

global education as well.

Suanary

In summary, the arts can offer global education two things: first,

language-free insights into the lives and times of other peoples that

would be difficult to obtain through more conventional educational means;

and second, because every culture, without exception, has created its

own art forms, a variety of cross-cultural common themes, such as ferti-

lity figures (including madonnas) or the myth of the hero, can readily

be identified and studied. Before the arts,can be fully used for these

purposes, howsver, resistance from within the educational community

(where the arts are treated aa frills) and from within the arts educa-

tion professions (where instrumental uses of the Arts ire suspect) must

be overcome. yinally, the implementation'of such a program will require

specific attention in six areas: (a) the reorientation of arts teachers

away from the performance-production model and toward an emphasis on

teaching art concepts, (b) a breakout from classrooms and school building

into more aesthetically rich and culturally diversified community re-

sources, (c) the strengthening of the arts resources in school libraries

and in audiovisual software, (4) a socialization of teachers of the arts

to bring them into the mainstream of.cooperative educational programming,

(e) arts training for non-arts teachers to.enable them to use the arts
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for their potential as informationcarrying documents, and (f) a campaign

to alter educational attitudes toward the arta that will bring them Into

'closer accord With those of suribunding communities.

4..
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Chapter 7

A CLOBAL-EDUCATINN PERSPECTIVE ON FOREIGN LANGUAGFS

Marcus Konick
Associate Dean of Arts and 3cience3

Lock Haven State College, Pennsylvania

(a) There is hereby established the President's Commission .on
Foreign Language and International Studies, . . .

(b) The objectivet. of the ComMission shall be to:

(1) Recommend means for directing public attention to the import-

ance of foreign language and international studies for the improve-

ment of communications and understanding with other nations in an

increasingly interdependent *orld;

(2) Assess the need in the United States for foreign language and

area specialists,,ways in which foreign language and international

studies contribute to meeting these needs, and the job market for

individuals with these skills. '

(3) Recommend what foreign language area studies programs are
appropriate at all academic levels and recommend desirable leve3s

andkind""upp"""eachthatshouldbeprovidedbY.01e.
public

and private sectors. (President's Commission,,1978)

The State Board of Education directs the Department of Education to

provide leadership in clarifying the obligations, opportunities, and
priorities basic to the fulfillment of the statewide responsibility

for global education by helping institutions develop global educa-

tion prograns. 91obal education is any experience designed to in-
crease undexstanding of social and cultural differences and of

relationships among people of different backgrounds and nationalities.
The construct "global education" is an umbrella for defining such

learning activities as international education, functional and

-area studies and language and multi-culturtI studies. (Pennsylvania

State Board of Education, 1978)

Curriculum Requirements provide at least two foreign languages in
.each school system, one of which shall be a modern foreign language

given in a minimum four-year sequence. (Penhnylvania Code Chapter

5, Section 5.75)

IF
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Role of Foreign Language Study

One's first impulse is o say that of course the role of foreign

languages in international and global education is clear and powerful.

Interrelationships among peoples obviously must depend upon communication,

in a shared language. But at this point the complications begin. There

are thousands ofIlanguages on earth. Must we be competent in all (cer-

ylinly impossible) or only in those that most people speak and that

Americans are most likely to need? Which languages are they? Can

everyone learn one or more languages? Apparent as our global interre-

lationships and concerns are, why have not most of us mastered another

language in addition to our own? Are bur teaching methods developing

second language.competence?. Do our. content and methods result in the

global persOectives ge need? When we communicate in a foreign language,

are we likely to lay the base Tor'harmonious cooperation or inadvertently

arouse conflict? Let us approach these questions systematically.

It is hardly necesdary td establish the scope of our international

interdependence. Not one major religion originated in either the United

States or Europe. We are plagued by international concerns -- the gaso-

line crisis, development of nuclear energy, pollution, the threat to

ocean resources, and our unfavorable balance of trade. Three hundred

multinational corporations control 75% of the world'sproductive capabi-

lity, do half a trillion dollars of business, and account for one-seventh

.of the world'; collective productivity. Intelsat's membership of 79

countries collectively accounts for 95% of the world's international
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telecommunicativs traffic. In 1977, U.S4 News and World Report stated

that the value of exports by,free world countries increased 15-fold

between 1950 and-1976. We have already entered a world in whiCh nation-

alism, once necesaary for development of American ndependence and re-.

sources, has been replaced,by full internationalism. We can no longer

live alone.

Do we need foreign language mastery to survive? On the one hand,

English is used by more People o the surface of. the earth tflan any other

language (except Chinese -- if we lump all its dialects together):

It [English] is the official language of 28 nations and an official'
language in 16 more. Eight of the 130 or so U-N. delegations uAe s

English in,their basic working docUments. Most multinational cor-.
potations including those based in nations other than the U.S. use
English as their official language. English is overwhelmingly the
language of science. (Anderson, n.d., p. 96).

On the other hand, 80% of the world's peoples do-not speak English.

"Over 100 million persons speak each of these major world languages:

Benali, Chinese, French' German,' Hin4A, Indonesian, Japanese,

Portugese, Russian, Spanish, SwahOW and Urdu. The number of Americans

-expertly trained in at least half of .these languages is fewer than 50"

(AmeriCan.Council on Education, 1975, p. 8). As it becomes apparent that

formerly poor nations have valuable resources we desperately need, and as

they achieve independence and national pride, °how long will they be content

to do business in an.alien tongue while we ignorantly depend upon the

services of 'a translator who we hope Is competent and conscientious

(a situation which President Carter unfortunately had to face -- with

disastrous results). Moreover, more ihan 12,000,000 United States,
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citizehs speak Spanish as their native.language, making this country the

fourth largest Spanish-speaking country in the world, In the next decade

the great'growth areas mill be in Multinational colifiltions, inter-

national banking, and. international government. Are we miseducating our

youth4 preparing them for a world,in which they will btilinguistic misfits?

if language is one tool to shape owl world, and if we-are barely equipping

students with a single language, vge we providing them with a stone chisel .

with which to manipulate an electronic universe?

Amertca's Poor PerfOrmance

The seriousness of our neglectiof foreign language study is reflected

in American journalists' ignorance Of foreign languages and cultures.

How can whey gather and interpret world news? It is not surprising.that

a recent UNESCO survey of 100 nations found that the United States was

lowest in the number of international items featured op commercial TV

networks. Eeeently the U.S. State-Department was fored to reduce its

foreign language requirements for eptrance into the Foreign Service

because it could'mot find enough candidates with requisite skills and

knowledge.

Our record iw.teaching foreign languages is infamous. The largest .

secondary school enrollment in modern foreign languages has never been

above 27% (American Council on Education, 1975). Between 1970 and 1974

it dropped '12.8%. In the latter year, 11.4%,of the enrollment was in
r .0,

Spanish, 6.97. in French, 2.8% in German, .3% in Italian, .1% in gussian,

and only .25%lin all other modern foi.'dign languages. In higher education

)
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our record is equally dismal. Not only are .colleges and universities

dropping the foreign language requirement for graduationlobut our pro-
,

duction of majors in foreign language is disgraceful for an international

411k
, '/ power., Commonly taught languages of Weitern Europe had numbers of majors

k.

similit to those in Spanish: 5,984 baccalaureat* 1,080 misters, and

176 doctorates. But for other vitally important languages, results

followed the pattern O? Arabic (10 baccalaureates, 7 masters, and 2

doctorates) or of African nonsemitic languakes (2 baccalaureates, 6 mils-.

ters, and no doctorates) (U.S. DHEW, 1976). The highest percent of

total college enrollees inimodern foreign languages since 1960 was 17%

in 1963. By p1972, the.figure had droliped to 10% (American Council oni'

Education, 1975, p. 0% Even involvement in,international global catas-

trophes like the Vietnam War produced.little effect. During that war,

in 1970, there.were :only 18 persons studying'Vietnamese in all American

colleges,and universities,,and only 215 studying .eny'Southeast Asian

language (American Council on Education, 1975:pe 9).

Pennszlvania';'Poor Performave

Pennsylvania shared in this'decline.: From 1965=66 to 1977-78; en-
.

rollment in modern foreign languages in the secondary'schoolsdecreased

from 28% to 24% of the tOtal enrollment, after having peaked it a high

'of 43% in 196849 (Pennsylvania Department of,E1ttcation,197.8a). let,

partly because of the Pennsyl:iania Code requirement_sited earlier, the

,
rate has now stabilized, so that if we compare the nulilber of school

districts, out of a total of 505', offering foreign languages4n 1972-73

4
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and 1977-78, 1.,.1 find that while French decreased from 450 to 411, Spanish

increased from 402 to 450, German from 283 to 298, and Russian from 28 to
K

29. Italian is now taught-in'26-school districts, but Chinese, Serbo-

Croatian, Hebrew, and Portugese are each taught in only one district.

The foreign language specialists in.the Pennsylvania Department of Edu-

cation eport that Swahili is being taught. Five districts currently

Offer six.foreign languages (Pennsylvania Department of Education, 1978a).

The present status of foreign langUages in Pennsylvania's colleges and

universities is revealed in i& survey now being conducted by a project of '

the state education agency entitled,EDGE (Encouraging the Development of

6

Global Edw.,!!.ton). With 76 inatitutions'Of various types reporting as of .

I.4"1.110

the end of May 1979, 54 offer French, 40 German, and 52'Spanish, with a

total of 46,374 studenys. Latin or Greek are offered by 17, Russian by

.

13, Italian by 5, Hebrew'by 4, totaling 6,182 stu4ents. Only one insti-

tution offers Arabic -- to 47 students; two offer Chines to 183; one

offers Asiatic Indian -- to 9; two offer Japanese -- to 135; and one

offers Slavic languages other than Russian -- to 257. The survey is still

incomplete. It will also be interesting to watch the Toyota projtct of

the Pennsylvania state-owned institutions under the Pennsylvania Consort-

tium for International Education; the project seeks to encourage Japanese

studies by use of self-instructional tapec, native informants, and the

possibility of subsequent study in Japan.

Why, in a period of rapidly accelerating international involvement,

has students' interest in foreign language continued to languish? In
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part, it is because of America's continental expanse, rich resources,

geographical isolation, and historic suspicion of lands from which our

population has fled. A similar unawareness has been expressed in the

ethnocentrism of our leadership -- at its worst during the McCarthy

period but still evident in recurrent periods of isolationism -- and

in MI6 general failure of much American business to recognize. oportuni-

ties in foreign markets, to say nothing of adapting marketing techniques

to other cultures and mastering other languages.. Our children's careers,

which, many see as the primary concern of schools, are viewed in terms of

narrow local interest. We fail to realize our global.interdependence

with regard to resources, markets, and security. As a matter of fact, to

what degree does this attitude mask our uneasiness about acknowledging
.

the very existence of aliens, of realizing that one's own view of the

world and its problems istnot universally accepted? Since language is

the medium of thought and shapes mental processes even as it implementsi

rhem, many find it upsetting to substitute a new grammar, a new vocabulary,

and a new culture for that to whIch we are accustomed.

When a sample of school principals in Pennsylvania were queried as

to their interest in aspects of citizen education, respondents at all

levels of instruction indicated that their first concern in a list of

16 items was "Community Members at School," second, "In-Service on Students'

Social Development" (for elementary and junior high levelsy but fifth in

senior high, where "Family Life Education for Students" ranked second);

but they placed "Global Education" as number 15 at the elementary level,
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number 16 in lunior high, andl number 13 in senior high. In relevant

"Olobal Education" was thirteenth in elementary schools,

eleventh'in junior high, and.ninth in senior high schools (Research for

Better Schools, 1978). A questionnaire sent to secondary school'super,

intendents in
/

Western PennSylvania elicited the response that interest in

foreign language.was declining for the following reasons:

a. College entrance requirement in FL [foreign language] abolithed

b. Student feelings of irrelevancy of FL study

c. No longer required for a college degree

d. Lack of information with respect tothe value of L study

e. Teachinvmethods.
(DeFelippis, 1979, p. 143)

Perhaps the most trenchant finding was'that 50% of the respondents felt

that "the limitation of foreign language study only to those who elect it,

Would not be] detrimental to many Capable students, and ultimately to

the national interest" (p. 142). Yet one must consider inadequate the

editorial preface to the article stating that "such findings suggest -.-

that efforts should be directed toward a reeducation of secondary school

superintendents on the merits of foreign language :study" (p. 139).

Since these administrators reflect the values of the community they

serve, it would seem also that the business and governmental leadership

Of the nation must become more aware of the sisnificance of foreign Lan-

guage competence by analyzing their own needs. For example, when AAUW

branches were surveyed on a similar questionnaire, the results were the

same (Hanvey, 1979).

Perhaps now, however', the current is beginning to turn in favor of

foreign languages. "A survey of 360 'Positions Available' advertisements
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in The Wall Street Journal shows there is a demansl in the°business and

commercial world for persons with business, technical, or scientific

training who can speak one or more foreign languages". (Seven', 1978,

p. 77). A study by the University of Michigan's Survey Research Center

for the President's Commission discovered that over half of those queried

"wished they could speak a second language," over three-quarters wanted

foreign languages taught in elementary schools, 84% of parents with .

school-aged children encouraged them to study a foreign language, and

73% expected the young people to find a 'foreign language useful (Scully,

1979, p. 8). Many businesses (e.g., Piper Aircraft) have conducted special

training se, ,ions in foreign languages for their employees. In response

to such a trend, Harvard University has restored foreign languages to its

core curriculum, Eastern Michigan University has established a major in

Business French coupled with a minor in,secretarial administraiion, and

the Chamber of Commerce and Industry of Paris offers a Diploma of Com-

mercial French (Muller, 1978, p. 398). Modern Language Association (MLA)

recently found that the decline in foreign languageAtudy seems to be

bot'toming out (Scully, 1977, p. 1).

\

Need for New Perspectives

1

In the light of our present needs and attitudes, new perspectives

on the teaching of foreign languages appear imperative.

First, the old "fashionable" languages will not meet eurrent

necessities. French, Spanish, German, and Italian must be taught not

'
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only with reference-to their home countries but also to their former or

remaining colonies abroad. We mu$t learn Russian and Japanese t6 deal

with major world powers; Arabic to help cope with the oil crisis; and

Chinese and African languages to open,new markets and expand our know-

'ledge of great cultures. Yet very.few school districts in Pennsylvania

are reported as teaching these languages.

Second, we must develop genuine linguistic competence. 'Gaarder

says that "If foreign language study is to be humanistic as described

the teacher must be competent at level four (ability to use the

language fluently and accurately on all levels normally.pertinent to

professiont4 needs)" (cited in Carroll, 1967, p. 145). Gaarder (1976)

maintains "the"evidence shows that only in the most.exceptional cases can

uur present regular system produce a teacher who.meets the minimum

standards set.by the profession itself" (p. 153). The MLA Task Force on

Institutional Language Policy recommends serious performance evaluation

(MLA, 1978b). Its report states;

The language teaching profession must work to improve
articulation between levels of education and to establish
performance critera and evaluation syStems to aid in ef-
fecting transitions between levels. . . There is a

pressing need for students, faculty, administrators, kid
the public to know in more precise terms the basis upon
which knowledge and competence in foreign language study
will be determined and judged (pp. 3-4).

Otherwise we ...mn the risk of redundancy, boredom, and poor motivation.

The MLA Task Force on,the Commonly Taught Languages, in its Recommen-

dations 1, and 18, emphasizes that no standards haVe been generally

accepted. We can refer to the MLA Proficiency Test, used in. Pennsylvania
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since 1960; to the new Educational Testing Service Language Proficiency

Interview, which uses the measurement scale of the Foreign Sendtee Tnsti-

tute to report the candidate's speaking skill; to the West German pro-

ficiency tests used in continuing education (Volkshochschulverband);

or to the American use of "reduced redundancy testing (contextual dicta-

tions, noise tests, cloze tests)"'(MLA, 1978a, p..6). Further research

.is necessary.

Third, global education may seem, to offer-a cop-out for specific

language competence, since.it has often been described as being "non-

ethnocentric," providing "global perspectives," aiming at "intercultural

understanding," and dealing with "worldwide problems." Like the study of

world cultures, it may seem opposed to detailed study and drill. But

Matthew Arnold writes of the "higher provincialism" -- in-depth study

which develops life-giving connections with other concepts and disciplines.

It is in this approach that we can harmonize rhe twu apparent polarities.

A certain amount of concentrated gtudy is essential to develop competence.

However, if we'never go beyond that, we run the risk of an ivory-tower

retreat from reality, of lack of insight into even the culture that

created the language. Hanvey (1979) points out that "across the country

the most popular electives- at the high school level are psychology, socio-

logy and anthropology" (p. 18). When foreign language is properly taught,

these concerns are mirrored in its semantics, demonstrated in its gram-

matical structures, dealt with in the reading material -- but they do

require that attention be directed to them, that they be used to stimulate
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suety interests. .The new-teaching of foreign language requires both

specificity and interdisciplinary dimensions. As in life, language may

even assume,a subordinate function.while it aide understanding of other

concerns. The global perspective is gained when we make a language a

mirror to its culture, when it provides a model for learning other

languages and new modes of viewing phenomena and problems.

The mutual necessity of the two,polarities is dramatically expressed

in the report of the American Council on Education-(1975):
. .

International specialists and scholars are diaturbingly
absent in certain fields. In a larger sample of approxi-
mately 5,600 area experts,surveyed in 1970, only 2.8% were
.ip the field of education; 3.7% in applied professional
fields; and 5/6% in all the various fields which make up
the humanities apart from literature and history. More

disturbing perhaps, less than one-third of this national .

cadre of "experts" was functionally fluent in nny foreign
language, while 20% possessed no language skills whatsO7..

ever.(g 9)

Fourth, it becomes apparent therefore that foreign language reaching

must become interdisciplinary. To its basic emphasis on linguistie com-

petenee, augmented by gteratureand what is loosely referred to as

culture (involving some history, the arts, and social structure), it

must add anthropology, religion, sociology, government, economics, and

specific areas like ocean resources, population, food, marketing, law,

and technology. Although foreign language teachers cannot become expert

in all these areas, they must be sufficiently acquainted with them to

work constructively with other specialists and to introduce new insights

into their regular teaching. This'requires in-service education and

cooperation with other disciplines. Students need alternatives to
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programs in language and literature. Departmental barriers should give

way to cooperation, and teachers who participate in interdisciplinary

arrangements should be specially rewarded (rather than penalized by lack

of promotion and tenure) for work that does not fall exclusively within

their "home" department.

Fifth, new strategies of instruction are essential for the new

orientation and stimulation of interest. Hanvey -(1979) cites the heavy

attrition at the'end of the first year of language instruction and attri-

butes it to sterile, mechanical drill. On the other.hend, he states,.

"those teachers and other educators (museum people, for example) who

reported success with stUdents emphasized the importance of 'hand-pm'.

experiences: artifacts, simulations, field research projects" (p. 20).

In describing a.proposal for'internationalizing.education through satel-

lites, a national committee refers to the principle that language is the

key to culture , and plans to use television satellite transmission to

bridge continents and assist "learning the colloquial language inductively

within its cultural context" (Neff, 1978, p. 4).

Sixth, teachers need better preparation. Although over one thousand

American institutions anntally prepare a quarter-million teachers, only

5% are taking courses in"international and intercultural subjects. At

the second meeting of the President's Commission. on Foreign Language

and International Studies, these questions repeatedly arose, "Do lan-

guage teachers have. . .

proper training in language, culture and techniques?
adequate in-service retraining?

4
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ability tomotivate stuoents?
global perspective?
tests to measure competencies?" (Pourque, 1979, p. 5)

Foreign language teachers were recently assessed according to 39 criter,ia,
b

and some useful guideposts for evaluation were enunciated (Moskowitz,

1976). It is apparent that greater linguistic competence especially in

colloquial.fluency, is required. The teachers need better backgrounds

not only in history, philosophy, and the arts but also in anthropology,

sociology, economics, government, business, and the sciences in order

to integrate practical.aspects of the culture'into their teaching. lhey

need techniquee that are motivational.and experiential.

National and State Interest .

4le

The need for foreign languages has not gone,unnoticed at federal

and state level's. After Sputnik, the NDEA launched a drive to develop

science, mathematics, and foreign languages; it proposed teacher training,

in-service education, and development of materials and equipment. HoWever,

the drive was never, funded at more than 20% of authorized levels. The

1966'International Education Act offered similar encouragement but was

never funded. Most notable recently have been the Fulbright-Hays pro-

grams, NDEA Title VI, ESEA Title IX, and IREX. The Helsinki Accords of

1975 called for support for foreign language and international studies,

and President Carter accordingly established a Commission, which is

presently developing recommendations. Former U.S. Commissioner of Edu-

cation Boyer recently organized as Task Force on Global Education.



Pennsylvania has long been interested in international education;

its World Cultures courses were among the first in the nation, and it

has required the teaching of at least two foreign languages in each.school

district since 1958. Paralleling the renewed attention to global edu-

cation at the federal level, on May 12, 1978, the Pennsylvania Board

of Educaticin adopted the already cited policy statement in support of

global education. The statement instructed the Department of Education

to establish an advisory committee (now called EDGE), form a supporting

network of lay experts, expand partnerships with other state education

agencies to benefit students at home and abroad, strengthen curricula,

and encourage educators to improve their own global understandings.

EME recognizes that individual disciplines should be strengthened in

support of the global thrust. Therefore, the Subcommittee on Teacher

Certification endorses the 1968 foreign language requirements but suggests

broadening them. They already include:the "anthropological study of the

foreign culture,'t phonetics, conversation, grammar, composition, liii-

guistics, literature, social customs, history, geography, and civili-

zation. Religion, economics, and the political system were added.

The certification standards include the proficiency objectives of the

MLA:

a. ability to understand conversation at normal tempo, lecture,

and news,broadcastsi

b. ability to talk with a native with a command of vocabulary and
syntax suricient to express his thoughts in conversation at normal
speed with reasonably good pronunciation;

c. ability to read with immediate comprehension prose and verse
of average difficulty and mature content; and
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d. abilitY to write a simple "free composition," such as a letter
or message, with clarity and correctness in vocabulary, idiom,and
syntax.(Pennsylvania Department of.Education, 1978b, p. 23).

Other objectives include understanding of the sound system, forms, and

structures; language as a manifestation,of the culture; appreciation of
f

the culture; knowledge of instructional techniques for modern foreign

language as communication; and ability to use special techniques.

.0ther EDGE.subcommittees are at work. One addressing the Role of the'

Foreign Student urges admission And utilization of foreign students. The

Faculty/Teacher Exchange Subcommittee encourage& listing of foreign stu-

dents and retired faculty with"international experience in a computerized
(1 1

inventory', and the use of graduate assistantships and tuition remission

to promote exchanges and curriculum development. Another group, working

with the seate education agency, is making the above-cited survey, which

includes the status.of foreign languages at the state's institutions of

higher ,education.

Recommendations

With these ongoing'activities, it is essential that A establish

some recommendations for concrete action on a variety of fronts.

Development of Public Awarenew

1. Conferences and workshops for representatives of business,

government, social, and educational agencies must be %eld on both global

issues and problems and opportunities in specific regions, including

characteristics of peoples.
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2. Conferences and workshops on specific problems of developing

relationships with-another culture should be practical and brief, like

that on Japan conducted in the summer of 1979 by the Pennsylvania Consor-

tidt for International Education.

3. Exchange-visitor assistance Orograms, like those of Rotary,

Lions, and 4-H groups and Sister Cities, can help ftveloping countries,

demonstrate opportunities to Americans, and dramatize the usefulness of

foreign language competence.

4. Exhibits and performances of the arts, as well as symposia and

telecasts on soCial structure, philosophy, economics, resources, politics,

and problems of other countries and cultures,,should be funded and coordi-

nated to reach the public.

5. Fu.11 publicity.using all media'should be given tà both these

events and to statements by leaders endorsing study of foreign languages.

Course Content

1. Study of less traditional foreign languages (e.g., Arabic,

Bengali, Chinese, Hindi, Indonesian, Japanese, Portugese, Russian, Swahili,

and Urdu needs to be introduced.

2. Such courses should be taught at centers that are carefully

located for maximum outreach.

3. Interdisciplinary programs and courses will enrich the teaching

of both foreign languages and other disciplines. Foreign language should

be seen as a versatile tool.
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4. Foreign language programs should

typicaL language-literaturemajors i n such

Roveinment, and social welfare.

S. New courses and programs must be designed to examine the

0

provide alternatives to thc

artas'as. internWonal law,

0

d'ultUre, historyAnd economics oftcountries,where large populatiors

speak the-less commonly taught languages.

_ImproVement of'Teaeher Cpmpetence

1. Realistic teacher competency gosls must be developed, accepted,

enforced by accr'editing agencies and applied to the entire range of

Coreign language m4stery .

2. Intensive foreign language study programs have proved most

successful (Gaar4,er, 1976, p. 153) and can cOnVenientlY'be held during

summers for developing and maintaining competence.

3.' Full competence can come only,from living in the environment

7 0

in which the language is spoken. Some competence can be developed in

simulated situations in this countrY,, but stuOY will be truly effective,

with the desired cultural and global implications, only in.the native

4 e setting. We redommend study abroad and internships in foreign businesseS,

governments, and universities for at .east a year, aided by multinational

companies, governments, and service groups. Attempts should be made to

involve at least two teachere from each school district and ultimatefy

from each high school.

4. Foreign language must be used as the medium of instruction.in

all advanced courses and in study centers.
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5. Summer workshops.in effective instructional techniques should

be funded.

, 6. A program of internships .should bring well-traiiled specialiets

to small foreign language departments in colleges, universities, and high

schools.

7. Interdisciplinary workshops shodld bring together language

,
teacher& and their colleagues from other,disciplinii to develop coopera-

tive strategies and appropriate interdisciplinary units and materials.

Methods of Instruction .

/'

1. Realistic proftciency goals by stages illould be established.

2. oreign languages should be taught intensively rather than

,-

.as one element in a daily hodgepodge of coursea. New types of scheduling

are therefore required.

3. iftmersion in the foteign culture should be planned, including

simulations, work with ethnic grOups in the United StEdes, and foreign

'study and interns4st Low-cost fares'and accotmodations for these

purposes shodld be estah,ltshed.

4. :Foreign studentscand schplars used as native speakers shouad

'be specially Selectéd, carefully trained; and adequately paid. .

4
5. Self-instruction.in the less common14 taught'languages

should be encouraged,'using:self-instructional tapes, laboratory manuals,

and native sPeakerA. Credit.should be awarded for satisfactory aecom-

plishment. However, regular classes in critical languages should.be

. -

established #s soon as practicable.

411111waft,
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Materials

1. Specialists should work with teacher associations and researchers

to develop effective instructional materials that not only stress foreign

language acquisition but also demonstrate interdisciplinary approaches,

are free from stereotypes are contemporary in content, and emphasize

global perspectives.

2. From among the vast amount of available print and nonprint

materials, a careful examination should be made of those suitable for

different levels of instruction and for a variety of disciplines.

3. Only after this analysis has been accomplished should new

materials be developed.

Research

1. "Periodic surveys should be undertaken at each level of edu-

cation to determine language-teacher preparation, work load, assignment,

remuneration, and demographic identity, and to assess enrollments,

curricular practices, and teaching methods" (MLA, 1978a, p. 5).

2. The usefulness of foreign languages for "developing basic lin-

guistic and reasoning skills" should be definitively studied (MLA, 1978a,

p. 5).

3, "Further research should be undertaken on all,aspectsof second-
/

language acquisition," including the role of listening, use of bilingpal

LActs, immersion programs, and characteristics of the effective teacher

(MLA,. 1978a, p. 6).

4, Ithesurements of,proficiency should be developed (MLA, 1978a,

p. 6).
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5. Specific programs should be developed for demonstration and

dissemination of the results of such research.

Conclusion
40t

t(If these actions are taken, 'we shall go far in developing studei s

into useful citizens of both the United States and the world. Every

individual must perceive his/her involvement in a global:society with

global interdependencies. Each musid/have functional knowledge of .

global issues so that intelligent decisions can be made. Each should

understand the common concerns of all humanity as well as the different

solutions each culture has developed in consonance with its history,

environment, customs, and problems. To achieve this, mastery of one

or more foreign languages is essential. If the competence gained is not

only linguistic but also cultural, it will have an important liberating

function and demonstrate that the "proper study of mankind is man."
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Chapter 8

GLOBAL EDUCATION:

IMPLICATIONS FOR CURRICULUM AND SCHOOL ORGANIZATION

Rifthard Luoma

Middle School Principal
Hatboro-Horsham School District

Hatboro, Penneyfvania

This chapter will use a case-history approach to curricular implica-
%

tions of global education, particularly with regard td the school admin-

istration, structure, and climate. The focus will be on one middle

school's experience in developing an organizational system that stressed

the motivation of teachers and philosophical goals.

A.

1'
The focus will be on: (a) what changes were made, (b) 2.1.1.vi changes

1\

were made, and (c) how changes were made. In the final paq of the

paper, general principles and recommendations will be abstracted-from

the case-history study.

A primary emphasis of the paper is the co. viction that the process

of curriculum development is more important,,,or at least as important,

as the product. While curriculum development must first deal with

ideas, ideas alone are not enough to develop a ,global-education program

in a school. It is also necessdry to have a committed edutational

leader working with a group of caring, motivated teachers in an-appro-

priate school environment.

What Was Changed

Keith Valley Middle School in Horsham, Pennsylvania, opened in 1972

as -Al eighh- and ninth-grade school. At that time, ng1ish (literature),



OVERVIEW OF INTERDISCIPLINARY CURRICULUM: NINTH GRADE

UNITS SOCIAL STUDIES ENGLISH
.

Man as a Member of His

Environment
0

Man and His Economy

At

Geography; environment, map Grammar and compositiou.
Parts of speech, spelling, and
vocabulary. Horror and

suspense: Above Suspicion

._.-ECI.ERCE_____
.,

Oceanovaphy And

skills, adaptation, ecology,

and interdependence.

Economics: 'consumerism, com-

meterorology: The study
of oceans, weather, and
their effects on mankind.
Economic importance of the

sea. Future development
of ocean resources.

or And Then Ttere Were None,

parative societies, investment,
global interdependence and
current issues,

Dracula.,

Man as a Group Member
,

Man as a Member of
Nation (optional)

.

Sociolor, learning, values: . English usage, composition.
Raisin in the Sun or

Biology, bacteriology

family, marriage, and kinship.

Families of man. Stereotyping

and prejudice.

Political geography:

and ecology: The study of

Patch of Blue, present life forma and
their interrelationships.
The study of human disease
and its sociological
impact.

Romeo and Juliet or
West Side Story.

,

.

,

environment and culture.

Man and His Cultures

Man and His Laws or
Governments and
Revolutions . ,

'

.

Anthropolo/y: culture, cul- Composition. Development of
language, myths and legends.
Drama as literary form.
Arsenic and Old Lace,

Physical geography: Tradi-

tural universals, cultural
pluralism, interdependence%
global perspectives, and
humankind.
Political science and sociology

tional methods of mineral

and rock identification,
plus the study of landform
identification.. Relation-
ship between geography and
cultural development.

-----

Lord of the Flies,
Animal Farm or 1984.

criminology, decisionmaking,
trial procedures and citizen-
ship.

Tale of Two Cities.

Searching for Man's Past

Man And His Future
.

Are,eology and history:
,

Research papers.

On the Beach or

Paleontology and
methods and sources, evol6tion,
chronology, and the development

of Western Civilizations.
Futurism and sociology: life

Astronomy.:

The study of past and
future life. Development
of the physical structure
of the earth. The physical
and biological development
of man.

Alas Bab lon
Fail Safe,

styles, prediction, cause and

effect. tnvironmental limi-

tations, change and adaptation,

and global citizenship.

The Future.

.

Figure 1. Overview of Interdisciplinary Curriculumt Ninth Grade



math, science (earth science and biology), health, physical education,

music, typing, and the student ei ctives (home econopics, foreign lan-

guage, industrial arts, and business) were taught as separate subjects.

Starting 6 years ago with .the drafting of an interdisciplinary curri-

culum the program has changed to include 10 interdisciplinary units

coordinating English, social studies, science, business, and music.

Each unit.is divided in'to key questions ,. concepts, and core performance

objectives. Materials are listed for each unit, with the teachers using

those materials they feel best meet the instructional objectives. Skills

to be learned are indicated for each unit and often reinforced in both.

the English and social studies areas. A main objective of the inter-

disciplinary English-social studies curriculum is to study the world's

cultures in a way that helps students understand the world and its

peoples and their place in a global society. This interdisciplinary

curriculum can be best desnribed as an introduction to the social

. sciences.

A curriculum overview is shown in Figure 1. It should be noted that

all concepts/ideas are not interrelated; each subject iacludes certain

areas unique to the discipline and valid in and of themselves.

Two other interrelating areas, on a quarterly babis, are business

and music. When the environment-economy units are being taught in the

English-social studies curriculum, the business teacher works with each

interdisciplinary team of teachers (primarily thP English-spcial studies

team) on such topics as fundamentals of credit, consumerism, inflation,
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careers, and employment applications. The environment unit addresses

the areas of designing an environmentally balanced community, the eco-

nomic and environmental scope of the Alaskan Pipeline, and oil spills

and their economic vs. environmental impact.

Wben the English-social studies program discusses the topic Man,as

a group Member, the music teacher works with each team in exploring the

music of the 20th century and how the individual and society in general

react to music. All the interrelationships throughout the curriculum

deal with the individual, the individual's world, and the real world.

Why Changes Were Made

The idea of.teaching vs. learning must be considered when makl.Lg

any curriculum change. Once the staff decided that ideas and learning

were more important than textbooks.and teaching methods, it began to,

look for ways'to make our curriculum more relevant to the middle school

learner. First, relevant educational literature was reViewed, and many

discussions were held about societal issues and the needs of the learners.

The literature review and the discussions that followed revealed many

new ideas and issues that could/should be dealt with in the classroom.

The findings of Piaget, learning theorists, and others reinforced the

,validity of a ninth-grade 'curriculum Rtressing concepts, particularly as

they relate to future issues of a global and interdependent society.

There was some anxiety at first about interdisciplinary programs.

Teachers were apprehensive, but felt the risks were worth it if they



could show students the relationships across"sub'ect matter areas. A

developing atmosphere of trust and responsible decision making also gave

the teachers the confidence to try e new approach.

How Changes Were Made

In 1972 a rough 5-year plan was outlined that dealt. with: ( ) a

philosophy of the middle school, (b) a team teaching structure, (c) a

school environment of trust .(d) job descriptions for team and curri-

culum coordinators, (e) ways to provide relevant curriculum,, (f) involve-

ment of the community in the school, and (g) a formal evaluation system

for the entire school.

Organizationally, one of the first changes was the establishment of

interdisciplinary teams consisting of four teachers (math, science,

social studies, an&English) in the ninth grade, and five teachers

(with the addition of foreign language for a cultures program) in the

eighth grade. Amoximately 100 students in the ninth grade and 125

students in the eighth grade provided a 25:1 student/teacher ratio in

both grades. The interdisciplinary structure proved an excellent vc

hicle for team communication concerning student needs, both cognitive

and affective.

Every tear;:d time set aside each day for planning. The team co-

ordinators' role was to direct and focus team decisions, although they

were not to act as unilateral decision makers. The coordinators'

function was crucial in working toward a school democratic decision-

making model in which the staff were fully involved in both policy and

curriculum decisions It corroborated the finding that people will



support what they perceive as relevant and have had a hand in planning.

Thekteam coordinators' main responsiblities were to: (a) plan and

schedule team activities and provide for classes according to admini-

stration guidelines, (b) focus interpersonal issues affecting team

performance and the teachers' feelings of success, (c) conduct a daily

team meeting and inform the administration of program problems and work

out solutions to them, and (d) establish alternative educational pro-

grams within the team to meet special student nedds. The team coordi-

nators met weekly with the principal.

Another important decision was the use of block scheduling, with

each steam building its own schedule within parameters established by

the administration. This scheduling flexibility gave teachers the

respogsibility to make decisions and to "control" the educational pro-

cess within the team. Unlike many Procedures, the,teams could change

their schedules on a-day-to-day basis, if necessary.

A curriculum coordinator's role in each department was also created.

All curriculum decisions were made by departments in conjunction with

the principal. Eaeh department op9,rated, at the beginning, with a single

disciplinary curriculum and met on a needs basis with the principal.

The curriculum coordinators' main respqnsiblities were to: (a) coordi-

nate all learning activities with tne goals cf the school, (b) meet

with new teachers for curriculum orientation, c) coordinate budget

needs with the administration, (d) recommend in-service programs to the

administration as needed, (e) establish departmental goals for any
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given year (goals were to be in writing, and mutually established with\

the principal), and (f) implement the curriculum evaluation process,

The-principal was responsible for facilitating 4deas, bringing con-

sensus-,- and "priCking" the comfort zones of teachers as they examined

curriculum and schooling. It was strongly felt ehat the autocratic

"father" image of educational leadership was dead.'

A'key-guiding consideration was the Professional and personal needs

of the teacher. Teacher ne:Jds--job satitfaction, motivation, responcible

autonomy, etc.--were a paramount consideration. This orientation rested .

on the wellknown theory and research.of, for example, Boyan, Maslow,

Herzberg, and McGregor.

Since goals are important to any organization, the middle scho81

goals (philosophy) developed by the staff and,administration coopera-

tively.also played an important part. The philosophy includes cogni-

tive and affective goals for both teachers and children. Basic skills

and thinking skills are stressed. Among the important cognitive goals

underlying the global perspective of the program were:

Goal 8: to develop attitudes necessary to deal with the
concerns of the future such as pollution, warfare, resogrce
crisis, over-population and mental health;

Goal 10: to understand the working of a democracy through
direct student experiences in self-control and the responsi-
bilities of citizenship;

.cal 11: to provide experiences for students where they
must learn to respect and tolerate the differences of
others and individual achievement levels;
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Goal 13: to have the youngsters understand the oiianization

of academic disciplines as being interrelated: implied is

the understanding that the organization of knowledge can be

a tool for handling future problems. A combination of the

academic disciplines should be used to get a totnl picture

of the problem.

This philosophy provided the framework for all interdisciplinary

curriculum devalopment. All program decisions had to conform to one

or several goal(s) and the philosophy was to be reflected in the total

school program. Every department established goals'each year, which

were evaluated at the end of the year as to their effectiveness in

establishing programs to meet the department goals. It was also im-

portant that everyone had the opportunity to challange any,aspect of

tne philosophy.

Instead of the English curriculum coordinator assuming the re-

sp nsibility for eighth- and ninth-grade English, he or she assumed

s

resp nsibility for eighth-grade English and social studies. The social

\

studiea coordinator assumed responsibility for ninth,grade English

and social studies. This provided another structural commitment to the

interdisciplinary curriculum..

Team coordinator, curriculum coordinator, and department meetings

were held on a regular basis. After the first year, staff meetings

were held to a minimum. Much information normally handl6d through'

staff meetings was disseminated via the coordinators, who servld as

liaison with the administration.° Coordinators were selected by the'

principal, carried a full teaching load, and received extra pay for

their added responsibilities.
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Philosophical support and summer curriculumi-writing funds were

provided by the central office, which also provided the transportation,

monies, and time for teachers to attend conferences'crucial to an idea-

oriented school program. The importance of central office and school

board support for the programs, particularly for curriculum writing,

cannot be overstressed. Mutual trust and rewarded motivation are part

of a system of Interactive mutual needs between school board and super-

.

intendent; superintendent and principal; principal and staff; and staff

and students. Time was also allotted at school board meetings for curri-
- )

culum presentat'ions on a regular basis.

Support for curriculum,development was exemplified during the

writing,of the cultures unit. Approximately 2 years ago, Robert Schell,

-
Senior Program Aser of the Social Studies Departmeht, Pennsylvania

'Department of Education (PDE), presented the school staff with a PDE

paper entitled "Integrated Approach to Globar Education." The paper's

epts and interdisciplinary curriculum helped in further

conceptualizing the Keith Valley program and provided impetus for

changing the cultures unit. Thereupon, the social ttudies department

applied to the school district for curriculum money in the summer and'

members attended the PDE Executive Academy on Global Education held in

connection with the Asia Society (two social studies and one reading

teacher attending from Keith Valley). As a result of these last two

activities, a naw unit was written analyzing the concept of culture and

developing an understanding of cross-cultural relationships, based largely
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on the science of anthropology. Concepts such as cultural determinants,

cultural universdls', cultural Pluralism, ethnocentrism, interdependence,

and global perspective weresomponents,.along with a comparison of

Japanese and American cultures.

The participation of parents'was-ranother important factor. A

Parent Steering Committee, established early in the school's history,

was made up of volunteer parents who' went beYond the normal PTA

function of providing servicea to the school. Ih time, as the new

curriculum moved forward, the Committee also served as an ongoing ve-

hicle for curriculum discussion, as a sounding board for ideas, and as

a feedback system from the communi,ty. Parents wer e. encouraged to volun-

teer ideas, both pro and con, to the Committee members as a check-and-

'balance evaluatiod system for the programs.

This parental involvement was particularly important, since new

rdeas, in social studies from a global perspective may create controversy

14/

about.what is appropriate for children to learn. Without a feTdback

system to community, far-Right or far-Left groups may force weakening

constraints on an otherwise well-conceived curriculum. It phould also

be stressed that.a program developed without staff participation is also

vulnerable to group pressure; that is, if a program is "handed down" to

teachers, it may be discarded as soon.as a problem arises.

As the'curriculum progressed, the role of the educational leader

(principal) changed from that of stimulating ideas to supporting the

development of instructional materials and devrmining procedures'of
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/
evaluation. During a,program's developmental stages it is importpnt (

to stress goals, ideas, change, and staff involvement. As the program
,

matures the stress should move to effective'instrbctionhl strategies for

meeting program goals and,.eventually, tO evaluation systems. Important

as "time on task" is for leaining, it is equally important for the edu-

cational leader to keep teacher attention focused on task. As.stated,

school goals must be Clearly defined at the beginning of each school

year and followed up .througholit the year,

With regard to formal evalpation, the overall evaluation paradigm

4.
Y-established at the schpol is presented in Figure 2. . .

,

1

,

.0.

The Purdue Teacher EvaluatiT Scale provides a self-evaluation tool
,

for teachers. he evaluation questiohnairq is"a survey oftstudent

interest in.various school programs.. The Stanford providei an achieve-
:

n
, vtA i

,

tmnt check against other schools throughout the nation.' The department

evaluation provides an organized warto check on curriculum growth, both
,

strengths and weaknesses, and the annual results provide a basis for

goal development the next year;

Each,year,over the 6 years the curriculum/has been in effect,

materials and program recommendations fbr, change were based on the'on-

going evaluation program anLen the basic notion that effective curriculu

development takes/time and is cyclical.

ti4ly developed were not seen as static,

In other words, the.ideas ini-

and new ideas, teaching methods,

and/or teaching materials were introduced periodically.

The summer curriculum-vriting monies referred to were available

4
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KEITH VALLEY MIDDLE SCHOOL EVALUATION PARADIGM

AFFECTIVE
GOALS

COGNITIVE
GOALS

PURDUE EVALUATION QUARTER STANFORD DEPARTMENT QUARTER

TEACHER COMMITTEE COURSE ACHIEVEMENT PROCESS COURSE.

EVALUATION QUESTIONNAIRE SURVEY TEST jURVEY

SCALE

PARENTS
STAFF
BOARD

Figure 2. Evaluation process chart.



each summer on a needs basin and were used by the social studies, English,

and reading departments for curriculum revision regularly over the years..

Various members of the social studies-English and science departments

1,ave also been involved, thus increasing staff involvement.

The interdisciplinary approach, as well as its emphasis on global

education, was not problem-free. Problems of timing, scheduling, and

availability of.materials arose, but the atmosphere in the school, the

support from the administration (at all levels, including the apprehen-

sive teacher), the team structure, and the use of curriculum coordinators

made the program work.

Conclusion

The following were seen to be key elements in developing the inter-

disciplinary curriculum,'and its global-education oriehtation, at Keith

Valley Middle School.

1. There must be a democratic systeM of decision making involving all

teachers with regard to philosophical and policy decisions, includ-

ing a clear definition of limits. Psychological needs must be met

to.achieve a healthy organizational climate where teachers enjoy

working and students enjoy learning.

2. The administrator must be involved as an enthusiastic participant

in curriculum development. Support for the program must be more

than isuperficial. Teachers do not take seriously those gosls given

only lip service".by the administrator. Curriculum writing can he

exciting and is the heart of a school program.
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3. goth long- and short-term goals must be considered during any curri-

culum change. Whether a change is in the form of part of an exist-

ing curriculum or a total curriculum, a conscious plan of develop-

ment must be formulated. The plan might include summer curriculum-

writing; in-service time; consultant time; released time; and parti-

cipation in conferences, seminars, or workshops.

.4. IdeaS should be more important than textbooks; learning should be

more important than teaching. No two schools will develop the

same program in the same way. Teachers should be encouraged to try

new ideas .:T1 an atmosphere of trust and security.
.;

5. Time should be provided for teachers to meet in teams during the

day for curriculum discussions and/or planning. The time for curri-

, culum development should not be after hours at the end of the school

day.

6. As much flexibility as possible should be bvilt into the schedule.

Teachers should be able to vary methods and procedures on a day-

to-day basis to meet instructional goals.

7. A community feedback system is extremely important, particularly

as global-education ideas may be controversial to certain segments

of the population. The school needs to know what works and what

doesn't work :rom the community perspective. The administrator

should have a system for getting this feedback.

8. The administrator should be familiar with the curriculum in district

schools, so that there will be a smooth transition from grade to
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grade in terms of subject matter articulation.

9, A formal system of objective evaluation of the entire school pro-

gram should be formulated. Evaluation information should be shared

with staff primarily, and with communityi school board, and other

administrative personnel where appropriate.

In this context, we should keep in mind what Bruner wrote:

We may ask, as a criterion for any subject taught in primary
school, whether, when fully developed, it is worth an adult's

knowing, and whether having known.it as'a child makes.a person

a better adult. If the answer to both questions is negative

or ambiguous, then the material is cluttering the curriculum.

(Bruner, 1969, p: 52)

Finally, it is not always easy to arrive at cOnsensus regarding

curriculum. The degree of success is certainly inversely proportional

to the size of the group involved. Each school district must work co-

operatively with its state education agency to reach that consensus--in

this case regarding global education. However, the development of curri-

culum and the process of teacher involvement should be joined together

in planning for effective global-education programs in the future.
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Chapter 9

HEALTH AND NUTRITION CONCERNS IN GLOBAL EDUCATION

Ian C. Rawson ,

Graduate School of Public HeaZth
University of Pittsburgh

A school program or curriculum stressing global concerns must give

major attention ,to issues of health and nutrition. This paper is in-

tended to provide educators with background information to assist them

in preparing learning activities on global aspects of health and nutri-

tion. The information may be used to stimulate discussion at virtually

any academic level, but perhaps it might be most productive in 'secondary

schools. Adequate preparation in geography and food production would

make it applicable at iintermediate levels. Additional readings and more

intensive analysis of specific ecological zones would make the materials

more appropriate for'a postsecondary setting.

As a learning dynamic, it,is suggested that the material serve as

background for small-group discussions tJcusing on problem identifi-

cation and problem solving. Thismay lead to greater individual learn-

ing in several courses -- for example, comparative geography or post-

World War I history.

Major learning objectives might include:

1. The students will acquire an increased sensitivity to the

sources of malnutrition and health problems in other countries.

2. The students will be able to relate U.S. policy to these Pro-

lems in other countries.

3. The students will be able to apply the principles discussed

in this material to other major U.S. issues and to the problems of the

other areas of the world.



4. The student will have a heightened awareness of the global

integration of major issues, addressed through the specific study of a

single issue.

Within the brief space permitted for the development of this topic,

it is,of course,not possible to provide a comPrehensive surVey of all as-

pects of the global problems of hunger and ill health. Therefore a cun-

scious decision was made to select%certain aspects that would provide

insights rarely encountered in the literature, and to provide case ex-

amples as starting points for analytic classroom discussions.

Health and Nutrition: A Global View

Julia, a 5-year-old girl living in a community outside of'Philadel-

phia,. has a cold; her mother has given her a warm bath and some soup.

Lying in her bed, she listens while her mother reads a story. Soon her

mother will call the doctor, who will recommend some medicine fur Julia,

which the pharmacy will deliver later in the day. Julia will stay in bed

for several days and then return to her preschool class, her brief ill-

ness forgotten.

At this same time Jeaner*e, a 5-year-old Haitian girl, also has a

cold., Her mother has to go to market to sell some of her mangoes, and

Jeanette stays in the family hut with her older sister. Jeanette's mother

will buy some rice and beans with the Money from her mangoes, but in the

meantime there is no food for Jeannette and her sister. They sit in the

hut watching the rain fall outside, clutching their thin, torn dresses
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around them. Later in the day, their mother brings home a meager meal

that barely satisfies their hunger. The next day, Jeannette's cold is

worse and she also has diarrhea. Her mother has bought some milk from

a neighbor, but she does not give any to Jeannette, as she feels this

will make the diarrhea worse. The following day; Jeannette is weak and

listless and has a persistent cough. The cough concerns Jeannette's

mother particularly since her.husband died of Tb shortly after.Jeannette

was born. She walks several miles into the foothills of the mountains

to visit the bOcor, the healer who cared for Jeanette's fatIler. The

bocor agrees to set up a healing ceremony for Jeanette in two nights,

but Jeanette's mother will have to give him several bottles of rum and

enough money to pay him and his assistants. While she goes to her

relatives to borrow money for the ceremony, Jeanette becomep more seri-

ously'sick. Her older sister is frightened and carries her to a govern-

ment health post a walk of 3 hours. They arrive to find the health

post closed, and turn around to walk home. On the way home Jeannette

lies in her sister's arms, a victim of dehydration, pneumonia, and mal-

nutrition.

These casesTrovide a vivid contrast between the health-care pro-

blems of our country and those of the less developed world. A minor

illness for Julia was not much more than an inconvenience and an oppor-

tunity for some additional attention; for Jeanette it-was the first step

' in a process that led to her death. Poorly nourished in a very poor en-,

vironment, Jeanette was not strong enough to resist the minor iniectIon
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Cif her cold combined with a,diarrhea which led to rapid dehydration.

Jeanette needed professional medical care, which was not available.

While the stories of Julia and Jeanette are somewhat of a caricature,

they symbolize the gap in health and health resources, and food and nutri-

tion resources, between the.children of the developed countries and those

living in'the developing areas of the world.

Health
1111

The most visible gap is in the area of health. Most children in the

United States today do not have to worry about getting common,communicable

diseases such as polio, whooping cough, or diptheria, all of which caused

a great deal of illness and death in our own country a generation ago.

Because most children are themselves immunized, or at least a sufficient

number to provide protection through "herd immunity," these illnesses

are no longer major concerns: Other minor communicable diseases such as

mumps and chicken pox are.no mire than transient discomforts' for most

children in the United States because of their good general health and 4

nutrition.

The sdine.is not true for the Jeanettes of the world in the Caribbean,

.94 Africa, Latin America, Southeast Asia, and elsewhere where immunization

against childhood disease is not common. In such areas, mortality

and disability.from polio, typhoid, tuberculosis, measles, whooping

cough, and other communicable diseaf,es are high. Recent years have seen

the eradication of smallpox, but one disease that had been fairly,

effectively controlled, malaria, has recently shown a dramatically
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increased incidence in tropical areas.
nN

Major efforts are expended by the, developed countries, either in-

dividually or on a multiriational hasis,to assist the less developed

countries in Combating these common communicable diseases of cdildhood,.

Through majOr international agencies such as the World4lealth Organization

(WHO) and its regional subunits like the Pan American 'Health Organilation

(PAHO), some major breakthroughs have been achieved, as in the case of

smallpox and, earlier, yaws (tropical ulcers), but many world areas

still do not have access to regular immunization programs.
4

Even as immunization efforts are being directed against these Com-

municable diseases, the two Most common and probably most lethal illnesses

continue at the same, or perhaps, even increasing, prevalence throughout

the developing world. These are diarrhea and upper respiratory infections,

neither of which may be effectively prevented through immunization. Both

are accurately categorized as diseases of poverty. Diarrheas are usually

brought on by poor sanitary practices, poor domestic hygiene, and infected

water supplies; upper respiratory Infections usually start in.the monsoon-

like rainy seasons and pass rapidly among family members in closed, damp

houses. As the story of Julia shows, both diseases can be managed

effectively with dry clothes, rest; good food, and appropti.ate medicine,

but these are not available to the children of most of the developing,
14.

world. Even in relatively well-developed Costa Rica, morbidity studie,3

in one village indicated that most children were sick with either an

upper respiratory or gastrointestinal infection during a total of
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3 months each year. -These children, sick one-quarter of the'year

with minor hut weakening illnesselj were susceptible to more serious

illnesses that would be rejected by a healthier child.

Perhaps more impoftant, children. who are sick, particularly with

a gastrointestinal infection, either do not feel like eating or are

not able to absorb the food they do eat. This leads to nutritional

distress, which in turn,reduces their capacity to resist the effects

of infections. This synergistic cytle of illness and undernutrition

contributes 'to a high mortality rate among children and to growth

deficiencies among those children who survive the diseases.
11

The major danger in diarrhea is the dehydration that resulLs,

which brings on a systemic stress which neither infants nor small

children can tolerate. Fluid replacement and retention is vital;

hospitals this is achieved intravenously, but such is not 'possible in

N___the illages of the tropical world. Medical, researchers have discovered
4,--,_

that a solution of glucose and salts, given orally, can have a life-

saving effect when other resources are absent. In recent years simple

procedures have been developed to teach mothers ip developing countrieg

how to mix household products such as sugar and salt inca pop bottle

filled with boiled water to-make a rehydration fluid that will restore

their child's electrolyte balance and start him or her on the way to

recovery. An American biologist, who Las dedicated most of his life to

helping the Indians of northwest MeXico become self-gufficient in health

and nutrition resources, has developed a homemade device that accurately
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measures the florrect amounts of sugar and salt to be mixed into a 12 oz.

pop bottle. Children in several California school districts mal;e these
;

measuring spoons during recess and shop periods and send them to heal"th

'programs throughout.fhe developing world. In this way, they not only

become increasingly sensitive to the health needs of children,elsewhere

in the world but also make a positive contribution toward improving

those conditions.

Nutrition

Most of the world's population goes to bed hungry each night.

,

Jeanette did, and this is the major difference betweeniohe story of her

illness and Julia's; Julia did not, because of the relative affluenceid
*

of her family and because of the technology of food production in the

United States. In this :country, despite the/gradual spread of urban

areas into formerly rural fringes, sufficient land,is available to pro-

',duce food not only for ourselves but also for the food needs of other

countries. The balance between land and population is such that in-

efficiency or wasteful practices do not lead to critical shortages.

One of the most vivid examples of this is the production of beef. One

pound of vegetable protein, in the form of Midwest grains, is consumed

by a cow in Kansas to produce the meat that goes into the famous

''quarter-pounder" fast-food hamburger. This four-to-one ratio from

rawiesources to consumable beefsteak is either not contciousiy recognized

or is merely accepted by Amercan consumers. A combination of 'ood

tastes and purchasing power leads us to not seriously question the wisdom
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, of this approach to Tood production.
e.

Farmer§ throughout the4rest of the world would be incredulous at the

space, the technology, and the production practices on American farms.

Most surprising to them would be the amount of meat produced and consumed

here. Throughout the rest of the world, meat is not,a common part of

most diets. (A Costa Rican joke tells of a.teacher who asks her class

fPIL

for a-de nition of "carnivOre"; one child answers: riCh peOpien.

Problems of ferm size (cattle need space to graze), frequentjllness

in animals, and marketing mechanisMs make it difficult for most of the

agricultural people of the world to obtain meat for their diets.

Nevertheless, throughout mosof the world the primary deficienPy

in diets is not proteins. Most indigenous diets provide a mixture

of legumes (such as beans) and ulses (grains such as whest, corn, or

millet) which, in combination, enrich the protein con7nt of each to

_provide a 'diet that is sufficient for the protein needs of the people.

The major deficiency, however,.is in caloric intake. The current termi-
,

nology for malnutrition syndromes, "protein-energy'malnutrition" semanti-

cally underlines the result,of calorie deficiencies. In adults, in-

dequate calories,results in decreased labor output, which probably

leads to decreased agricultural production -7 creating a cycle of

insufficienuy. In children, caloric dietary deficits are compensated .

for by rerouting protein foods for metabolic purposes. This means:that

even though, the diets of cIldren may be analyzed as adequate in protein

intake, the protein is diverted and hence not mad6 available for growth
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tissue repair, ,and resistance to infection. The result is increased

illness and grOwth deficiencies such as stunting. Inervention (when

available) for these clinical signs is usually in the form of a protein,

supplement such as dried'skim milk. This extremely expensive interven-

tion is most frequently misdirected, since the major dietary'need is

for increased calories, not increased.protein. Research projects in
7.

Costa Rica and other Lat44 *merican,countries have shown that local
1*

diets are usually adequate in terms of proteins but that the limiting

factor is simply inadequate food availability, whichleads to a caloric

deficit. The. most appropriate intervention, thus, is not the ptbvision
,30

of foods from-outside (especially those high in protein content)4 but

rather the development'Of self-sufficiency in the production of tradi-

tional local foods. Som0,advanCes may be made through im ved tech-

nology and seeds but in many cases progress is restricted by shortages

of land and increasing pressures on available landX14elto population

'

expanaion, Lasting chamges.An these areas will-require both a re-

distribution of rand to compensate for the extant:ineqUitable-patterns

and the support of current tr,,nds in many areas to limit family size.

Important common problems encountered by farmers in developing

countries, which their Counterparts in this country no longer confront

include adequate storage, credit, and marketing, all of which comhine

to limit'food wyailable to, many agriculturaVflmilieii. Conlider, fori

example, the problem your family would have trying to store a y,2ar's

supply offood frcm the supermarket in your hduse. ,In addition to
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dealing with the waste involved in packaging of food, you would run

into problems of space no matter how large your house. Now consider the

problems of a farmer in India who must harvest a year's supply of rice,

vegetables, and other staples, and attempt to store it safely and cor

veniently. Unless great care is taken, the food will be eaten by pre-.

dators, spoiled by molds, or stolen by less fortunate neighbors.. For.

example, in Africa corn is stored hanging from palm trees, which are too

slippery for rats to climb; in southeast Asia rice is stored in clay

jars, which wick out moisture; and throughout the uorld ingenious

methods are used to.store family foods. However, these methods are

usually insufficient or require more than the meager resources available

to the truly poor. As a.result, dietary intake follows a seasonal

pattern, with relatively high consumption after harvest periods and

with steadily decreasing rates during the year until the period of

yeal shortage just prior to. the harvest. In Haiti this pattern is so

clear that health workers can predict the annual pattern of clinicql

malnutrition in an area. This enables them to intervene preventively

where possible, and to plan for clinical services when preventive

care is not effective.

The problem of storage leads to another common problem; credit.

An Indonesian farmer who has consumed or lost his supply of rice

several months prior to his next harvest must borrow cash or food from

merchants in the market in order to survive uutil the next harvest.

These loans are usually highly usurious and often require a repayment
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in the forA of food stuffs from the forthcoming harvest. As a fesult,

the farmer has even less to store, and will have 'to borrow again in

order to survive, until eventually he places.)iis land in collateral for

a loan. ,A poor harveJt wili forfeit his land, leaving the merchant

with expanding holdings and leaving the farmer both landless and un-.

employed. Most banks in developing .(or developed) countries do not

rate smalllfarmers as good enough risks to justify the effort Of ad-

ministering a loan, and therefore concentrate their risk capital on

large landowners and agricultural businesses. In many parts of the

world, farming cooperatives have emerged to address this need by pro-

viding a revolving credit fund among their members. However, since

membership in a cooperative usually requires ownership of at least

some agriFulturally productive land, this does not answer the needs of

the landless or truly poor farmers.

Marketing, which involves both the purchase and sales of foodstuffs,

represents another major problem throughout the world. Fishermen in

Kisambweni, a Kenyan villaq facing the Indian Ocean, face great risks

fishing offshore in small boats. They sell their.catch to merchants in

the village, who ship the fish through a regional market, where it is

resold to Mombasa or eventually inland to the capital, Nairobi. Along

Ihe way, the price of the fish increases tenfold, with a majority of the

profits going to the middlemen.who serve as brokers as the fish pass

from the fishnet to the shopping bag. Of all of the individuals in

the marketing chain, the fishermen enjoy the lowest, profit margin. As
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with credit, marketing
cooperatives are becoming more common in 'develop-

ing areas, but they do not remove the gross inequities in the marketing

syStem. A similar :process functions in reverse in the purchase of

foodse4ffs. Even an efficient small farm cannot produce all that a

family might need or want to consume, so members of the family wall, to

town to purchase staples such as salt, sugar, or flour, and luxuries

such as meat or vegetables from other geographic areas. At each step

from the factory to the rural market where that family shops, the prices

of the items increase, representing a'further drain on domestic re-

sources. Even well-meaning improvements in marketing do not always

benefit small farmers in rural areas. Improved roads .1d municipal

markets in Haiti, for example, have mere.y increased the flow of food-

stuffs from rural areas to the more profitable urban markets.

The combination of a lack of storage areas, lack :If access to credit

resources, and inequitable marketing practices places small farmers in

the developing world in a cycle of increasing dependence and decreasing

availability of foud. These factors, rarely considered when we look

at the problems of developing areas, are as relevant, if not more so,

as the factors more commonly identified such as ignorance and inef-

ficient technologies. In fact, many no longer consider these latter to be

major components of the causes of un:erdevelopment. While a Peruvian

farmer may not be well educated, he requires wisdom to survive in the

harsh environment of the 2,1112lano. Similarly, his technology of food

production may appear primitive, hut probably it is apprrprlately
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adaptive to the ecological conditions under which he lives and works.

Few Americans care to recall that the agricultural potential of the

western prairies was destroyed by the disk harrow, a technological

breakthrough that was inappropriately applied. A farmer on Taiwan,

'with simple technology and careful planning, can Troduce his family's

fOod needs on a plot of land not much larger than an American vegetable

garden. The key appears to be to adapt technology to the environment

rathe.: than to dominate it.

The Role of DevelukuLlimILELLE

During the paot half-century, there has been an increasing tendency

on the part of.developed parts of the world to see the health and nutri-

tion problems or the poorer countries as their own. To a certain extent,

this may be seen as enlightened self-interest. For instance, the

shrinking world means that a communicable disease in Africa may pass

rapidly to France and the rest of Europe, making it clear that health

problems can nc longer be isolated or confined at their origins. The

United States draws upon its generosity, and occasionally its conscience,

to attempt to -.:edres some of the inequitable distribution of food re-

sources in the worA, Foods nroduced in excess of 01:r needs are pro-

cessed and di,;-ibut.ed to meedy areas, reducing the effects of famine

and nutritional deficiency. Thi distribution (most nf which 1s con-

ducted under the provisions of.Public Law 'IN) is 11(,t wholly altruistic,

,4ince it also 6upport!-1 domestiy farm price-suppotI poiicios. The pro-

yram, transLated into action threty)1 rilo distribution of bags of corn,
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soy, and milk blends to needy families, has both beneficial and detri-

mental aspects. On the positive side, the food can save children from

death or a growth deficiency due to malnutrition; the logic of food

distribution in, for example, drought-stricken Chad or in famines in

India cannot be questioned.. On the negative side, however, the general

policy of distributing excess foods has recently been questioned by

nutritionists and community development experts. Giving surplus food

away to families in Bangladesh during a crisis will save lives; but con-

tinuing to do so after the crisis has passed may contribute to continuing

dependency, with the farmer anticipating such a subsidy and thus slacken-

ing efforts to develop his own self-sufficiency.

In addition to giving away large amounts of food, the United States

and other developed countries market commercial foods in less developed

countries. Supported by generous advertising budgets,.these food pro-

ducts are introduced into underdeveloped market areas and offer the

lure of "modernity." Many foods with less nutritional benefits than

traditionally available foods enter the diets of the .people of poorer

countries this way. Most often, this represents the replacement of

beneficial foods by less beneficial foods. With increasing frequency,

however, there are tragic results. One of the most active market areas

is that of commercial baby formulas, which are sold aggressively through-

out the world. Poor urban or rural women, who want to appear modern or

to free themselves from the restrictions of breast-feeding, purchase

these formulas. FreqUently, due to local conditions and ignorance.

the formulas are not properly prepared, overdiluted, mixed with unboiled
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water, put into unsanitary vessels, and unrefrigerated. They thus pro-

vide an actual hazard to the infant, leading to undernutrition, gastro-

'intestinal infections, and intestinal parasites. Fruit and other such

preparations, in which the cost of the jar, label, and advertising far

surpass that of the food itself, replace Jess costly and more available
A

local fruit and foods. This pattern of consumption, identified in

India among middle-class families, has been labeled "sociogenic nal-

nutrition"; that is, adequate traditional diets are replaced by maladap-

tive commercial diets, encouraged by advertising that exploits the

desire of conoumers to be "progressive" and "modern."

"The United States also exports, in addition to foodstuffs, the

technology of American agribusinesses and scientific approaches to food

production. The much-heralded "Green Revolution" of the 1960s and'1970s

brought dramatic increases in the production of foodstuffs common to

the developing world. IR-8, developed with American technological

assistance in the Philippines, and high-lysine corn, developed in

Mexico, are two examples of the successes of applied technological

research. While there can be dramatic improvements in yields and

nutrients, they are not without costs. One cost is the need for chemical

fertilizers not available to many rural farmers; another is the fragility

of hybrids; and still another is the need for extensive land areas and

expensive equipment. A final problem is that of taste and texture;

the "new" foods often come in colors, textures, and flavors unfamiliar

and unacceptable to consumers. After the public acclaim that met the
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products of the Green Revolution, a calmer analysis led to an under-

standing that many of its breakthroughs cannot solve the basic problems

of much of the world's poor, whose needs for land far exceed their

needs for new technology.

In the post-Green Revolution era, an increasing tendency has been

noted to concentrate on the rileds of the small farmer, who does not

have access to the equipment, fertilizers, and chemicals that the new

foods require. The United States Agency for International Development

(AID), has recently developed an office to deal with appropriate technology,

and has established a general policy direction emphasizing health and

agricultural improvements at the family and community level. Such

efforts are harder to measure and far less dramatic than a new strain

of rice with a quadrupled yield, but they will have a lasting beneficial

effect. New initiatives focus on support programs for banks that pro-,

vide low-'!.nterest loans for small farmers, social development programs

that emphasize institution-building at the community level in the form

of community development committees and cooperatives, and the preparation

of agricultural extension agents with special training in subsistence

rather than commercial agricultural production.'

At the risk of appearing to participate in an exercise of self-

flagellation, at least one other issue should be confronted in looking

at food resources in a global perspective: the role of the United States

in a global food market. While we export some of our excess food pro-

duction, we are a net importer of food in terms of cash value. If you

live in Wiscnnsin and'trudge through the snow in January to your super-

market to buy some tomatoes, you probably do not rttflect ',Ai that
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anomaly -- that the tomatoes you huy were grown in northern Mexico,

probably on a farm owned by a subsidiary of a major American corporation.

Similarly, large banana plantations in Central america are dedicated to

the production of a luxury food item, with very limited nutritional

value, for consumers in the United States and Europe. Much of the beef

consumed in this country id imported from large farms in Argentina

and Costa Rica dedica'ted to this exportable production, while much of

the rest of the country is faced with increasing pressure for agri-:

cultural land. Small wonder that the rural poor in these areas become

politically active, frequently yiolently so, and often express their

anger at the developed countries, whose desires they see themselves

subsidizing at tte cost of their oft needs.

A truly global perspective on nutrition underlines some realities

that are sometimes difficult to accept.. These include an awareness

that our habits and practices are not always adaptive to the resources

in our own country, and frequently also affect the resources in other

countries. A coffee farm in Brazil and a sugar plantation in the

Dominican Republic represent agricultural resources used to produce

desired, but not essential, foodstuffs in an overfed American society.

At the same time, the farm and the plantation divert agricultural re-

sources from the production of foods that wopld insure local self-

sufficiency. The concept of the Global Farm, in which food is produced

and follows a free marketi has far more benefits for the developed than

for the underdeveloped world and actually serves to widen the gap between

their relative access to needed resources.
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Julia and Jeanette, who started this paper, never met each other,

but their stories 'are tied together almost as closely as they themselves

were to their respective families. There is no reason for Julia to feel

personally responsible for the tragedy of Jeanette's illness; it would

do no good to attempt to aksign guilt so widely and at such a distance.

There is some benefit, however, in reflecting on the extent to which

the lives of these two girls are linked, in ways that neither imagined.

Such reflection might lead to an awareness of the extent to which un-

conscious patterns of consumption can trace back to negatively affect
6

others in another country. It was not only luck that made Julia's

life so different from Jeannette's; it was also choice and purposive

action. With similar choice.and action, at least some steps can be

taken to redress the inequities that led to that difference and to

'try to prevent the perpetual recurrence of Jeanette's tragedy.

Conclusion

The foregoing discussion is intended to provide the educator or

curriculum planner with a distinctive perspective on a global problem.

In its entirety or in selected portions, the aim ig to provide the

background for analytic discussions of the integration of major global

issues. While the discussion is confined to health and nutrition, the

principles involved carry far beyond those topics. Similarly, the case

examples are often drawn from personal sources and experiences; un-

doubtedly, they will stimulate educators to generate similar case
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situations dealing with other geographical areas', both naiional and

global. Ideally, this material will be integrated with other curri-

culum material which stresses our national role in international con-

cerns, and the place of the individual regarding issues of concern to

all'of the world's population.
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Chapter 10

A CONSIDERATION OF THE GLOBAL
PERSPECTIVES OF SOCIAL STUDIES

. John E. Searles
Profeesor of Rducation'

The Pennsylvania State University

So that this consideration may be marked with wisdom rather than

passionate advocacY, it would seem proper to define some terms. There

are two in the title that have many meanings: social studies and global

perspectives. Ini our definition of social studies we shall look at some

'of its characteri ttas and examine its purpose. The othey definition will

consider two meanirngs of global education.
,

Then we shall bring these two definitions together intoia proposal

for placing social studies in a global perspective.

Social Studies

. Characteristics of the Social Studies as a School Sub ect

Social studies is the arena, in the formal schooling, where humans

can study their own existence. In thOelementary and secondary schools,

social studies deals with the behavior of hunans as a group and as-in-

.dividuals in their r'elationships with their physical environment, their

physical resources, their institutions. their culttire, their governance,

their heritage, and finally, their selves.

The knowledge for-these studies comes from the behavioral and social

sciences of geography, economics, sociology, anthropology, political

science, and psychology as well as from humanistic studies of history,

literaiure, and art.

As is the case with many other curricula,- areas, the social studies

has been going through changes. Something called the New Social Studies
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has emerged. Regardless of how they are organized, the new programs have

the following characteristics':

-- use of inquiry, discovery, and other investigative procedures

-- materials and atrategies designed to teach the modes

aneprocesses of social scientists by using new Social

data.

-- relationships amoqg concepts, principles and generali-

, zations which form the structure of knowledge and inte-

grate the social science disciplines.

-- procedures and materials designed for a conscious examina-

tion of values

-- innovative teaching strategies such as behavioral objectives,

multimedia presentations, games and/or simulation activities,

case studies, and individualized activities.

This new approach may 'be attractive and rewarding but it also has its

problems; some subtle somt-apparent. ,Among these are four which must

be recognized and dealt with.

The characteristics given above show an'approach to knowledge and

eaching which is dual though not mutually exclusive; social studies

takes a behavioral science approach where the focus is on the gathering

of evidence for substantiation of propositions. In a sense, "right" is

prdvable with this method. On the other hand, it also encompasses a ,

humnistic approach where the focuti is on the values that humans, as

grOups and as individuals, live by. In these value choices provability

sdimirshes.

A second problem is that the teacher must draw on all of the social

sciences, and there is a burden on the teacher to integrate these dis-

t

ciplines within the approaches selected.
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I.
, The third problem is that-the subject focuses on group behavior as

well am individual behavior. The social scientist can show that 90X

of the people be-nave in a certain way under certain conditions. But they

can't say which 90% or, more importantly, whether or not people should

behave in that way.

Fally, the social studies deals with human bein'gs and their society.'

It calls for an examination of much that is tender and held to,be dear.

The path is not ian easy one as emotions and controversy colot sweet reaso .

hePt-IT.e..cudies as a School Subject :

Humans wonder at their own existence, and this wonder leads to th

knowledge that humans live alone in the sea of numanity as well as living

0

asia part of the sea of humanity. One4,of the postulates that humans live

by is.summed up 1., Roman phrase pro bonum publico,,for the public good.

Another postul3 . peld is that individuals and their rights are the' summum

bonum, the highest good.

Modern humans find themselves caught between these poles; they are

free to decide and yet are constrained'in their decisions.

Thup we-Weave.our tortured'way to the purpose of teaching and learn-

ing social studies: a major purpose is to explore the fourth R in edu-

cation -- rationality, which can be defined as making decisions without

panic.

Again some definitions: panic in this sense means the; stasis of

indecision, a situation which invites others to decide. The rationality

of decision making comes from a rule of reason -- finding a balance be-

tween 'extremes. These,extremes can be graphically represented by a c'Voss:
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Public GOod

intellectual Emotional
vt

Individual:Good .

The vertictlAaxis represehts the idea expressed above -- the two

forces of the individual good'and common good. The horizontal axis re-

presents a basic quality of human nature -- an-intellectual side and an

emotional.side. 'The highest quality decision would be at the intersectiOn

of these two axes.

So,.then, the purpose of social studies: to provide the environment

wherein the learner can learn the skill and art of making,high quality

decisions.

Global Education

"Human history becomes more and more fa race between education

and catastrophe." (H. G. Wells, ,The Outline of History)

Our theiis is simple. Edueation is the transmission of civilization

so that we can win the race against catastrophe. It is the transmission

4.

of civilization so that we can avert the tragedy of ignorance of our tate

as citizent of the world. Thus it follows as night the.day that edu-
.

cation is global.

44
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Global education views the earth as a whole. Ciohal education views

the world of humans as a vast interlocking system. The global view is

opposite of the isolated, narrow. view. The global view recognize that

there is no place to hide in a world of instant communication and con-

stant change.

There is another sense to this expression. The word "PIobal" can

also mean all-encompassing. In this sense global education ... the opposite

of parochial. It views the world of knowledge as a seamless web. It takes

into account everything in its search for balance and quality,

Global education in both senses is a necessary reminder to hum Is

their humanity -- its agony and its ecstasy,

Cultural Analysis

"The life which is unexamined is not worth living." (SocrAtes Apology)

How can we bring a truly global perspective with all of its breadth

and complexity to the social studies with all its breadth and complexity?

We can begin by providing an environment for the students to have

a worthy life by examining with care and diligence the lives of others.

This can be done by introducing a process which can be cal]ed cultural

analysis.

Cultural analysis is a process 1rPwn trom ethnogrophic studies

designed to allow a person to describe, with a degrem of precision, how

people behave in cultural settings -- local, national and international --

wherever there are cultures. At f-hifl ;1(,int. again, few definitions are

in order.
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The word "culture" has many connotations: one is the anthropological

definition of a group of people living together; another, behaviors that

people have who live together. Still another definition is a high degree

of rather esoteric learnings (he is a cultured man). .0f course culture

is also defined in regard to the arts, crafts,.literature, theater,

music; the daily paper lists'the cultural activities of the day.

Soo.in order to be more precise at thisipoint, let us use the word

"ethos" in place of culture. Now we shall speak of the ethos -- meaning

1

the.spirit of a group of people who live together and who follow similar

customs, traditions, and patterns of behavior. The ethos of a people is

their characteristic spirit which comes froM their accustomed ways of

interacting with their world.

As we look at these behavioral patterns, we find certain universal

concepts emerging which can be called the components of the ethos. These

components are an organized series of concepts which can classify the

behaVior of any cultural group.

In any culture humans operate in three realms: concrete, human, and

abstract. Each of.these realms has different dimensions. In the con-

crete world, there is the spatial dimension and the material dimension.

In the human w,)rld, there are the external dimension (relation with

others) and the internal dimension of the self. In the abstract world,

there are four dimensions -- temporal, ideational, aest :tic and spiri-

tual.

The conceptual framework of the cultural analysis process is shown

graphically in Figure 1 on p. 182. Let us now look at the elements in

detail.
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Concrete realm. Humans behave in a spatial dimension and divide

space into territories they can manage, as groups and as individuals.

They spend much effort and material in defining and defending the

boundaries of that territory. As an example, it has been noted that the

predominant American culture patternIdefines personal space in an unusual

way. Persons seem to live in an envelope of space, occasionally pene-

trating it as they shake hands. The extent of the feeling about space

is measured by the fact that we apologize,for bumping into someone --

we've violated,that envelope of space.

The material dimension of the concrete realm deals with the resources

which humans use in their lives. This dimension of the American ethos is

based on an abundance of material goods to the degree that yesterday's

luxuries are today's necessities. The cultural norm is that of acquisi-

tion as more and more people try to possess more and more goods. With

the proliferation of products comes the demands real or imagined,

dictated by fads and fashions. Needs and wants become confused; choice

becomes more difficult.

Human realm. Any culture has a tangled web of human relationships

making up the external dimension of the human realm. Any social organi-

zation from the most simple and primitive society to the most complex

civilization is built on the premise that no man is an island living

unto himself alone. Behaviors are learned in order to lubricate the

frictions of.social life.
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The American society, with its political dedication to individual

freedom, is constantly wrestling with the problem of finding an equili-

brium between that freedom and the common good.

Children operate in this ext,;rnal dimension of the human realm as hey

begin to assume the roles defined for them by society and its institutions

-- sex roles and sibling roles are but two which come to mind.

There is an internal dimensioa to this realm, also. In the interplay

between the individual and the group, which is a hallmark of modern living,

the individual is called upon to play many roles. These roles place many

complications in the way of personal identification -- resulting in the

age-old question, "Who am I?"

Children operate in the internal dimension when they first perceive'

themselves as persons, see their effect on other persons, and begin to

parceive the difterences in themselves brought about by the gusts of

feelings and emotions.

Abstra realm. The human mind is blessed -- or cursed -- with the

ability to deal with abstractions: mental constructions organized by a

process which,.like the traces of an eleciron, aye visible only by their

produzt. This highly sophisticated mental process, poorly understood

at hest, we call thinking. The whole idea of ideas is vastly abstract;

It is difficult to think about thint,lm, Tt is doubly difficult to

describe the idea of thought. But we shall plunge ahead -- 'else what's

a heaven for?" This realm has font- 6inenslons A teuoral dimension

explores the rhythms and schedules hN
An- J:deational
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dimension provides de iptions of the language, the methods of accul-

turation and ways in which a culture explains the world. The search for

beauty is examined in the aesthetic dimension of this realm. Finally,

the'expressions of faith are explored in a spiritual dimension.

Spatial dimension. There are three key organizing concepts drawn

from the field of geography. The first is the concept of location,

where things are physically located on the e or within the physical

environment. The second organizing co.. is Ale idea of environment --

the total surroundings of an individual and groups of individuals. These

environments can be better understool by grouping the*characteristics

around the subconcepts of landscape, region, and system. The third

organizing concept is that of interaction within the environment. The

interaction is addressed in use of personal space or territoriality.

The material dimension. The relations of humans and the material

world are described as the sum of the decisions made by individuals and

groups as they attempt to satisfy an infinite number of wants with finite

resources. Elucidation of this dimension involves a chain of key concepts,'

the first of which is scarcity. Scarcity in this sense means that there

is a,finite limit to the amount of material resources; it is not the

opposite of plenty. The next concept is production, creating goods and

fr-
to satisfy the human wants. Production, in turn, involves the concept

of the goods and services because they-are the products created to

. satisfy the vents. This links to the concept of consumption -- the use

of the goodc and services which are produced to satisfy the wants.
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Further along this interwoven chain of organizing concepts emerges the

concept of interdependence, for the production of goods ant services

demands on the part of the populace an ability to work together because

no one can do it all, Two other key concepts emerge in the chain: the

concept of exchange and the circular flow of income.

--Extethal dimendiana to the hnmin realm. Within the hnman realm are

behaviors by individuals and groups resulting from the interaction with

other individuals and groups. These form, again, a chain of certain kcy

oiianizing concepts. The role of the individual is a concept which leads

to that of institution -- formally organized groups of individuals which

in many ways determine the roles for those individuals. This concept

naturally leads to a discussion,of the process by which the roles that

individuals fulfill in society are defined -- the concept of sociali-

zation. The qualil:y of the role performance is determined by the norms

-- the accepted patterns of behavior which are defined for the indivi-

dual. These patterns are defined for the individual as he/she functions

in institutionalized roles after socialization. Arising at this point it

the concept of AAnglim-- the penalties inflicted upon the individual

who has not functioned according to the general norm. Next is the con-

cept of power, the right or privilege of exercising control over others.

Extending from this power is the final concept of legitimacy, meaning the

racceptability of the power used for sa),:tion or control of the normal

definitions of the roles that people play in institutions.

Internal dimension of the human realm. This dimension deals with

the relation with one's self, with one's own personal view -- with the
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way in which one is unique. The organizing concepts in this dimension

are fewer but no less iMportant than in the others. The primary concept

is identity -- the ability to sec one's self as a separate,.unique in-

dividual; metaphorically, this is the process of holding amirrcr to one's

self to see what is in that mirror. An extension of this idea is the con-
I. - ..

cept of privacy which is, in a sense, the internalization of one's identity,

revealing it as one chooses. Identity has a quality which may be called

maintenance -- the control of an individual over his/her mental and

physical.self .so that a state of well7being is.established.

The temporal dimension of the abstract realm. The human measures

time and time, in turn, measures the human, as life proceeds in rhythms

and cycles. But the measures differ from culture to culture resulting

in different rhythms and schedules.

The ideational dimension. Humans have the marvelous capacity to

construct and communicate ideas beyond palpable realities. The ideas

are expressed in languase which differs from culture to culture and

within cultures. The language in turn becomes a medium for the way in

which the cultural heritage is continued through generations in the

institutions of acculturation/education. This heritage is a determining

factor in the ways in,which people explain their world -- using supersti-

tions, myths or perhaps some rational logic.

The aesthetic dimensions of the abstract realm. Humans,abstract

Ideas from immediate reality and aspire to some heights of experience

greater than that reality, defining 'these heights u8 beauty. The formal
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aesthetic aspirations are expressed in the plastic arts, literature, and

the Performing arts. In a less disciplined, more spontaneous way humans

have an'infoimal expression through their own participation in leisure

time activities which we have learned to call recreational..

The spiritual dimension. LI:he last of theseseven dimensions is the

most complex and least describable of them all% Probing the recesses of

faith means we have to deal with the paradox of expressing the inexpress-

ible. We can, however, analyze and describe some manifestations of that

faith in some of the rituals, festivals and religions.

These ideas are shown graphically on.the following page.

Use of this model

Coming down from ihe clouds of theory to the hard ground of practi-

'cality, we can urge the use of the cultural analysis process to accomplish

the following tasks.

.
Organize the study of any culture -- local national or inter-

national. Too often the study of other cultures emphasizes the unique

and unusual -- Japanese bow always and eat with sticks. Too often the

study of other cultures reinforces stereotypes -- the Mexican taking a

siesta nap, leaning against a cactus with hie sombrero pulled 'over ais

eyes, while his burro grazes nearby. Use of this model ameliorates

these difficulties. The model provides several descriptors which, when

duly and properly expanded, offer a complete description of a culture.

This complete picture goes beyond the unique and the entertaining. By

presenting an accurate description of the behaviors of the people in the

culture, sterectypes are avoided.
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Provide an understanding of the social sciences and history.

The descriptors in the model are concepts. They provide the building

blocks for the structure and knowledge. As such they can become vehicles

for analysis. The social studies course can, in its pusuit Of a global

perspective, take the students beyond the "who" and "what" to the "how"

and "why." And it is hoped that they may get to the most important of

all: "therefore what."

Organize a whole social studies curriculum. The model.provides

a means by which students can obtain a global view of social studies and

have a perspective on the world in total.

The global view of the social studies comes from the integration of

roncepts from the social sciences and into the total structure.\\ Concepts

about the spatial dimension of cultures come from geography, and the

material dimension concepts are drawn from economics. Sociology, politi-

,

cal science, psychology, and anthropology provide concepts for the human

dimensions. The concepts in the dimensions of the abstract realm are

f*iv

drawn from humanistic studies. The-whole structure has a perspective

that only history can give.

The globalview of the world would come from the examination of

many cultures.

So the.cultures of the world become the subject of study to obtain

a global perspective, in both senses of that term, for the social studies.
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Summary

What is being proposed here is straightforward. The social studies

is; in and of itself, global in both senses of the word. It views.a

whole world by examining the'patterns of behavior of individuals and

groups in other cultures and other times as well as in oUr own. It is all-

encompassing in its perspective; it is interlisciplinary in its use of

concepts from many disciplines to understand the seamless web which is

the knowledge of human behavior.

This is the'"what," thei"how," and the "why." There remains the

growing "therefore what?" The students in the class are also partici-

panti in a culture. By providing these with global knowledge, we are

providing them a view of alternatives. By providing them with a method

of analysis, we are providing a sense of rationality as the students

make rational decisions -- decisions without panic which go beyond ihe

narcissistic and hedonistic to an enhancing of the'quality of life,

their own and their group.

Global,education? It is the only way to answer the questions of

our time:

"If T. am not for myself, who will be?

Yet, if I am for myself only, what am I?"-
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Chapter 11

MATHEMATICS, A VEHICLE FOR INCREASING
. GLOBAL AWARENESS

Frank Swetz
Professor orMathematics and Education

The Pennsylvania State University
Capitol Campus

Mathematics may be said4to be an international language and, indeed,

this would 'seem to be true. The syirlbols and operations of the subject are

the same throughout the vorld. Even though some peoples use an indigenous

or popular numeration system in their daily transactions, in general,

mathematids, as it is formally taught in school systems, universally

erriploys the symbols of the Hindu-Arabic number system and the same algo-

rithms or rules' for performing addition, subtraction, multiplication and

division. Seccindary school students--whether in Ghana, Chile, Poland or

the United Statesstudy the same properties of triangles) learn how to

use logarithms, and find the sine of a. 300 angle to be .5000. We all

perceive and quantify the world arcund us in a similar manner. This

commonality can rea4ly lend itsel.e . as a vehicle for achieVing mutual

understanding an understanding uf ourselves and our society in relation

to other societies. More importantly, it can also help in developing an

inppreciation of our participation in the human family. This potential of

'mathematics aS a channel of human understanding across cultural and
e.

national boundaries and as a clarifi2r of the problems that face humanity

cannot be ignored. Global perspectives in mathematics teaching attract

student inter4st and supply a much neeUed relevance for our times.
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Mathematics a Unifier of Human Experience

There is a small clayNtablet on display in the London Museum. The

tablet, which easily fits into a person'o hand, is.covered with wedge-

shaped, cuneiform writing. It originated in the Mesopotamian city of

Nippur over 3000 years ago and is a schoolboy's lesson in mathematics. On

one side of the tablet, the teacher has written out a multiplication table

while on the other side the student has duplicated it from memory. Errors

in the student's table are denoted by the teacher''s check marks. Al-
l' '4

though the student.who labored 7er tIlis tablet and the teacher who'

1

dutifully corrected it are long csiTICe gone, a modern viewer of the tablet
,

easily identifies with them and their tasks: Across cultural thresholds
1

and overt llennia of time, the humanity of that small drama touches all

of us.
1 :

,

, ,

,

A .atimilar awareness and sense of identification with people.from,'
lf,

other present-day cultures can be nurtured in students. 'A teacher might

la

7

have a class consider mathematics problems studied in another Culture at a

comparative scholastic level. For example:

.

/

A farmer has 552 coconuts. He wahts to put them into baskets.

Each basket holds 23 coconuts. How many baskets are needed

for all the coconuts? (East Africa)

Chi Fu-ching farmed 15 mou of paddy for the landlord and was
required to produce 620 catties of paddy per mou a year.
What was the,total quantity of paddy Chi Fu-ching produced a

year? (China)

If a student in the class has a pen-pal in another country, perhap
0

an exchange,of mathematics lessons can be initiated. Experiences of this
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kind encourage students to realize how similar their mathematical learning

experiences are witiraibse of children and young people in other countries.

, 0
They.are also helped to discover that through mathematics, they share

common bonds with peoples around the world.

Many materials, both formal and informal, can be found that lend
S.

themselves to promoting the concept of mathematical similarities between

diverse peoples and cultures. Postage stamps, for example, often

illustrate what a society, believes is important and sometimes contain

.
mathematically relevant messages about measurement, computation,

mathematical instruments, graphing and mathematics in nature (Schaff, 1974).

Colorful stamps lend themselves to developing attractive classroom displays

which din serve as an easy focus for directed student discussions and

reports. 4

In a similar manner,,textile patterns and the geometric designs of

folk art reveal common appreciations'for geometric design and the
4

prinCiplet oe geometric symmetry (Zaslavsky, 1973). Batik cloth from

Indonesia, Swedish jewelery, Pennsylvania Dutch quilts, hammered brass

trays from Turkey and wall hangings from Lesotho all display patterns that

can be recognized as forms of mathematical expression. Recently, Islamic

art has drawn attention in the Western world for its rhythmic patterns--

patterns that can be analyzed by the methods of transformation geometry

using translations, rotations and reflections (Critchlow, 197) . Class

lessons built around the use of such items not only concern mathematics but

foster 4b integrated approach to,,learning by incorporating knowledge of

geography and anthropology as well as develuping a cultural and asthetic

awareness in students.
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Mathematics as a unifying and evolving human expe'rience cannot be

.viewed solely in the static sense of "now." It ahould also he presented

in a historical setting. ,Lossons are enlivened and broadened by the inter-

jection of historical perspectives and anecdotes that show the inter-

dependence of people in developing and using mathematical ideas, it can be'

pointed out to students that we study a geometry that originated in,Egypt'

and was refined in Greece and a number system purported to come from

India. _The fact that "algebra" is an Arabic:work meaning "transposing"

_attests to the Islamic influence on the subject.. Our, modern system of

geometry based on the use of coordinates was given tonus by a Frenchman,

Rene Descartes. The fundamentals of calculus were developed by ap English-

men, Sir Issac Newton and a German, Baron Gotttried von Leibniz; and the-

science of electronic calculations was perfected in the United States, The

list of contributions from different countries can go on and on. It might

include the games and devices, often used in mathematics lessons, whose

origins lie in other cultures: the mancala from Africa, magic squares and

tangrams from China, and Soma cubes from Denmark. The cultural legacy of

these systems and devices should be made known to their users.

Problem Solvin& with a Global Emphasis

While mathematics may serve as a Vehicle for establishing an'

identification with other cultures, it can also promote real understanding

as to the state and nature of human interdependence. Mathematics can give

us very real messages about ourselves and our world: messages that are often

crying to be heard but are frequently iriQrd. Their content concerns the
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population explosion, the depletion of natural resources, pollution of

the environment, ,and world hunger. These messages canAbe told mathematically

in many waydand at different levels of sophistication. Let us consider some 4

teachin0 situations and strategies that lend themselves to promoting global

perspectives.

During a class discussion on pollution, the teacher asks the students to

estimate the number of canned beverages thei and their family consume in a,

year's time. A total for the class is decided upon. A question is then

posed, "If all the flip-tops from those cans were piled in one place, how

'laige would the pile he?" Eatimates can lie taken. Students then set about

collecting flip-tops and establishing a pile on the school grounds. When the

is.completed, estimates-can be compared for accuracy and t.,,e actual

weight of the pile computed. Flip-top proliferation.can then be extrapolated

to the population of the town or city in which the school resides and finally

to the whole United States. In such h manner, an estimate can be obtdiqed of

the amount of aluminum discarded vii flip-tops'in the country for one year.

(48)(10
9 aluminum cans a year are'used in the U.S.). Figures can be obtained

on the annual aluminum consbmption of various countries of the world. It

will be found that Americans throw away More aluminum in flip-tops than the

total amount of aluminum many countries use in a year! This incident was not

chosen as being particular:.y dramatic but if the mathematical investigation is

carried far enough, impressive results are obtained.

Sometimes'the close ,..1xamination of a simple mathematical fact and its

implications can radically alter student perceptions. For example, 43%.of the
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cost f canned soda is for the can (Swatek, 1971). This means th0 43%
.. 1

of al\the money spent for soda eventually goes in the trash can. How

much money would each student's family waste inthis manner in a year's

time? An ensuing discussion on this fact might consider the need for

appealing packaging. Although the wastage in canned soda is extreme, it

is estimated that approximately 20% of all food costs is for packaging.

It would seem that a lesson in consumer math is taking place but the

cope of the lesson can easily be broadened to consider what such

aborate packaging costs say about the society in question. Is food

pacx ging as elaborate in a less affluent country? How is food packaged

in other Cbuntries? What geometric shapes are used in packaging food?

Can these shapes be made more efficient? To answer the last question,

students could collect and analyze various food containers. One of the

most efficient and inexpensive food packages used, especially in

developing countries, is a cone made of old newspaper--the newspaper

usually being imported from the United States.

Interesting problem situations with global implications can be

developed around available data concerning population, food production,

waste disposal, economic output, etc. These data abound in popular news-

papers and magazines and can be found in such references as the

Statistical Abstract of the United States and the Unitedliation's

Statistical Yearbook of Economic and Sacial Affairs. Consider the

following sequence of activities that might emanate from the data given

in Table 1.
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Table 1

World Populations by Regions 1976

Region Human Population Livestock Population Area (km2)

Africa 412,000,000 343,800,000 30,319,000

North America 239,000,000 308,600,000 21,515,000

South America
;

333,000,000 406,400,000 20,566,000

Asia 2,304,000,000 959,400,000 27,580,000

Europe 476,000,000 421,200,000 4,937,000

Oceania 21,700,000 253,800,000 &re,510,000

U.S.S.R. 258,000,000 22,402,000

Students can be asked to compute the population density for each

geographical region in number of persons per square kilometer. For

comparison purposes, they may also be asked to estimate similar averages

for their own neighborhoods, town or city and state. After these estimates

have been obtained, comparisons can be made and a discussion stimulated.

Questions for discussion 4ocus might include the following: What does a

high population density in a region mean? Do population densities have

any relation to poverty, hunger, the spread of disease, illiteracy or the

frequency of wars? Would people in a high density region live differently

la

from people in a sparsely populated region in their relationships with

their neighbors, the size of their houses, etc.? (For example; in Java

there are approximately 385 people/km2, while in Alaska, on the average,

people inhabit 1000 km2). Because humans and livestock compete fer the

same territory, the numbv of 'domesticated livestock can be averaged into

the estimates. When conSidering human ani?domesticated animals occupying

the same space, how does this change the population density average for

these regions of the world? Does a high ratio of livestock to people mean

that people are well-fed? How is the situation in Africa.complicated by
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the existence of large herds of wild animals? Many such questions can

evolve out of the simple'exercise and thus, meaningful insights into world

problems can be developed.

Some of the exercises discussed above involve students taking 4urveys

of their family, classmates and neighborhoods and using the data obtained

for the purpose of comparison or interpolation on a national or inter-

,

national scale. Such activities make a math lesson more personal and help

the student realize that 115/or she is part of the "whole." when discussing

,World situations. Data collection and interpretation can be incorporated

into mathematics laboratory situations where students must perform several .

,mathematically oriented activities to achieve a desired end. A laboratory

exerdise that involves a rather interesting mathematical function ai well

as some data collection involving measurement.and computation is the

determination of.nutritional status for individuals. A unit of measure

used for nutritional standing is called a pelidisi and is obtained'by the

formula:

,
pelidisi

W10 x weight (e) x 100%
sitting height (cm)

where sitting height is defined as the distance from the seat to the top of

the.head. The pelidisi of a well-nourished child is very close to 100%,

while thin children may be between 88 and 94 percent. An adult with a

pelidisi beltw 100% is considered undernourished, but a child with a

pelidisi botween 95 and 100 is well-nourished. At about 105%, an adult is

overfed (Mathews, 1973). The pelidisi of individual students can be

found, a class'average obtained and several discussions initiated. Perhaps
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dataccan be obtained from a less affluent neighborhood and comparisons made. ,

is there a corrclatioh between poverty and nutritional statusl Would this

correlation hold in other cultures? Data might also be obtained for

'comparative student populations tn another country or several countries,

and hypotheses tested. What does a "cycle orpoverty' mean; and haw does

ule.
it apply to countries of the Third World?

The preparation of graphs that allow for international comparisons

frequently supplies striking visual evidence of the scope of global

problems while also encouraging the sharpening of mathematical skills. In

particular, pie graphs provide practice in working with ratios and

percents. Students could be asked to convert demographic information into

pie graphs to compare world populations. A similar pIe graph can then be

constructed based on the consumption or productiolef a commodity, and

comparisons made between the two. Let us consider some implications and

'questions that arise Out of making such comparfsons, using graphs of

population and energy consumption. (See Figure 1.)

Froi these graphs, it can be seen that North America contains 6% of

the world's population and yet consumes 26% of its energy resources. Is

this fair? /What does "fair" mean in an inteinational context? If all the

energy resources were distributed evenly aecording to population, what

would North America's share be? An examination of the recent history of

.energy consumption in North America xeveals that in 1970, the region used

198 units of energy but by 1976 the figure had risen to 497 units, an increase
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of 150% in just aix years: ,How will this situation probably change in the

future? What.can we do'about it (Post, 1975)?

4A corresponding graphic exercise that.will provoke much thinking among

high school students is the following:

The table if data below was computed by,scientists

to show how energy has been Used in the past and how

it Will be used in the future. Fflot'this data on -

the set of axis provided. 'Discusthe shape of the
resulting curve."(Wilson & Jones, 1974.)

4

60

$.4

e

x 20 Maw.

6114.

I

15 17 19 31 23 25 27 29

Year,' A.D.

(x 100)

Energy

Year 'in kWh/yr

1500 2 xI01Z
1750 '. 6

1900, 16

2050 48 ,

214b 50

2250 4&
2450 16

2650 6

2850 2

An issue closely related to energy utilization is the proliieration

for

of automobiles itOthe world. In 1967, there were 160,650,000.passenger

vehicles in'the world. By-1976, this figure had risen to 271,590,000.

Mbat was the rate of increase of automobiles over this period? How does:

this rate increase affect energy consumption? How does this increase

affect the environment? Foy example:'

The number of automobiles in use in the U.S. in the year 2000

!.s predicted to be 7 times as many as in 1947e. The number id
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1970 is 2.6 times, as many as in 1947.. 11 the automobiles in

Los Angeles County arej.esponsible each day In 1970 for

puttidg 30 tons of deadly sulfur diox,ide,into.the air and

the predicted growth of the U.S. automobile population is

accurate, how many pounds pei. ()ay of sul fur dioxidc will be

put ibto the alctin Los Angelc4.C9unty in the yedr 2000?

(Henderson Ed...06 Beck, 1971.)
/-

In 196, a total of'142 million tons of pollutants Pc= ,

America went.fnto .the earth'satmosphere: 86 million tons

from'cars; 41 million,tons'fibm factories; and 13 million

tons from heating and refuse framing. What percent of this

pollution was cagsed bytars?

How muCh t02-1s adad4'cto the earth's atmosphere each year

that is not used up in nature's norMal cycle? Refer to

Figure.2.

+a.

f`+

\v.
While the simple processes of mathematics can provide means of re-

.

11p.
cognizing global problems, mathematics at a more advanced level can also

help students comprehend the insidious dynamics of growth processes in-
.

volving resources and population. A ea/culus class, foriexample, might be

4

.asked to estimate the amount of'United States petroleum reserves (Weyland-

and Ballew, 1976). A

The Mathematical Model n of'Global Problems

The concepts and procedures Of secondary school algebra can readily

be used to develop simple mathematical, modeling exercises upon which-future

prgdictions can be m'ade. Consider the follOwing introduction to

exponential functions.

4

;

Ihere is a legend in Arabia that the inventor of the game,of chess was

.to be rewarded by his king who would give him anything he wanted. The

inventor indicated that he,was a humble man with simple need6 and that theT.

CZ)
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.
6 X 109 tons (burning fuels--homes,

planes, etc.)

dissolved

60 X 10
9 tens (respiration of land plants and

animals)
100 X 109 pons (released from ocean where

100 X i06 tons (volcanoes & hot springs)

factories, cars, trains, ships, 'air-

2 X 109 jons '(plowing soil)

,041W'

tat
'40

204:

Increase

,e2

cC

Is

Decrease"

60 X 109 tons (plE'Ints)

100 X 109 tons (photosynthesis and
decay of ocean plants and animals
100 X 106 tons (aashed by rainfalls)

171.gure 2: Earth's Annual CO2 Exchange Cycle
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king could reward him by paying him a sum in wheat. The amount of wheat

would be determined by placing one grain on the first square of a chess

board, two on the second, four on the third and so on, doubling the amount

on each consecutive square until all 64 squares were used. How much wheat

was to be given to the inventor of chess?

A table such as the following should be uSed in organizing student.

findings.

Payment in Wheat

square n no. of grains on square total grains, W 2n

1
1 1 2

2
2 3 4

3
4 7 if

4
8 15 '16

64
2n.- 1

?)4

Using a'hand calculator, a studant can complete this table and be asked to

find a function W =,f(n) that will give the total amount of,grain accumulated

by the inventor. By inspecting the patterns in the'W and 2n columns of,the

table, it can be concluded that W = 2n - 1. Further, it can be estimated

that 264 of wheat is 500 times the world's present annual production or

enough to cover the earth to a depth of several inches. Indeed, the in-

ventor's request Was modest:

This exercise indicates.the dynamics of a geometric progression. By'

constantly doubling the amount of a substance, the amount increases rapidly

with respect to time. Many other nonmathematical examples can be found Oat

dramatically demonstrate the power of geometric progressions and capture the



imagination of students. For example, traditional Japanese swords are made

by a process devised by the craftsman Masammune in the thirteenth century

(Bronowski, 1973). This piocess requires the folding-hack upon itself or .

a billet of lgteel many times before the final sword is forged from it. If

a typical samurai sword is produced frot a billet that has been folded 15

times, how many layers of steel are in the sword? The answer is found to

be 21!,5 or 32,768 layers!

For the exercise involving wheat, the students can graph W = f(n) for

the values of n considered. The.resulting exponential curve approximates

the growth rates of many phenomena including population growth and resource

consumption and therefore can be useful in predicting the future magnitude

of.these problems (Bartlett, 1976). A.mathematical analysis of growth rates

can be simplified and further refined by use of the,-compound interest

formula':

100

),

1.

where An is the amount of money after n years; p, the principal invested

and r, the rate of interest. For example, if an annual inflation rate

remains 8%, a bike costing $120 in 1979 will be found to cost approximately

$240 in 1988; i.e.,

$239.88 = 120(1 +

The price approximately doubled in 9 years. With the use of a hand

calculator the doubling time, t, for various inflation rates can be

calculated and tabulated. An inspection of the resulting table will reveal

that doubling time is very closely'related to r by the formula t =
72
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(Brown, 1966). The "rule of 72" allows an easy access for investigating

exponential growth processes concerning inflation:

Fill in the table assuming a cpnstant 8% annual inflation

rate over the periods of time indicated.

I tern 1979

Cost

1988 2024 2060

movie $ 3

pizza 5

compact car 5,000

average house 40,000

The population growth in one's life span may also be calculated from

the same formula:

Assuming a constant 2% annual increase in population growth

for the periods indicated, record the populations for the

different time periods. .

Year Po ulation

1979 4.1 x 10
9

1988'.

2024

2060.

With such data at hand, the :implications of this growth can be discussed.

1

The "rule of 72" can also.be used in estimating the depletion time,

td, for amounts of various fixed resources such as coal or iron. If

R is the total amount of resource in reserve;

n, the number of doubling periods the resource will last;

r, lhe constant increase in annual rate of consumption;

t = 72/r, the length of a doubling period in years;

the amount of resource used last year;and

the total amount of resource used in the first doubling period .

then it.can be shown that.:
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3
p, (q) (t), 2n = + 1, th@refore

n =

ln[/.1 +.1]

and td = (n) (Hamel & Woodward, 1979)
.1n 2

Once these formulas are'introduced, students can make studies of the

- depletion times of various resources and by comparing the results obtained

for various rates of increased usage come to an understanding of the basic

principles of conservation; i.e., if you use less, you will have more

longer. For example, consider such a study based on the United States'

coal reserves.

In 1fr78, the estimated coal reserves Of the U.S. wdre placed
at L42 x 1011 tons while the consumption for the previous
year, 1977, was 6.04 x 108 tons. Estimate the number of
years our coal reserves will last if tl* rates Smnual
increases are: 0%, 2%, 4%, 6%, 81, and'12%. (See Table 2.)

4

It has been estimated that the world's reserves of 6.66 x 10
11

tcoas of

coal, if used at tile rate of annual increase of 1973 would last only 215

\

years: (U.N. Economic Commission for Europe, 108.) What do these facts

say, about the world's reliance 0 coal as a lonw-term energy source?. What'

alternatives are there?
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.,f

Coal Reserves
1978
R.

Consumption
1977

.

Increased Annual Rate

of Consumption
r

Doubling Time
72

.

. .

A + 1
td

.(years)
r

2.42 x 1011 6.04 x

-,

108 0

2

4

6

8

12

--
,

36

18

12

9 '

6

.

3.16\x 1610

10
1.63 x 10

1.09 x 10
10,

.815 x 1010

.544 x 10
10

4

8.42

15,85

23.2

30.45

45.5

3.07

1.99

4.54

4.93

5.51

401

111

72

54

44

30

Table 2; Depletion Time for Coal Reserves



Conclusions

Any aspect qf matheratics can be utilized in developing a global

awareness in students. The few examples examined here demonstrate the use

of computation; work with fractions, percentages and scientific notation;

graphing; algebraic manipulation and use of functions', In working on such
A

exetcises, students develop skills in collecting and mathematically inter-

preting data. Where necessary, however, judgments must be modified by

practical considerations. For example, in computing the ratio of people

to land in Table 1, it should be noted that much of the land in Africa is

desert and cannot support a human population; so the ratio obtained, if used

to project living space, must be viewed with caution. Higher forms a

mathematical understanding involving analysis, syntpesis and evaluation are

brought into play when students test hypotheses, draw conclusions and

communicate those cunclusions to others.

Discusaions centering around problem situations and student findings'

are extrememly important. Teachers, themselves, must develop some depth in

international understanding so that they can adequately stimulate and guide

such discussions. Simplistic answers should be avoided. Students must be

made to realize that "nice" answers are not always possible. Problems

involving the population explosion should reveal the alternatives to

- controlling population growth: war, famine, disease and mandatory birth

control. The 1798 prophecies of Thomas Malthus can be examined and

reasons projected as,to why they were not fulfilled. Students will find

that many factors influence a problem's outcome and that the solution of
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one problem may lead to the realization of arother; e.g., the substitution

of coal for oil will soon deplete our coal reserves. These are the

realities of real-world problem solving.

The collection and use of data in making cross-cultural comparisons

should not result in a "th9" and "us" mentality but rather should focus on

"we." Situational discussions must emphasize the mutual responsibility of

nations and peoples in enduring and solving the universal problems that

confront us. The use of global perspectives in mathematics teachingyhile

4
assisting in the development of cognitive skills also supplies a bAsis for

affective growth. By using mathematics to explore issues of fundamental

importance to mankind, it is hbped that students will develop attitudes

that transcend parochial biases and reflect their understanding of the

interdependence of institutions, nations and peoples. 'Th'us, mathematics

-and its teaching is truly a vehicle for nurturing global awareness.
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Chapter 12

GLOBAL EDUCATION: 'ENVIRONMENTAL CONCERNS

John J. Zoisen
Citizens and Their Envir6nment Project

Northern Lehigh School District
Slatington, Pennsylvania

This paper addresses the concept of environmental stewardship from a

global pergpective U4Othe role of this concept in the educational process.

The very basis of all life is in issue, as well as how to teach about- the

quality.of life and about ways to assure its continuation. SinCe the

knowledge on these topics is overwhelming, this text is limited to parti-
,

cular concerns and suggests a basic strategy for teaching children, K-12,

about the planetary,environment through a global education approach,

The Global Environment

The global environment can be approached from at least two perspec-

tiveo. In the first, the planet Earth is seen as a ministule body in

vast solar system, which itself is part of an almost incomprehensible,

gigantic universe. This, .in turn, interacts and interconnects with the

forces of other universes. From this view, we soon realize the limited

role of Earth in the universal order of existence.

The second approach, especially relevant to our daily life, views

the Earth as a planet that provides the ecosystems to support all life

on it. Through a series of complex interactions, thd. Earth has evolved

as a home environment for an abundance of plant, animal, methanogenic,

bacterial, and possibly still other undiscovered life forms. The global

environment has provided each form with a suitable habitat for existence

and continuity. An, interdependence between Its living and nonliving
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components claw from the earliest development .of the-planet.

Earth history is fascinating in, and of itself; and It it of great

practical value to global education. The origins of this,planet are

(relatively) recent in the procession of "cosmic historY" time. About

5 billion years ago, out of the black void and vastripss pf our univerae,

a series of events occurred that initiated the creation of Earth. ,Since

humankind is an'incurably curious animal, it has always sought, at one

level of intelligence.or another, to understand and explain the mysteries

of the origins.ot 'the Earth. A number of theories have been advanced to

account for the,Earth's formation (Moore, 1933). One explanation postu-
,

iates the "Big Bang" of the universe, an event in which our planeeary

spheroid WAS projected from some_unknown larger mass after an ex osian

of unimaginable intensity. Another suggests. tyat Earth, like the'other'

T.

planetr. of our solar system, may have formed by collecting spaceopatter

over billions of years, with a weight/density combinaffon keeping it in.

uniVersal equilibrium as it revolves around the sun. Other theories

abound, but we have yet to verify our factual origins.

'Embryonic Earth continued to form in a series of cataclysmic4events

in which it is believed heat of its molten core escaped outward. Re-

suiting decreases of the core temperature caused the formation of.crust,

which should have been uniform over the face of,the p,tanet. Mowever,

with the concurrent formation ef the atmosphere and hy8rosphere, the c'rust

was exposed to _tidal stress, uneven cooling, and irregular contraction,

rrentually'shrinking in yarious degrees to fit the reduced interior

masses.
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These events occurred in a forbidding environment: 46t rains,

poisonous gases, earthquakes, volcanoes, and other severe conditions.

From such vi'olent beginnings came the relatively settled global environ-

ment of' humankind's 6-million.,year history: oceans, plains, mountains,

continents, and the vast assemblage of life forms that interact in the

waters, on the.land, and in the air.

Impact of Humankiud

A crucita ttrength in the composition of the global environment

is the interaction and interdependence of all lIving andnonliving

(.

components. As an ecosystem, the Earth is supported by many life-

supporting factors. And as with all edosystems (Bailey, 1975) the Earth

has aiiinite amount of living and nonliving resources, which are confined

to the parameters of our planet 44ith the exception of space explorltion

materials and peraonnel). Because of 1 al or global environmental changes,

varying from overabundance of predators to chimes in climatic.temperature,

many species that have evolved in the history of the ecoSystem.have either

become etinct or are in the process of evolution.

About'6 million years ago, with the appearanceof humankind (Homo

sapiens),.the foundations were laid Tor events that would alter'the en-

vironment and the .course of global events. As recently as 100.,000 years

ago, it is believed that the frontal lobesof the human brain began to-

develop rapidly, giving,humankind its first_Axperience with intdlligence

and the dedision-making process. Basickommunidation occurred, primitive
-
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agricultural skills were developed and'our species progressed into areas

yet undiscovered by other life forms. Since the Neolithic period (40,000

years ago) many dramatic changes have occurred above, on, and below the

planet's surface: manmade cimplexes, agricultural systems, mass trans-

.1portation!routies, and economic orders. However, much of our prOgress has

been gained at the expense of the global environment. What we have done

in the past, and are doing presently, has degraded and diminished the

quality of planetary life. Some selected highlights will be introduced

here because of their relevance to global education.

Population and Food

Most people cannot begin to understand the intricacies of expOnential

population growth, whose ramifications can be detrimental not only to a

species but to the survival of an ecosystem. When the first cities on

Earth were founded 5,000 years ago, the total human populace of the

planet was estimated to be 20 million, and it took several million years

to reach that number. During the next 3,000 years, to the beginning

of Christianity, the populace increased to 200 million. From then, until

- the late 1860s Earth population accelerated to 1 billion people. By 1936,

the planet had 2 billion people; by"the mid 1960s, 3 billion; and in 1975,

the biological species of humankind passed the 4 billion,mark. By the

year 2000 it is expected that humankind will reach a population of 6.5 to

7 billion people, all wanting access to the same staples and caterial

resuurces (Revelle, 1973).
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Putting alside life styleS and material wealth, let us focus on the

basic staple of survival,. food. While Americans overindulge in more

than four times the needed food intake each day, nearly 800 million

persons (18% of the world population) are starving. This does not in-

clude people dying of malnutrition', a figure that is expected.to reach

200,000.persons per day by the year 2000 if sofutions to the problem

cannot be found (Anderson, 1971). Even America, with its rich resources,

is at risk. In the past 5 years world demand for protein has increased

at a rate of 3% per year, and our agricultural structure Cannot keep up

with the demand. Our grain reserves are at their lowest point since

World War II, with less than 6 weeks of storage contents; with in-

creased costs in fertilizers and energy, reserves will fall even lower in

the next 5 to 10 years.

In addition, expanding populiation and changing technologies in agri-

culture across the globe are threatening the genetic rese4voirs of the

planet's major food crops. In the last 8,000 years of airiculture, plants

that have served as major food resources have crossed a threshold. The

majority survive because we prepare the soil, gnarantee decreased com-

petition with other plants, sow seed in the proper season, protect crops

during the growing period, and collect the seed. These plants. are our

captives through domestication. Since we cannot possibly get our food

needs from wild plant sources, 4 billion people have become dependent upon

the high yield of cultivated crops. These plants come from 12 environmencal

areas around the globe, and are relatively confined to their.respective
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BEST COPY AVAILABLE

Each of the world's basic food plants originated In s

relatively confined geographic region. The regions

overlap for a number of crop ,ift nine °tapir and three

minor centers In Kw Old and New World have been

identified seining the areas which account for the

OLD WORLD CENTERS

1 E THIOPIA
Banana

(en(emic)
Barley
Castor bean
Coffee
Flag
)(hal
Olird
Oninn
Sesame
Sorghum
Wheat

A CENTRAL
ASIATIC

Alqhanistan
Turkestan)

Almond
Apple (wild)
Apricot
Rtnad bean
ranlalnupe

( hit Ii pPa
(

i I; lietridef,n1101

f .ar
rya ()Pc
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Hemp

entils
Mustard
Onion
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(wild)
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Spinach

2 MEDITERRANEAN
Asparagus
liners
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Hops
i educe
Oats
olive
Parsnip
Rhubarb
Wheal

Tu,nips
Wheal

5 INDO-BURMA
Amaranths
Betel nut
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Chick Pea
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cow pea
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Ur!
I emoli
Mango
Motels
()range
Pepper (black)
Rms.
Sugar t ane (wild)
.lato

yam

3 ASIA MINOR
Alfalfa
Almond (wild)
Aprocol

Isecondary)
Barley
Beets

(secondary)
Cabbage
Cherry
DM palm
Carrots

ig

Grapes
Lentils
Oafs
Onions

Isecondary)
Opium poppy
Pea
Pear
Pistachio
Pomegranate
Rye
Wheal

6 SIAM MA) AYA.
JAVA
Banana
Belel palm
Breadtrud
Coconut
Ginge
Grapetruit
Sugar cane

(wild)
Tung

arn

origin and diversity of the vast malority of cultivated

plants in our world. Known as Vavliov centers, after a

Russian plant breeder and geneticist, these valuable

reservoirs of crop plant germplasm are now disappear-

ing.

7 CHINA
Adtulu Cowpea

bean (secondary!
Apricot Kaoliang

,Buckwheal (sorghum)
Chinese Millels

cabbage Oats (secondary/

NEW WORLD CENTERS

8 ME XICO- 9

GUATEMALA
Amaranths
Bean

IP vulgarr5 1
Bean

(P mutobbrus)
Bean

(P lunaltal
Bean

acublohust
Corn
Cacao
Cashew
Cotton

(C; hossiturn)
Guava
Papaya
Pepper (red)
Sapodilla
Sisal
Squash
Sweet potato
Tobacco

rusbcal
Tomato

Orange Ilhuhain
(secondary) Soybean

.Sugatralw
mulhelly lendemic I

Peach Tea

Radish

PERU-ECUADOR.
1301(VIA
BeaceLf vulgans)
Bean IP runatual
Cacao
Corn (secondary)
Colton
Edible roots

Iota ullucu
arracacha
Out

Guava
Papaya
Pepper (red),
Pnla)n

(many SPOCIeS1
Outrun!
Ouinna
Squash

IC mammal
Tobacco

(N fabacum)
Tomato

10 SOUTHERN
CHILE
Potato
Strawberry

(Chilean)

1) BRAZIL -
PARAGUAY
Brazil nut
Cacao

!secondary)
Cashew
Cassava
Male
Pa,a rubbe.
Peanut
Pineapple .,

12 UNITED
STATES
Synliower
Blueberry
Cranberry
Jewsalem

adichnee

Figure 1. Origin of the world's basic food plants1

1From "The World's Crop Plant Germplasm: An Endangered Resource" by

G. Wilkes, Aulletin_of the Atomic Scientistt 1977, 33, 8-16.
4
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areas (Figure 1). As the human population expands, wild plants (and

animals) are destroyed and die out because of human activities. Unless

we adopt a global perspective, a "genetic wipeout" of species (Wilkes,

1977) can occur that would limit future food production. If radical en-

vironmental changes were to develop, massive starvation could ensue and

staple plant species might be forever lost. The urgency of providing food

and channeling it to an ever-expanding worldwide population is clearly

upon us, and a global perspective is a first imperative.

The Limitation of World Resources

Since the first Earth Day, claims have been made that the modern

era of economic and population growth is about to be curbed by pollu-

tion and/or lack of worldwide resources. According to the Club of

Rome study, continued population and economic growth will lead to

exhaustion of available resources, mass starvation, and the raising of

pollution to lethal levels.. If this computer-based projection becomes

a reality, it is a distinct possibility that billions of people in the

world may die during our children's lifetime, if not during the latter

part of ours. Following this catastrophe, Earth would stabilize with

a residue human populace living at subsistence levels. A gloomy fore-

cast indeed but if one considers the price of energy fuels, the declining

quality of water, air, and soil resources, and the price of food staples in

1979, can we realistically be optimistic about global conditions in the year

2000 (Schlesinger, 1979). Humankind's living requirements place a burden

not only on the individual but on the entire.global pool of resources
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available to the species. For example, since 1960 world demands for mineral

resources have increased at a rate of 5% per year (Schwartz, 1977). Since

1940 our nation has consumed more mineral products than all of humanity

in previous history,. The United States consumes30% of all world mineral

production. Can such gluttony continue?

Another concern of global proportion is heavy 'deforestation of the

environment and the resulting process of desertification creating deserts

and arid land at the rate of 50,000 square kilometers a year globally.

The primeval forest of 10,000 years past covered half the earth's land

surface (Congressional Research Service, 1975). As population grew and

the need for basic staples increased, humankind routinely, destroyed trees

and cleared whole forests for agricultural,use fuel consumption, and

dwelling construction. With time and continued population expansion,

vauemefFanses of land continue to be lost to human use. On a worldwide

basis, roughly 60% of forested land destroyed annually is placed into

agricultural production, 30% goes to fuel consumption, and 10% to in-

dustrial use such as homes, commercial timbering, etc. Between 1963

and 1973, 1.2 billion acres of land were deforested, a staggering 15%

of the land resource. Today, only.30% of the earth's surface remains

forested (Council on Environmental Quality, 1978).

A classic example of deforestation is the Panama Canal. In the

past 25 years, 35% of the surrounding tropical forests have been burned

for farms and pastures. Two years ago, because of this activity and

resulting floods, droughts, and massive soil erosion, the water of Lake
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Gatun, which supplies the canal, dropped so much that major shippers had to

send their cargo 10,000 miles around Cape Horn. A recent State Department

report commented that "by the time the United States transfers the canal

to Panama, the canal may have become a worthless ditch, a colossal monu-

ment to resource mismanagement" (Deforestation, 1979):

Where will it lead us as a species? The ramifications extend from an

understanding of national/continental political priorities, to the failure

to protect young trees from foraging animals, to erosion and declining

soil fertility. The answer to these concerns is found in a global

perspective, but the time to achieve the solutions may be running out.

Worldwide Energy concern.

The cOncern with energy has been with us through history. Consider

°this contrast: the citizens of the.United States use 450 times the

amount of energy used by the citizens of Mali. But the average house-

holder of Mali spends nearly 25% of his/her annual income ($21.00 of

$80.00) for fuel needs, while the average United States family spends only

6% ,of its ineome.on fuel needs-.

Indeed, all nations have an energy problem, whether'it be direct con-

sumption or production. As the world's populace grows, so do energy needs.

Currently, the amount of energy fuels available do not meet the demand

of the individual, our societies, or our technologies. In 1972 the

United States imported oil costing $317 million. On several occasions,

OPEC nations have raised the per-barrel price of export oii; at this

writing the price is nearly $15 a barrel, and our national oil bill
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grew to $53 billion in 1978. By 1985, our nation will'be paying $90

.billion for oil (National Science Teachers Association, 1978). Whether

we look at our oil-based energy economy or Mali's wood-based energy'

economy, the problems remain the same. There is simply not enough of the

resource to go around.

It is clear that we as a species must learn to conserve what energy

is available and, concurrently, explore other potential sources, such as

solar, wind, tidal, and'recycling forms of energy.

Both the natural death of deforestation and the man-made death of

nuclear irresponsibility threaten. As an oil company ad states, "There

.are many questions -- but no simple answers." ,True, yet again, we must

begin -- if changes are to occur, and occur in time.

Other Concerns

Other worldwide subjects of growing concern include tile economic

and ecological controversies related to wildlife, especially on the

African continent; and the long-term problems of water resource develop-

ment, such as effects of continual irrigation -- waterlogging, salinity,

and dangers to human health. Technological transfer to Third World

countries and other developing nations has also become an issue. The

excessively hopeful concept that rich nations should help poorer nations

industrialize (Myrdal, 1974) ray not be the best course of action, since

many'tropical/subtropical nations lack the personnel, natural raw

materials, and temperate climates to accommodate technological "advances."
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At a global' level, topics such 44 urbanization,,oil pollution, over-

fishing of oceans, transboundary air pollution, and planetary management

of natural resources (Allen, 1978) are all parts of the larger questions

of humankind's destiny, planetary stewardship, and coexistence with other

life forms. Only through a global perspective of the environment can we

understand the long-range ramVications, and only through education can
\.,

we begin to change a'course that has already been set in motion.

Global Education

To remedy these pressing global concerns, humankind must think and

rethink the issues surrounding the life-support systems that Mother Earth

'provides. Education in each culture must lead the way -- or we risk

destruction of the environment as well as our own species. An initial

educational tool to foster awareness, discussion, involvement, and

resolution lies in the curriculum process (King, 1977), for there the

seeds of knowledge will be planted in the future generation of global

educators,.planners, and Earth citizenry. Moreover, strategies are

necessary to encourage teachers to understand the implications and perils

in this dawn of the global age. We must ask ourselves, as educators

and as Earthlings, how to help our youth to understand, support, and be

sensitive to the events and changes that will benefit Mother Earth, her

resources, and our own survival.

We must explain the common goals of our species -- goals that predate

cultural influences such as politics and communications. We must mderstand
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the dimensions of these common goals -- the sharing of the global environ-

ment by all people and all life forma of the Earth (Bailey, 1975), the

right to live and interact, and the desire and right to occupy space on

the surface of our planet (Long, 1978). Existence is the cOmmon factbr

among all life forms on Earth, not only to humans (Harvey, 1976). Ideally,

global education about the planetary environment should promote an under-

standing of the world through patience, shared survival, and a spiritual

,as well as material quality of life. Other activity, investigation, and

understanding are subsets of this global concept of life.

A Su ested Curriculum Strate

The wealth of instructional materials about the environment allots

little time or application to such a view of global perspectives. The

following outline offers a rudimentary strategy for K-12 supplementary

curriculum and/or study units in global education. Local interpretation

of such strategy should,be based on (a) the goals afi the local educational

institution and (b) the cultural and environmental awareness level of the

students.

Kindergarten
YOUR SENSES AND THE WORLD AROUND YOU

Focus student investigation and activities

on sensory awareness of the environment.

Center observations and definitions on

understanding similiarities and differ-

ences among classmates, family members,

and the community-at-large.
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First Grade LIVING AND NONLIVING FORMS

Second Grade

Third Grade

Mao

Focus activity on objects that are alive --

why they are alive, respectivc body shapes,

and related purposes.

Develop activities about nonliving objects

why they haim certaih forms,'shapes, and

si4es; and their role in the local environ-

ment.

iNTERACTIONS AND INTERRELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN
LIVING AND NONLIVING fORMS

Focus activities on life cycles in the

environment -- plant/animal-soil/eir/water

interfacing, andthe relationships and

events oi the natural and man-made worlds.

Focus activities on location of ecosystems

and habitats, and environmental influences

upon individual characters in a natural

and culteral surrounding.

SYSTEMS APPROACH OF A GLOBAL ENVIRONMENT

Focus activities on individual systems such

as thehuman body, a plant, and a nonliving

form. 'What are the compositions of parts

that make up the whole?

Design activities that progress to a point

where the students are involved with the
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composition of parts that make up the

planet Earth.

PLANET EARTH AND THE UNIVERSE-

Focus activities on simple astronomy lessons

that promote an understanding of the lOca-

tion of Earth in.our solar system and ,uni-

verse.

Develop activities centering on basic

physical and related cosmic forces that

affect the Earth and the quality of life.

HUMANKIND: SIMILARITIES AND DIFFERENCES

Focus activities on humankind -- our function

),

as a part of nature, our relationship to

other life forms, our cultures and our

,perspective for the future.

Focus activities on the history and develop-

of agriculture and technology, dis-

ruption of Earth's systems, and basic

,causes of pollution.

WINDOWS OF THE WORLD; STUDENT PERCEPTIONS

Focus activities on value systems --

individual, group, societal, cultural, or

planetary.

Involve all students in simulation studies
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centering on the global way of life from

0

the viewpoint of various topic areas. /-

Seventh Grade STEWARDSHIP OF THE SPACESHIP EARTH

Focus activities'on environmental issues

at a local and/or state level and examine

how they contrast with national and/or

global issues.

Develop activities centering on the types of

alternatives that are available With regard

to Present trends about an environmental,

. . issue.

Eighth Grade CITIZEN RESPONSIBILITIES CONCERNING THE
ENVIRONMENT

Focus investigations and activities on
0

0 local, state, and nationai.channels of

a.

Ninth Grade la%

government and the techniques they use to
0

respond to environmental needs and/or

issues.

Investigate-and compare our system of

government,to that of a foreign government.
1.1

In addition, develop activities exploring

the United Natiohs and other international

efforts to respond to global environmental

concerhs.

UNDERSTANDING HUMAN CHOICES

Focus activities on the pImblems confront-

ing individuals, nations, contineuts, and
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Tenth Grade

Eleventh Grade,

4009

0/0

the human species as global concerns

expand.

Focus activities on students' abilities to

understand the differences between preglobal

and global perspectives.

OPINION AND PERSPaTIVE

(I Focus activities on awareness ot varying

perspectives with regard tothe individual

and the world, followed by investUative

research about the different Perspettives.

FoCus activities-on discovering and

recognizing global perspectives that

differ,profoundly from our own. (TWis

level of activity reinforces concepts

learned in sixth grade).

THE WORLD IN DYNAMIC CHANGE

Focus on research and investigation

activities revealing present key traits,

mechanlAms, or technolOgies that.assist

in the operation of global dynamics.

Conduct activities on awareness of theories

and related concepts regarding current

global changes.
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Twelfth Grade STATE OF OUR PLANET

Focus activigkiea on the most recent v:orld-

wide environmental condltions

political change, war and peace, ecnnomi%.

A

conditions, etc.

Develop activities on awareness of students'

roles and their responsibility to become

involved in one or more of these world

conditions and work towards its resolution.

In developing a global curriculum strategy, planners should emphasize

five specific capacities, as cited.by'Anderson (1978). These are:

A,. To perceive oneself and all individuals as members of a single
species Of life whose numbers share a common biological status,
a common way of adopting to their natural environment, a common
history, a common set of biological and psychological needs,
common existential concerns and common social problems.

B. r To perceive of oneself, the groups to/which one belongs, and the
human species as a whole as a,part of,,tbe earth's ecosystem.

C. To perceive oneself and the groups to which one belongs as
participants in the transnational social order.

D. To perceive of one's self, of one!t, community, of one's dation,
and of one's civilization as both "cultural borrowere and
"cultural depositors" who both draw from and.costribute to a
"global bank of human culture" that has been and-continues to
be fed by contributions from all peoples [and all of the planet's
resources], in all geographical regions, and in all periods of
history.

E. To self-consciously perceive that the world system and its com-
yonent elements are objects of perceptions, beliefs, attitudes,
opinions, values and assumptions on our part as well as others.
(pp. 41-42)
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If we can train for and combine these capacities to achieve steward-

ship for planetary resources, wise decisions and judgments can be made

,to assure humankind a future role in time and place. The final lesson

of global educational perspectives is that the world is int.e':.conn:cted 1%

ways that decree a common fate. Humankind must realize that as a species

we can be masters ,of our destiny and that we must work together in formu-

latingnd shaeng tfiat-destiny. In doing so, we must include and be

respolisibl.004mr all other living and nonliyiing objects.. The challenge is

before us, and the time fo,proceed on a global course of environment.al

knowledge is now.

I
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CITIZEN EDUCATION AT RESEARCH FOR BETTER SCHOOLS

Research for Better Schools, Inc., (RBS) views citizen education as

an educational effort that seeks to,teach all ciiizens the knowledge,

skills, and dispositions that will encourage and enable them to partici- \

pate effectively in democratic society. The knowledge, skills, and

dispositions referred to include:

Knowledge of the dynamic political, legal and social institutions

%

of our society as well as related issues and problems.

Skills that enable individuals to make informed decisions, solve

problems, act cooperatively, exercise leadership, set realistic
(%)

goals, and reasonably evaluate various courses of action.

Dispositions that stress respect for others and commitment to

equality, rationality, action, and participation.

Citizen education involves many content or topic areas involving

specific societal concerns. One of these is global education, for which

RBS has developed the following working definition:. "Global education

examines and relates world cultures and societies. Of particular impor-

tance are the politics and economics of international relations, the

citizen's role therein, and the social, economic, and political issues."

The Citizen Education Component of RBS works with the state educa-

ttional agencies in Delaware, New Jersey, and Pennsylvania to develop ways

to fmprove the citizen education programs in their schools. Planning

groups for citizen education have been established in each state to guide
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activities and to coordinate citizen education efforts with each state's

plan for general school improvement. Members of the RBS Citizen

Education staff are ex officio members of the state planning groups,
+MO

have worked on conferences in each state, have conducted a citizen

education needs survey in the tri-state region, and have assisted in

statewide citizen education planning efforts. In addition, RBS staff

have helped selected schools in New Jersey and Pennsylvania to develop

improved citizen education programs.
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